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OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE SUBJECT OF AN 
EXTENSION OF SUFFRAGE. 
The Committee to whom were referred certain Me-
morials having for their object an extension of the 
right o f suffrage, to all white male residents of the 
age of twenty-one years and upwards, who shall pay 
taxes, or train in the militia, ask leave to report— 
That they find nothing in those memorials, either of facts or reason-
ing, which requires the attention of the House. If there is anything 
noticeable in them, it is the little sense of propriety manifested in the 
style in which they were drawn up. The Committee have not thought 
it necessary to inquire particularly how many of the signers are native 
citizens of the state ; but they are sufficiently informed to be satisfied 
that a very great proportion of them are not so : and it is illy calcula-
ted to produce a favourable opinion of their qualifications, (of those of 
them, rather, who knew what they were signing ; who, on such occa-
sions, are very few,) that persons who have adventured, and are every 
day adventuring among us, from other states or countries ; to better 
their conditions; who enjoy, in common with ourselves, all the protec-
tion and benefits of our equal laws ; and upon whose departure there 
is no restraint; should still be restless and dissatisfied, unless they can 
introduce here the political systems of the states they have left: and in 
recommending those systems, should think themselves at liberty to de-
nounce the whole race of our ancestors, as well as the present freemen 
of the state, and their government, as enemies to freedom and repub-
licanism : and as having sacrificed justice and principle to self-interest. 
Without troubling the house with any further mention of these memo-
rials, the Committee recommend that the memorialists have leave to 
withdraw them. 
The people of this state, we are convinced, have no intention to 
change the character of their government, by introducing a new and 
untried system of suffrage;—by us untried, and tried by others only 
to manifest its mischievous effects and the fallacy of the principle up-
on which it is predicted,—in the place of ancient institutions adopt-. 
By Hon. Benjamin Hazard of Newport R.I. 
REPORT 
ed by our forefathers, among the fundamental principles of their asso-
ciation ; and since, to the present times, preserved and practiced upon 
as the basis of our elective government. 
But as several of the towns, by their instructions to their representa-
tives have manifested some apprehensions and uneasiness upon this 
occasion : and considering, especially, that no longer than the elective 
franchise is preserved in its purity can the people hope to retain in 
their own hands the power to protect themselves in the enjoyment of 
any of their other rights; the committee will proceed to enquire into 
the source from which that franchise is derived ; the basis upon which 
it rests, or ought to rest; and the dangers to which it is most exposed. 
The Committee are confident that they shall express the sentiments 
of the House, when they affirm, that the right of suffrage, as it is the 
origin and basis of every free, elective government; so is it the pecu-
liar and exclusive prerogative of the people; and cannot, without in-
fringing that prerogative be subjected to any other controul than that 
of the people themselves. If representatives of the people, chosen for 
the ordinary purposes of legislation, could assume a controul over this 
right; to limit, curtail, or extend it, at will; they might, on the one hand, 
disfranchise any portion they pleased of their own electors ; might de-
prive them of the power ever to remove them; and thus reduce the 
government to a permanent aristocracy. Or, should they take the op-
posite course, and degrade the elective franchise, by stripping it of all 
its necessary qualifications and guards; then, instead of its remaining 
a great privilege and security possessed by the sound part of the com-
munity ; it would become an instrument in the hands of faction ; lead-
ing straightway to anarchy, and ultimately to despotism. A state in 
which the elective franchise can be thus controuled by any power out 
of the people, cannot, with any truth, be called republican. It is noth-
ing to say that a legislature, chosen by the people, will, it is to be pre-
sumed, act with discretion and with a view to the interests of the peo-
ple. So may an absolute monarch rule wisely, and devote himself to 
the welfare of the state: but they are not a free people who hold their 
rights at the discretion of others, one or more. 
The principle would remain the same, whether there be written 
constitutions or not. The rights of the people are not derived from 
constitutions, nor are they to be encroached upon because the people 
may not think it necessary to attempt to guard them by means of such 
instruments; which, after all, very indifferently effect the object for 
which they are intended. They are, on the contrary, by false or forced 
constructions, always perverted to justify the assumption of dangerous 
powers which the people never meant to grant. 
We would not be understood as intimating that this State has no 
written constitution. The instrument which we place at the head o f 
all our digests of the laws, is not the less our constitution because its 
name furnishes a theme for cavillers. The people have always held 
it as their constitution; and have, more than once, manifested their 
satisfaction with it. It was framed and agreed upon, as it purports to 
have been, by the purchasers, proprietors and settlers of the state ; and 
its character as their work, was not at all changed by its having been 
put into the form of a charter. At that time, the people, being colon-
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ists, could not avoid submitting to have the usual reservations, expres-
sive of the royal prerogative, ingrafted into it; but, independent of these 
appendages, it was wholly the work of the people, and was purely re-
publican. T h e whole power of self-government was in their own 
hands: no constitution, before or since the revolution, has been 
framed, none can be framed, more free and popular. Our separation 
from the mother country perfected this constitution, by cancelling the 
conditions and reservations under which we held it, and leaving the 
work of the people entire. Let strangers, if they please, treat this in-
strument with levity ; and hold it up as a reproach to the State, for the 
sage reason that it was originally called a charter : but let us continue 
to be proud of it, as a lasting monument of the free, manly and enlight-
ened spirit of our forefathers, who could, at so early a day, and while 
colonists, frame, adopt, and obtain the confirmation of a constitution 
of self-government so perfectly republican ; and by which all the nat-
ural, civil and political rights and privileges of themselves and their 
posterity were so amply and completely asserted and secured. It is a 
striking evidence of the stability of the people of this state, that they 
have not been infected with the rage of the times for constitution ma-
king : and that they have continued to hold the wise institutions of 
their ancestors in too high respect, lightly to change them for new mod-
els of constitutions, which have nothing peculiar to recommend them, 
except the unsubstantial allurement of being framed after the revolu-
tion. 
T h e earliest acts of every society necessarily mark out the true lim-
its of the elective franchise, and designate those who are qualified to 
take part in the conduct of their affairs. Not women, or minors, or 
dependants ; not persons incompetent, or persons having no estates ; 
but those proprietors only who are concerned and interested in the 
business to be transacted, and competent to transact it. These are 
the original freemen ; and from this source the right of suffrage is de-
rived. 
Thus our ancestors, the purchasers, proprietors, and settlers of the 
State, upon their arrival here, by their own act incorporated themselves 
into a body politic; elected at first their Judge Elders; & afterwards 
their Governors and assistants, and other officers. They at the same 
time adopted a resolution that " none should be received as inhabitants 
or freemen but by consent of the body: and by unanimous agree-
ment, ordained and declared their government to be a " democracie; 
or popular government; that is to say " (using their own language,) 
it is in the power of the Body of Freemen, orderly assembled, or the 
major part of them, to make or constitute just laics by which they will 
be. regulated, and to depute, from among themselves such ministers as 
shall see them faithfully executed between man and man." And as 
others came to join them, and by permission purchased lands, they 
from time to time, admitted to the elective franchise, such of them as 
" upon orderly presentation were found meet for the service of the body, 
and no just exception against them." Such as proved themselves un-
worthy they suspended or discharged, and again reinstated such of 
them as gave proof of better conduct: and none but those regularly 
admitted freemen were allowed to take any part in the affairs of the 
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Government: although it appears from the separate lists kept of freemen 
and of inhabitants, that there were many of the latter not admitted. 
These were the acts of the Freemen—proprietors of Rhode-Island. 
And iu the year sixteen hundred and forty-seven, the towns of Provi-
dence and Warwick came into union with them, and agreed to the 
model of government thus established, In sixteen hundred sixty-two— 
three the united body, styling themselves " the purchasers and free in-
habitants of Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations, seized and pos-
sessed by purchase and consent of the natives, to their full content, of all 
its lands, islands, rivers, harbours and roads," collected and brought 
into the form of a constitution, the principal ordinances of government 
they had before, from time to time adopted, and obtained its confirma-
tion from the mother country. And under this compact, they lived 
and prospered ; and their descendants have continued to prosper, as a 
free state, to the present day. 
In sixteen hundred sixty-five they again turned their attention to 
the qualifications of freemen ; and in pursuance of their constitution, 
or charter, enacted " that all men of competent estates, and civil con-
versation, and obedient to the civil magistrates, shall be admitted free-
men, upon their desire therein, declared to the General Assembly ; ei-
ther by themselves, with sufficient testimony of their fitness and qualifi-
cations, as shall by the Generel Assembly be deemed satisfactory ; or 
if , by the chief officers of the town or towns where they live, they be 
proposed and declared as aforesaid; and that none shall have admission 
to vote for public officers or deputies ; or enjoy any privilege of freemen; 
until admitted by the General Assembly, as aforesaid, and their names 
recorded in the general records of the Colony." In seventeen hun-
dred twenty-nine, (just a century ago,) they enacted that the free-
hold qualification should be of the value of two hundred pounds, or 
ten pounds annual rent; and in seventeen hundred forty-two, adopt-
ed further provisions to prevent frauds on the law. In seventeen hun-
dred forty-five, they passed the following act, viz. " Whereas the man-
ner of admitting freemen, in this colony, is so lax, and their qualifi-
cations, as to their estates, so very low, that many persons are admit-
ted who are possessed of little or no property ; and it being greatly to 
be feared that bribery and corruption have, (by the encouragement of 
evil minded persons, and by reason of such necessitous persons being 
admitted freemen,) spread themselves in this government, to the great 
scandal thereof; so that the election of public officers hath been great-
ly influenced thereby ; and as the law already made hath been alto-
gether ineffectual to prevent the same ; be it therefore enacted that no 
person whatsoever shall be allowed to vote or act as a freemen in any 
town meeting in this Colony, or at any general election, but such only 
who, at the tune of such their acting or voting as freemen, are really and 
truly possessed of lands, tenements, or hereditaments, to the full value 
of four hundred pounds, or which shall rent for twenty pounds per an-
num being their own free estate ; or the eldest son of such a freehold-
er. 
Such are the ordinances which our ancestors thought necessary to 
preserve the rights and liberties of themselves and their posterity; by 
preserving the elective franchise in the hands of the sound part of the 
community—the substantial freehold inhabitants of the State. Had 
they not a right to adopt those provisions? And have not their descen-
dants, and those whom they have associated with them in conformity 
to those provisions, equally a right to preserve and adhere to them ? 
Or, is it, indeed, true, that other individuals, (wherever they come 
from) who have never qualified themselves to exercise the elective 
franchise, and do not possess it, have yet a right to complain that they 
are disfranchised ; and treated as slaves ; because the institutions of 
the State are not broken down to suit their purposes 1 Such com-
plainers mistake their rights; which is a right to qualify themselves 
as the laws require; not a right to be voters without such qualification. 
T h e right to qualify themselves is a right common to all; and the laws 
prescribing the qualifications apply equally to the whole community, 
without preference to any. Those who would claim more, would claim 
" t h e privilege of anarchy ;—the privilege to disturb the peace of so-
ciety." 
There are some who pretend to consider the right of suffrage as an 
inherent, natural right, which every man ought to enjoy. A man's 
absolute, inherent rights, are, or ought to be, common to all, without 
distinction of age, sex or color: such for instance is the right of pri-
vate property. Is the function of voting such a right 1 Is it not, on the 
contrary, one of those political rights which we derive from the society 
to which we belong; and which, of course, can only exist, as a right, 
according to the existing institutions of that society ? 
There is no phrase in our language, more frequently used, and with 
less definite meaning, than " nature," " a state of nature." As applied 
to man, and in distinction to the state of society, we know not what is 
meant by such phrases. Every man necessarily has his first existence 
in society. He has there his parents, at least, and his kindred; and 
there he becomes the parent of others. The most limited society is that 
of a family : and this has its patriarchal government. However small 
the number of men living together, may be, and although they may have 
entered into no express compact: nor adopted any regulations whatever 
for their government; they unavoidably act upon and influence each 
other : Their individual rights are relative, and their actions are regu-
lated accordingly. "What is this but a state of society ? Hermits and sol-
itaries themselves( if there are such) were bred and brought up in some 
society or other from which they have unnaturally separated themselves. 
The truth is, that, as to man, (a social being) a state of society is a 
state of nature ; and the only state of nature. The endless disquisi-
tions, which have been written upon what is termed " the condition of 
man in a state of nature;" upon, " the origin of society ;" and " the 
nature of the social compact;" might have afforded amusement; it 
their sage authors, and their pupils, had contented themselves with 
dreaming, and telling their dreams; without laboring, to the incalcu-
lable injury of society, to have them admired and received by mankind, 
as the great truths and realities which ought to be adopted as the 
only true basis of practical government. In doing this, they have 
practised upon their fellow-men, without regard to their welfare, and 
as objects only upon whom to try their senseless and mischief-work-
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ing: (or, as themselves would say) philosophical experiments in the 
science of government. 
Of what importance is it whether we consider the elective franchise 
as a natural right; or as a grant from society; as (he term itself im-
ports ; when, in either case, it must remain subject to every restriction 
and regulation which the paramount rights and interests of the com-
munity require ? The right to acquire, to enjoy, and to dispose of prop-
erty, is one of our absolute rights : But we can only acquire or transfer 
it by conforming to the requisites prescribed by law : Nor, if dispos-
sessed of it, can we recover it, but by the remedies also prescribed by 
law. And, whatever may be the amount of a man's property ; if he 
becomes incompetent to the management of it, it may rightly be taken 
from his control, and put into the hands of a guardian. It is a com-
mon expression that a man has a right to do what he pleases with his 
own; yet there are many uses to which he is not allowed to put his 
property, because it would be noxious to the rest of the community. 
Every man has a right, honestly, to acquire property ; but his right to 
possess and enjoy property accrues and commences only with the ac-
quirement. So every man is at liberty to acquire to himself the qual-
ifications which will entitle him to the privilege of voting ; and when 
he has acquired them he will be admitted to that privilege : But until 
then, he has no more right to claim the exercise of it, than he has to 
claim a right to property which he has not acquired and does not own. 
There is nothing too preposterous or unprincipled, to find advocates; 
if it can be contended that a man possesses an inherent, unqualified, 
uncontrollable right; without the consent of the society to which he 
belongs, to do an act (whether it be voting or any other act,) by which 
the interests of the whole community may be affected ; his own per-
haps (if at all) in a less degree than those of any other man 1 Those 
to whom the exercise of the elective franchise cannot safely be entrust-
ed, have no more right to complain that it is withheld from them, than 
have minors or other incompetent persons: Whose public interests, 
great or small, are taken care of by the qualified part of the commu-
nity:—The most trustworthy of all guardians, since it is for their own 
interest to be so. 
The restrictions by which the welfare of society, requires the elec-
tive franchise to be controlled, do not at all, clash with the great truths 
which we all embrace :—That the people alone are sovereign; and the 
source of all power ; that, governments are instituted solely for their 
good ; and that, the majority ought to govern. What is it that any 
man means, when he says, that a majority of the people ought to gov-
ern ? In this State, the number of the people is ninety-seven thou-
sand : In South-Carolina, it is four hundred and ninety thousand. 
Is it meant that a majority of these in either instance, is to exercise 
the sovereign power ; or to elect those who shall govern in their stead ? 
No man, however visionary, entertains such an idea. Every one in 
the outset, excludes all but free males of twenty-one years of age and 
upwards; and most men exclude all but free white males of lawful age. 
But the whole of these, of every description, are but seventeen thou-
sand in this State; and but little over forty-six thousand in South-
Carolina; and a majority of them, in that State, is less than a twenty-
first part of the whole number of the people; and in this State, but a 
fraction over a tenth part of our population. And when we come fur-
ther to deduct paupers, persons incompetent, and many others, whom 
all rational men agree in excluding, the disproportion is still much 
greater. W e have included the slaves in the population of South-
Carolina, because, whatever their condition, they are still a part of the 
people, as much as those of other descriptions, who, on account of 
other disqualifications, are excluded from the exercise of the right of 
suffrage. Thus, the answer which every man must be brought to 
make to the question we proposed, is, that when speaking of a majority 
of the people, he means only a majority of those who are qualified to 
exercise the sovereign power, and to elect their representatives and 
officers of government. Who are the qualified sovereign people, can, 
from the nature of the case, only be decided by themselves; for there 
are none else to decide it; or to whom to appeal, from the decision. 
If they should exclude any possessing the same qualifications as them-
selves, (a case, we believe, which no where ever happened,) they would 
act unjustly: But when they admit to the right of suffrage, persons 
not fit to exercise it, as they are always prone to do, then they endan-
ger the liberties of the people and do an irreparable injury to the 
whole community. 
Can we then allow ourselves to doubt, that the freemen of the State, 
in whose hands its safety and welfare are deposited, possess adequate 
power to guard and secure the elective franchise from abuse, by all the 
restrictions necessary for that purpose ? Or can we, for a moment ad-
mit, than any individual, or class of them, can ha\e any other claim 
to the exercise of that franchise than the legitimate one, which their 
possessing the wholesome qualifications required by the laws will always 
give them. 
If it were possible, certainly it would be right, to confine the elective 
franchise to the sound part of the community ; and that none should 
be entrusted with it, but, such as are real citizens of the State; have 
an interest in its welfare ; and are friends to their country and its free 
government. Unfortunately, it is much easier, to define the necessary 
qualifications, than to ascertain how far they are possessed by individ-
uals. But, on the side of strict qualification there is no danger. None 
ever flowed from that source. Those who are to exercise that power 
from which all other powers are derived, and by whose votes the whole 
community are to be affected; cannot be too highly qualified, nor 
their qualifications too strictly examined and exacted. And, as it is 
impossible to contrive any rule, by which to ascertain the moral and 
civil qualifications of men ; we must be contented with adopting such 
a general one as will be most likely to insure the greatest safety, with 
the fewest exclusions. 
It is well expressed, in the bill of rights of one of our sister States, 
that " all men having sufficient evidence of permanent common inter-
est with, and attachment to, the community, have a right of suffrage. 
This is sound as a general principle ; but is not sufficiently definite tor 
a rule of practice. A permanent interest is, in all cases, the surest,, 
and in most, the only evidence of attachment to the community. For 
although a citizen born, unless he is an unworthy and an unnatural 
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one will be likely, under any circumstances, to feel some attach-
ment to his native State; yet from others we may not expect such at-
tachments unless they have a permanent interest at stake in the State ; 
and have adopted it as their permanent place of residence. And then, 
their attachment is but a secondary one, and is generally measured by 
their interest, and not much to be counted upon until after a long term 
of residence and trial. W e know therefore, of no better general rule 
by which to regulate the right of suffrage, than the rule which requires 
that most probable evidence of permanent interest and attachment, 
which is furnished by the ownership of property, and by actual per-
manent citizenship. Let us particularly consider each of these quali-
fications that we may satisfy ourselves whether either of them can be 
dispensed with. The ground on which a property qualification appears 
to be founded, is, that the right of property is one of our great, natural 
and absolute rights. We have, individually, a personal right to defend 
it ; and a claim upon society for its protection against the encroach-
ments of others. Those therefore who have acquired property and 
possess this right, and have an interest in its protection by wholesome 
laws and a good government; ought to have a voice and influence in 
the enactment of those laws, and in the government. It is usual to 
speak of property as of little value, compared to life or liberty -r and 
this, no doubt is true, if we amuse ourselves with such comparisons. 
It may be of little consequence to others what amount of property is 
possessed by any individual. T o society it is of vastly more impor-
tance that every man should be secure in the possession of a single 
foot of land or a single dollar, than that he should be the owner of a 
township. But to weigh our great natural rights against each other, 
in order to ascertain their relative value, is mere speculation. T h e y 
cannot be so weighed, for they cannot be separated. Where there is 
no security for the right of property, there can be none for any of our 
other rights. Nay, it is only through attempts against this right, that 
our other rights can be assailed :—So far is it from being true, that the 
right of property is of minor importance. Break down the barrier by 
which that right is protected, and all will be rapine, violence and 
bloodshed. . 
Thus the whole sience of legislation and jurisprudence is exercised 
in application to the rights of property. All the acts of government; 
nearly all the provisions even of our small penal code; are referable to 
the same source:— The protection of the rights of property. Nor 
can the liberties of the people ever be in danger where the rights of 
property are perfectly secure. For it is power over the territories,"wealth 
and resources of a State, which at once form the temptation and fur-
nishes the means of usurpation. So long, (and only so long,) as any 
government can effectually be restrained from touching any more of the 
private' property of the citizens, than is necessary for its faithful admin-
istration, it will never be emboldened to become careless of its depen-
dance upon and responsibility to them : Since it will not have it in its 
power to surround itself (to any alarming extent) with those hosts of 
mercenaries, civil as well as military;—(especially the former, always 
the most unprincipled and dangerous ) which can only exist upon the 
spoils of the people. 
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By security in the rights of private property is not meant merely "the 
impartial administration of equal and expedient l a w s ; " which is said 
to be a good definition of civil liberty. For such laws may be made, 
and so administered, by a despotic government. But the citizen^, or 
rather, the subject of such a government, has no security for the con-
tinuance of the blessing : He holds it not as his right; but at the suf-
ferance of this ruler. The only security for the preservation of this right, 
is, that those who possess the right should possess the power to protect 
it. 
And, if these are sound principles, it -seems to follow necessarily, 
that those who have no property, or less than the laws now require, as 
a qualification ; are not likely, (speaking of them as a class, and not 
meaning to apply the remark to every individual,) to feel a common 
interest with the rest of the community, in the protection of the right 
of property ; nor in the general object of legislation, nor in the wise ad-
ministration of justice; and if so, that it connot be wise, or safe, or just 
to entrust them with power and control over those subjects. 
T o remind us that the possession of property is no certain proof of 
the possession of virtue or patriotism, is advancing nothing inconsis-
tent with the fact that those who do possess property must necessarily 
feel a stronger interest in the preservation of the right of property. And 
thus it is certain that even the vicious and unprincipled among this 
class, are generally friendly to wise and equal laws, and to able and 
upright courts. Their viciousness is shewn in a disposition to evade 
the execution of those laws in their own, individual cases: and even in 
this, the more they have at stake the less likely they are to trespass on 
the laws which protect them. W e must recollect also, that a great por-
tion of those who are without property have reduced themselves to that 
condition by their own improvidenee, extravegance or vices; and are 
therefore, in all respects, unfit to be entrusted with any control over 
the property or rights of others. 
T h e other principal evidence of qualification ;—permanent citizen-
ship, is at least, as essential as that of property. Who, that do not 
permanently belong to the State, can have a right; or can with safety, 
be permitted, to have an agency in its laws and government 1 None 
indeed can feel that attachment to the institutions and peculiar customs 
of a State; that respect for the memory and principles of its founders, 
that pride in its character and standing as a State : and that deep inter-
est in the maintainance of its rights and privileges: none like those who 
have been bred and brought up in its bosom. Surely then, it any others 
are to be admitted to share equally with these, the powers and preroga-
tives of governing their own native State: it ought to be those only who 
have adopted it, in preference to all other States, as the permanent 
place of residence; the only home of themselves and their offspring. 
Even these, as we have before observed, cannot feel the same strong 
interest in it as native citizens. Their ancestors were not among ours. 
Their natural connexions are in other places, and their habits, attach-
ments and predilections have been formed before they came : what then 
can we expect, or claim, of those who come merely with a view to some 
present object of gain ; to seek for some business or employment to make 
trial of, among us, to be pursued or not as they may find their account 
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in remaining here a longer or shorter period for that purpose I persons 
who leave their native homes from necessity, and whose constrained 
ab«ence serves to strengthen their attachments to them ; their distaste 
to all other places of residence; their hopes of some day returning to 
their homes, there to enjoy the fruits of their enterprizes abroad. W hat 
claims have these upon us, more than to the rites of hospitality and 
the protection of our laws ? ' 
There would be nothing to apprehend from this source it none but 
substantial citizens from sister States came here to reside. But such 
as these are under no necessity, and few such have any inclination, to 
turn their backs upon their native States. There are exceptions cer-
tainly. We have a number of very valuable fellow citizens who are 
natives of other States. These we trust, make no complaints that they 
are not sufficiently honored and distinguished among us. But many 
if not most of those who come are not of the same description. They 
bring little else with them than the pride of belonging to larger and 
(in their estimation,) more respectable States: which they consider as 
quite sufficient to entitle them to distinction here. But the evils resul-
ting from the admission, upon too slender qualifications, of native citi-
zens of sister States, who come to reside here; are driven wholly from 
our thoughts, when we come to reflect upon the dangers to be dreaded 
from the indiscriminate, (in many States actually indiscriminate,) ad-
mission of strangers from all quarters of the globe ; of all nations, races, 
tribes and tongues, to the exercise of the elective franchise : as if it was 
a worthless thing that could not be abused. Truly, of all the countries 
upon the face of the globe, this, our country, is the most bountiful.— 
Bountiful, we fear, to its own destruction. As if the American people, 
could not, of themselves, enjoy the fruits and bounties of their country, 
because they were the Lords of a territory ample enough to afford the 
same blessings to their posterity through a thousand generations : — 
As if the descendants of those who made the country their own, and 
made it sovereign and independent, were not able to protect it, or to 
preserve the blessings bequeathed to them ; our government stretched 
out its arms and invited to the bosom of the country, the overflowings 
of all nations. Invited them not only to come and help us enjoy the 
good things of the land ; but to take part in governing us and our 
country. It hastened to provide laws for " naturalizing," (as it is 
termed,) and incorporating with American citzens all who should be 
brought, all of the colour called white, and who were not called slaves, 
however abject and servile their actual condition might be. And to pro-
tect them not only here but on the seas, against the claims of their 
native countries, a second national war was (professed to be,) engaged 
in: for the prosecution of which the blood and resources of the people 
were staked and freely expended, and the nation burthened with a 
debt ot millions. No wonder that such substantial allurements were 
not held out in vain. Since the creation of the world, never were such 
captivating prospects presented; not only to the forlorn, depressed and 
debased but to the restless, ambitious and aspiring of all countries, 
No wonder they came, and continue to come by myriads : those who 
could not otherwise get here, selling themselves for a term of years to 
any trader who would buy and bring them. The importation of this 
staple commodity became a regular branch of business: and upwards of 
twenty-seven thousand head were imported from Great Britain alone, in 
a single year; a number nearly equal to a third of the whole popula-
tion of this State. What numbers were brought from all other coun-
tries in the same year we cannot tell. A single merchant or mer-
cantile house, in New-York, we are informed, now keeps no less than 
eighteen ships, wholly and constantly employed in this business of im-
porting and supplying us with fellow-citizens and freemen. What the 
whole mass accumulating, as it has been, for near half a century since 
the establishment of our Independence, now amounts to, it is beyond 
the powers of calculation to ascertain. 
W e shall not be understood as meaning to include all who come here 
in a general description of the common mass of emigrants. W e know 
that there are many highly respectable foreigners who have adopted this 
for their country ; and who would be an ornament, and valuable ac-
quisition to any country. There are also among them, many sober, indus-
trious, skillful people employed in the humbler, and to us, quite as use-
ful, walks of life. Our remarks are applicable to the vast multitudes of 
a different description ; a great majority of whom were in their own 
country in as degraded a condition, as men can be brought to, by abject 
servitude, poverty, ignorance and vice. What consciousness of the dig-
nity and rights of man ; what conceptions of the principles of free re-
publican institutions, can such as these have 1 
T h e late Mr Jefferson, in his " Notes on Virginia;" speaking of the 
impolicy of encouraging emigrants to this country; who, he says, 
come mostly from despotic monarchies, makes the following re-
marks. " They will bring with them the principles of the governments 
they leave, imbibed in their earliest youth; or if able to throw them off, 
it will be in exchange for unbounded licentiousness, passing as usual, 
from one extreme to another. I t would be a miracle were they to stop 
precisely at the point of temperate liberty. These principles, with their 
language, they will transmit to their children. In proportion to their 
numbers, they will share with us the legislation. They will infuse into 
it their spirit, warp and bias its directions and render it a heterogeneous, 
and incoherent, distracted mass." Yet to such as these, all honors, 
offices and emoluments here are freely open. T h e late law of the Uni-
ted States, requiring foreigners to be propounded a certain time before 
being naturalized: was intended to correct the evils experienced under 
former acts: But it affords merely a temporary and very partial relief 
any where; and in some States foreigners are admitted upon a lew 
months residence, whether citizens of the United States or not. 
T h e evils we have thus entailed upon our posterity, and are expe-
riencing ourselves, were inevitable. T h e hosts of new Created free-
men were soon too numerous not to feel their strength, and make it to 
be felt. Not contented with exercising the right of suffrage individually 
and quietly, they organized, or rather were organized by their aspir-
ing leaders, into affiliated political societies, bearing their proper na-
tional names. These societies established in most if not all, of the 
principal cities, kept up a correspondence with each other ; held their 
political meetings ; passed resolves, approbating and denouncing men 
and measures; nominating and dictating who should be governors, 
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senators and representatives—State and Federal; and even selecting 
their man for the presidency and vice-presidency of the United States. 
Nor are their resolves mere idle boasts or threats. They have been 
considered so powerful that propitiatory addresses and appeals are made 
to them; soliciting their countenance and patronage, in behalf of can-
didates for the highest offices in the gift of the people, not excepting the 
presidency itself." The controul which these societies and people thus 
exercise over some of the largest States, and particularly over the great 
cities, is almost unlimited. 
The grand schemes of internal improvement, which of late years 
have been so extensively embarked in, by inviting the loose, floating 
part of the foreign population to migrate from State to State, enables 
multitudes of them to exercise the elective franchise in the various 
States where those schemes are in prosecution; particularly those 
States which require but a short term of residence, and no qualifica-
tions at all. And we are assured that several thousand of these free 
suffrage men, who were canalling and road making, under their su-
perintendants, in one of the most populous of the western States, by 
their votes, were the means of displacing some of the most valuable of 
its Representatives to Congress ; and had a great effect in the choice of 
the presidential electors, if they did not turn the scale, in that State. 
The people of those States, (and we may rejoice that the New-Eng-
land States are such) which are so fortunate as to posssess few temp-
tations for these emigrants, have been left, unmolested, to manage 
their own State affairs as they were managed by their fathers before 
them. But no State can escape its share of a national misfortune. 
The relative weight and influence of the States, and the apportion-
ment of State representation in the federal government, are greatly 
affected by the vast amount of foreign population. And the character 
of a large portion of that representation is also affected by the same 
influences. Nor can it be supposed that the national government itself 
will remain wholly unaffected by them. But those influences are most 
blighting to the morals, principles, stability and character of the nation 
itself. How can a country, whose native citizens are undistinguished,, 
and can exercise no prerogatives but in common with an immense, 
multifarious and exotic population ; strangers to one another, as much 
as to the native citizens : How can such a country hope ever to attain 
to that exaltation of national character, without which a nation may be-
come powerful, for a time, but can never be great and renowned ? 
There was nothing of which the great ancient republics, as long as 
they remained uncorrupted, were so proud and tenacious, as of the 
rights of citizenship. No strangers were ever honored or trusted with 
them, but upon some signal service rendered to the State. And all 
were held to be strangers to the country, but those who were inherit-
ors of its glory and bound in its destinies. Thus every citizen wa3 
allied to his country and identified with it. And hence that inextin-
guishable spirit of patriotism, that innate love of country, that devoted-
ness to its glory ; and that lofty pride of national character, which sig-
nalized the people of those States-, and carried them to heights of 
grandeur and power to which the world paid homage. T o be° called 
«' a Spartan," " an Athenian," or " a Roman," was greater honor 
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than to be a prince. Nor ie their fame still at all diminished. Even 
to this day, all civilized people employ the terms " Grecian" and 
" Roman," to designate whatever they deem most perfect in the arts, 
in eloquence, refinement and wit, in language, history and poetry ; 
as well as in virtue, patriotism, heroism and glory. 
But, this our infant nation, claims the merit of making a new and 
lively experiment in republican government, and there is every reason 
to believe that the experiment would be successful, if its success de-
pended upon the American people; with a view to whose character 
and principles the new government was framed. But this has not been 
permitted by our second race of philosophers. W e must be universal 
philanthropists. We must not only preserve equality among ourselves 
but must make all mankind equal with us. No matter how worthless 
the materials; the moment they are brought to our hands they are to 
be converted into republicans and patriots; American patriots: and 
they shall instantly become high principled and enlightened freemen ; 
shall perfectly comprehend all the principles and purposes of our re-
publican institutions; and shall be rulers over the land. 
It is but forty-six years since our independence was acknowledged; 
and no more than fifty-three since it was claimed. Once in every year 
we celebrate its era ; and then we rehearse over the deeds and virtues 
of our ancestors ; their enterprise and hardihood ; their perils, trials 
and sufferings in this, then, immense wilderness ; their unconquerable 
spirit of republicanism ; their achievements, triumphs and final success. 
And well may we be thus proud of the past. But we can feel little 
pride in the reflection that this same country, so gained and settled, 
once so peopled, enfranchised, exalted and ruled by a race of patriots 
and heroes ; already has become every body's country; and that a 
real American descendant of that race is now almost a stranger in his 
native land. 
We are called a new country ; and a young people, who are trying 
a new experiment in a free government. And thus we are flattered 
into the grateful persuasion, that ours are a virtuous people, unhack-
nied in the vices and corruptions of the old governments and people. 
This is a most dangerous error. Our government, to be sure, as an 
independent one, is new : and so is the country a new one; and ought 
to be the parent country of a young and virtuous race of people. But 
the fact is, that, new as the country is, it is already, in a great meas-
ure, in possession of a population as perfectly initiated in all the mys-
teries of vice ; as conversant in all the scenes of depravity, and as old 
and ripe, as the population of the oldest countries, of which it made a 
part, before it got here ; and by no means, a better part. In short, 
that it embraces every grade of people ; of every description and char-
acter, that can be found in any of the oldest and most depraved coun-
tries of the old world. 
Can there be any stronger reason for guarding (while we may) the 
elective franchise, with the greatest vigilance and strictness: That it 
may be preserved, as long as possible, in the hands of the sound part 
of the community ? 
Whether this has been a healthy growth of the nation : whether 
Americans are made happier or more virtuous, by means of this accu-
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mulation of heterogeneous foreign population : whether three millions 
o f A m e r i c a n citizens, who composed the nation when its independ-
ence commenced, with all the means of subsistence in the greatest 
abundance, would not have' multiplied sufficiently fast: whethor the 
genuine descendants of the great founders and fathers of this nation, 
would not have inherited their virtues, there love of freedom and their 
immoveable firmness and spirit in its maintenance : and whether, such 
an uncontaminated race of native freemen would not have attained to 
a loftier elevation of national character, and have exalted their nation 
to higher destinies, and a more commanding rank among the nations 
of the earth : These are considerations which it is now painful, be-
cause useless, to dwell upon. Nor can it be necessary that we should 
dwell upon them in order to convince ourselves how infinitely impor-
tant it is, that if we do not strengthen, we should, at least, do nothing 
to impair the strength of those institutions by which alone the man-
agement of our own State and its concerns can be preserved in the 
hands of its own substantial, legitimate freemen. 
Those who do not raise their thoughts to the elective franchise as 
the only safeguard of the people's rights, and value it only as it may 
be made most available in the political market, are, of course, inimical 
to all provisions calculated to preserve it in its purity ; and most of all 
to those requiring a freehold qualification. Our ancestors foresaw 
from the beginning that the ownership and possession of a competent 
freehold in the town where the freeman is to vote, would prove to be 
the only sure evidence either of actual citizenship or permanent inter-
est in the town or state. The public records show the title to the 
freehold ; and its value is apparent; or, if questionable, is ascertained 
by appraisers. Cut, if a pecuniary, or personal property qualification 
was to be substituted, what evidence, in the slightest degree to be de-
pended upon, could be expected in one case out of an hundred ? 
Loose, verbal declarations, to be sure, would not be wanted as long 
as votes are wanted, and by means of them, any number of vagrant 
voters might be transplanted into any and every town in the state. In 
those states where the experiment has been tried it was found to re-
sult in worse than universal suffrage : it was universal suffrage brought 
about by perjury, bribery and corruption. In addition to the frauds 
committed by means of false swearing, it was the practice to provide 
some article valued at the amount required ; a watch, for instance, 
which was made to serve for any number of recruits, who, thus quali-
fied, were marched up to the polls one after another, attended by a 
guard to prevent any of them from running off with his qualification. 
To free themselves from this prostitution of the elective franchise, 
the states which had felt its effects, resorted to an expedient in vogue 
m most of the other states. By that expedient the payment of a tax is 
the only evidence required of the voter's property. This scheme is 
not liable to the same objections as the other on' the score of frauds; 
but comes almost, if not quite, as near to universal suffrage. For no-
thing but actual pauper ism is in fact excluded : when the right of suf-
frage may be thus bought for a mite, in the name of a tax, twice the 
amount of which a dexterous beggar might perhaps acquire by his 
trade every day in the week. This tax qualification therefore is, in 
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truth, merely a nominal one. It l u n c h e s no evidence either that the 
voter is worth any thing or is any more than an occasional, temporary 
resident. In short, it does not afford the slightest security to the elec-
tive franchise. It is also a strong objection to this species of qualifica-
tion, that it rests with a set of assessors to make and unmake freemen 
at pleasure—a power which they may sometimes be tempted to exer-
cise with a view to the support of the party they belong to, and upon 
which they depend for their posts and emoluments. 
W e all remember the frauds upon the right of suffrage, by means of 
spurious deeds, which were formerly practiced even in this state, 
where that right was so strictly guarded by our election laws. Those 
frauds at the time furnished an argument in favor of universal suf-
frage ; on the ground that all regulations were futile and abortive. It 
is true that they could not here be practiced to any alarming extent, 
and have since been effectually suppressed. But the recollection of 
them ought to make us aware of the desperate extremities to which 
party men, in high party times, (each party condemning the practice, 
as unprincipled, but justifying itself by the example of the other,) will 
go to effect their purposes. 
But those who favor universal suffrage, make no account of such 
considerations. They would not allow public safety and welfare to 
have any weight in competition with what they denominate, republican 
principle. We do not forget that the} process not to be in favor of univer-
sal suffrage : But the doctrines they advocate result in the same thing, 
and nothing better. It is assumed, as a great principle, (of some kind 
or other,) that all who contribute towards the support of goverment, by 
paying a tax, or training in the militia, or (according to some,) by 
working on a highway ; have a right to a voice in the choice of their 
rulers. Thus, if a set of assessors rate a man for a shilling tax, or a 
militia captain puts his name on the roll and gives him a holiday, train-
ing and treat; or if a surveyor calls upon him, (a stout foreigner per-
haps,) for half a day's work (or play) on a road—which the man would 
not be likely to decline, when as the price of it, he is to possess him-
self of a valuable privilege always commanding a price in the market. 
In either of these cases the man is to be transformed, at once, into a 
freeman. And men, thus qualified, are to be hailed as part of the sov-
ereign people ; and marched up to the freemen's meeting; there to 
balance the votes of as many of the most substantial native freeholders 
and freemen : And that too in questions which may vitally affect the 
very safety and welfare of the State. What wretched conceptions 
must that man have of the importance of the right of suffrage, who can 
thus estimate it! Is there any such preposterous principle as this— 
that fixes a petty price upon the elective franchise, without regard to 
fitness or unfitness for the exercise of it? Whoever pays a tax, pays it 
for the protection which the laws extend to himself and his property, 
(if he has any ;) whoever works on a highway, is required to do so be-
cause he has the use of it; and whoever trains in the militia is requir-
ed to do so by the laws of Congress: But does either or all of these 
acts furnish any evidence that the man is qualified, or at all fit, to be 
entrusted with the exercise of the all-important right of suffrage; and 
to interfere in the affairs of government ? And is he to exercise that pow-
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er whether fit or not ? It is true that the possession of a freehold estate 
is no positive proof that the possessor is worthy to be a freeman. But 
making all reasonable allowances for exceptions, the probability is, that 
those who possess, and especially those who have acquired for themselves 
a competent freehold, are more industrious, prudent and substantial: 
are more permanently settled, and feel greater interest in and attach-
ment to the State, in which they are owners and cultivators of the soil, 
than those who have either squandered the inheritance earned for them 
by their fathers; or have failed to acquire any for themselves; although 
the acquisition was to be accompanied by this so much coveted right 
of suffrage. We are aware that there are many worthy citizens not 
possessed of the freehold qualification. But these are constantly ac-
quiring it for themselves. And in this country, almost every man of 
industry and good conduct; every good citizen, in short ; is almost cer-
tain speedily to acquire (if he will) a sufficient freehold qualification. 
And in the mean time, this class of citizens, equally with all others, 
enjoy the benefit of the wise provisions by which the elective franchise 
is guarded from abuse. Still, it is true, there will remain some whole-
some citizens, whom ill fortune and unavoidable circumstances pre-
vent from qualifying themselves. Of these, we hope, there are but 
few, and we regret there should be any. They will reflect that no 
general rule can be made so perfect as to be free from all exceptions : 
And when they see the management of affairs in the hands of the sub-
stantial part of the community, I as far as this can be accomplished,) 
they will not desire that a general rule, best for the whole, should be 
broken down or relaxed on their individual account, when that prostra-
tion of the rule would take away all value from the privilege itself; by 
letting in at the same time, multitudes of others, of a different charac-
ter, to exercise it without regard to the welfare of the community. Nor 
do we believe that any complaints are made by this class of citizens. 
We know that most of those who do acquire sufficient freeholds are 
seldom in any haste to qualify themselves to take a part in the political 
intrigues and contests of the day. And most of them are urged for-
ward to be propounded and admitted, and to attend town meetings by 
persons who take more interest in the matter than they do themselves. 
There is one other class of citizens of whom we have not taken any 
notice. We mean those who do possess sufficient property to qualify 
themselves, and do not choose to. Such persons have as little right to 
complain as those who do possess sufficient freeholds and will not be at 
the trouble of having themselves propounded ; as little right as they 
would have to complain that carriages are not provided for them, at the 
public expence to carry them to town meetings. If any of those who 
having it fully in their power and at their own option to qualify them-
selves lor voters as soon as they please, are so indifferent to the privi-
lege ; or so engrossed by more profitable pursuits; or so greedy, that 
they will not spare the small sum of one hundred and thirty-four dollars 
to purchase a freehold, because it might give them a little less profit; 
they ought, at least, to remain quiet and peaceable citizens. For 
should any of them, instead of qualifying themselves, like good citizens, 
suffer themselves to be drawn into mischievous cabals and to act con-
spicuous parts in clamorous and disorderly meetings, set on foot by 
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troublesome demagogues and noisy political agitators, to answer their 
own purposes ; they would give but a poor promise of their suitableness 
to become freemen ; and the longer they continue unqualified the bet-
ter. AY e are however persuaded that there are very few, if any of 
such a description of persons. Complaints, such as we now hear 
are almost always m de, not by, but in the name of those who are, (or 
would be if left to themselves,) perfectly satisfied with things as they 
are. 
Thus some people are greatly scandalized at the privilege of oldest 
sons to be voters, when, probably, there is no instance of complaint on 
that score from the brothers. But it seems that this is a monstrous fea-
ture in our system, because in feudal times and-countries, the oldest 
son was sole heir to the estate of the father : and as we have ab-
rogated that doctrine, and declared all the children to be equally 
entitled to inherit, it is inferred that if the oldest son is admitted to 
be a voter, the others ought equally to be admitted. This seems to us 
not to be very good reasoning. The right of the oldest son to vote 
is not derived from the father, nor has it any connexion with the 
inheritance of his property. If it had, the daughters ought to share in 
it as much as the sons. But it is a privilege granted to that son by the 
freemen ; and does not in any way diminish or detract from any right 
or claim of his brothers or sisters. Suppose the oldest son possessed 
no such privilege, and the subject was now, for the first time, to be 
considered by the freemen.—What conclusions would they probably 
come to ? They would, no doubt, be desirous of extending the privi-
lege to as many of the citizens as could be Safely entrusted with i t : and 
if they should be of opinion, (as it is probable they would,) that it would 
be safe in the hands of sons of freeholders and freemen, though it might 
not be in the hands of those who were neither freeholders nor sons of 
them : they would then consider whether it should be extended to all, or 
a part of those sons. It is not to be conceived that the freemen would be 
disposed to make any unnecessary distinction between their own sons : 
But here it would forcibly occur to them that to extend the privilege to 
all their sons,would make a very unequal distribution of influence among 
those who had manv sons and those who had few or none. They would 
therefore necessarily and properly discard this plan: and, as the most 
equal one, in which all would be likely to agree, they would give the pri-
vilege to one son only of every freeman having a son ; and this, as a mat-
ter of course, would be the oldest son. For if there were no reasons for 
preferring, there could be none for passing by him, when establishing a 
general rule, by which one only of the sons can be taken. • And if all the 
sons of the freeholders were to be consulted, there can be no doubt that 
they would make the same selection. The privilege is not granted, 
(as some suppose,) as a favor to the oldest son, with a view to distin-
guish him above his brothers ; but because it is deemed safe and expe-
dient that it should be exercised by some one of the sons ; and the 
oldest is fixed upon by common consent. He is more easily designated 
than others. A second, or third son might not exist; and to select 
the youngest would be going out of the way to show a preference. 
The privilege, besides, in many cases, would remain unenjoyed for 
years by the youngest son, while it might be enjoyed if in the hand's 
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of the oldest He is presumed to have more experience and maturity 
of judgment. In all well regulated families, the elder brother is look-
ed up to by the younger part of the family not only with affection, but 
with respect and' confidence as their safest friend and adviser, next to 
their parents. He is taught to be so by those parents ; and expected 
to supply their places, to the utmost of his power, when their own pa-
rental care should be withdrawn. And he is generally sensible of the 
sacredness of the trust and faithful in the observance of it. Those who 
would mar such family ties by exciting jealousies in younger brothers 
against the elder; because he, temporarily, exercises a privilege which 
one of them only can exercise, are but indifferent friends to society. 
If then the sound judgments of the freemen would lead them to ap-
prove of such a rule, if it did not already exist; they would hardly be 
deterred from adopting it, by being reminded that in old feudal coun-
tries, oldest sons are sole heirs to their fathers' property. Nor would 
they believe that any principle of justice required them to deny the 
grant of a privilege to one of their sons, because they would not 
make similar grants to all the rest of them. With regard to the 
general operation of this provision, we believe that it materially favors 
the middling and poorer classes of freeholders, who, in numbers, great-
ly exceed the more wealthy class. 
Upon our principal subject—the necessity of requiring a freehold 
qualification, we have only further to remark, that it has a strong ten-
dency to check the monopoly of large landed estates in the hands of a 
few individuals : and operates as an incitement to meritorious young 
men, to acquire for themselves a privilege, from participating in which 
many, though not all, of the unworthy, are excluded. A privilege 
which ought to be entrusted to those only who are profoundly sensible 
of its importance; and of the responsibility which the possession of it 
imposes upon them. 
We have often been told how far we are behind our sister states in 
our conceptions of free government ; and have been called upon to fol-
low their example, and act upon their enlightened views of the univer-
sal right of suffrage. It would be wise for us to profit by the wisdom 
of others ; but not wise to surrender our own judgements to theirs 
without conviction. Let us, then, take such a view of those provisions 
in other constitutions, which relate to this subject, as will enable us 
to form a just estimate of the improvements they are supposed to con-
Of the twenty-four States already embraced in the Union, Virginia 
and Rhode-Island require a freehold qualification for voters. Connec-
ticut requires a freehold of seven pounds yearly value, or the payment 
of taxes, or one years service in the Militia, (unless excused,) and that 
the voters shall have gained a settlement in the state : and turning to 
the laws of that state to ascertain what the applicant has to do to gain 
a settlement, we find that if he comes from a sister state he must reside, 
at least, one year in the town in Connecticut where he is to gain his 
settlement, and must be possessed, in his own right, in fee, of real es-
tate in that state of the value of three hundred and thirty-four dollars, 
free of incumbrance, the deed of which shall have been one year 
on record : and without such substantial recommendation, he gains 
no settlement, unless especially favoured by the authority of the 
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town. Maryland requires a freehold of fifty acres, or property to the 
amount of thirty pounds. North-Carolina requires a freehold of fifty 
acres to vote for Senators ; the payment of taxes to vote for county 
members ; and a freehold to vote for town representatives. South-Car-
olina, a freehold of fifty acres, or payment of taxes. Tennessee, a free-
hold in the county where the vote is given, unless the voter is resident 
there. New-Jersey requires fifty pounds proclamation money, clear es-
tate. New- York requires that the voter shall pay taxes, (unless exemp-
ted,) or serve in the Militia, (unless excused,) or be assessed to labour 
on the highway; in which case he must be three years an inhabitant 
of the state, and one year of the town or county where he votes. 31is-
sissippi requires payment of taxes or enrolment in the militia. Seven 
other States, viz. New-Hampshire, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Del-
aware, Ohio, Georgia, and Louisiana, require only the payment of 
taxes as evidence of property. The remaining seven, viz. Maine, Ver-
mont, Kentucky, Illinois, Alabama, Indiana and Missouri, require no 
property qualification, nor any equivalent or substitute. T h e Consti-
tutions of all the States, except three, expressly exclude females. In 
two of those three, they are excluded- by construction ; and in the oth-
er (New-Jersey) where females formerly voted, in high party times, 
they are now excluded by act of the legislature, amending the Consti-
tution. Thirteen of the States expressly exclude all people of colour. 
T h e other eleven, viz. Maine, New-Hampshire, Massachusetts, Ver-
mont, New-York, New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, North-Caro-
lina, Georgia, and Tennessee, admit, or do not expressly exclude them. 
But one of these (New-York) makes a marked distinction between her 
white and her coloured voters :—requiring of the latter freehold estates 
for which they pay taxes of two hundred and fifty pounds value, and 
three years instead of one years residence. One State excludes pau-
pers ; another, paupers and persons under guardianship; a third adds 
Indians not taxed, to these exclusions. Connecticut requires the 
qualification of a good moral character: and Vermont requires peacea-
ble and quiet behaviour and an oath. Pennsylvania and Delaware al-
low the sons of voters to vote for one year after coming of age. Eve-
ry State requires a residence of a shorter or longer time, from three 
months up to three years. Every State excludes all under twenty-one 
years of age. Five of them only require citizenship of the United 
States. 
Such are the various modes in which the elective franchise is disposd 
of by the constitutions of different states. And who can fad to per-
ceive in them those incongruities which always show themselves when 
impracticable theories are attempted to be strained into practice. While 
reading some of them, we could not have been greatly surprised to have 
found it solemnly ordained, that no qualifications of any kind are neces-
sary or ought to be required, to entitle men freely to exercise the elective 
franchise at all times, and in all places, wherever they may happen to so-
journ. And yet, after all the sacrifices m a d e o f practical utility and 
public safety to theoretical right, the same instruments, in every in-
stance, contain other features wholly irreconcileable with that pre-
dominant doctrine. By what right is it that the whole of one of the 
sexes are uncerimoniously excluded ! They are as intelligent, discreet 
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and industrious; are more higly cultivated, and more correct in hab-
its, manners and morals; and what is of great importance, they are 
generally more permanent residents in their native states ; more iden-
tified with, and more strongly attached to them than our own sex. 
Their claims therefore, are quite as strong as those of the sex by whom 
t h e y a r e excluded. And why then are they excluded? Those who 
are influenced only by considerations of public utility, are at no loss for 
an answer. The exercise of the elective franchise, as it is every where 
exercised at the polls,would be inconsistent with those peculiar virtues 
and characteristics of the sex; and would impair those social ties and 
relations which ought to be held sacred. It is expediency therefore, 
and that only, which justifies the exclusion, The abstract principle 
of right, upon which the constitutions we speak of are professedly based, 
forbids such exclusions. How then can those, who profess to act upon 
that principle, justify a flagrant violation of it, upon the plea of expe-
diency, which in most other instances they sacrifice to it. If practical 
public utility is 10 be consulted at all, it ought to be consulted through-
out, as the only sound principle of action ; and it is an abuse of that 
principle aud of the very name of public good, to resort to it only when 
we have no other means of escaping the too glaring absurdities which 
our favorite systems and theories would run us into. "Where then is 
the consistency of those constitutions, which, professing the principle 
of a universal right of suffrage, exclude at a sweep, the most merito-
rious half of society on the score of sex; and one half of the remainder 
on the score of age; and then proceed to admit indians, negroes and 
others called people of color ; all persons, in short, of every description ; 
not excepting paupers, persons under guardianship, foreigners, stran-
gers, servants, dependants, or convicts even, and without the least re-
gard to qualifications of any kind.—As if all living things in the hu-
man shape ; (except females, and those who lack a single day or more 
of the precise age of twenty-one years,) are worthy agents to exercise 
the power of appointing these who are to rule over the people and to 
hold in their hands, the lives, liberties, rights and property of the 
whole community. 
It would seem, that men, fond of theories, are ever most attached to 
those which are most visionary and baseless. Nothing short of such a 
propensity could, we think, have blinded any rational man to the im-
policy of admitting people of colour, upon any terms, in this country, 
to the exercise of the right of suffrage. Without insisting that the 
African race labour under any peculiar mental or physical disabilities, 
it is enough to remark, that different races (if we may not say, differ-
ent species,) oi men, can never be so far assimilated as to embrace the 
same news of the common good ; or to unite in pursuing the same 
common objects and interests. What then must be the consequences, 
When a distinct race of men- whom nature herself has distinguished 
by indellible markes; and whom the most zealous asserters of their 
equality, admit to be, if not a distinct species, at least a variety of the 
human species: are invested with the right of suffrage; and brought 
up to the polls to act a part in the political contests with which the 
country is continually agitated? Whether justly, or not, they will always 
continue to be looked upon and treated as an inferior order of 
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beings. And they, on their part, will never cease to remember, with 
feelings of bitterness and hatred, the long abject condition of their 
species. No degraded race of men was ever yet satisfied with being 
raised to a footing of equality- They never feel that equality, nor 
believe it to be acknowledged by others. They remain unsatisfied 
until they have gained an undisputed ascendancy. It is net in nature 
for them to feel grateful for the grant of privileges which they consider 
as their own by right; and as having been tyrannically withheld from 
them. On the contrary; every step they are advanced does hut 
strengthen the hostility of their spirit, by giving them a nearer pros-
pect of triumph and revenge. There are few, we believe, so infatua-
ted as to think that this race of people can ever be so incorporated in-
to the mass of society as to form one identical people, freed from all 
traces of former distinction. Nothing indeed but the most depraved 
taste, feelings and principles can bring any man to wish for such a 
condition of things. The laws of our nature will not be suspended, 
or changed, to realize the speculations of dreaming theorists. But un-
til this shall come to pass : this peculiar race must remain by them-
selves, and act by themselves; not in harmony and as equals; but in 
subserviency or hostility: or both, by turns. If in New-England these 
evils are less perceptible, it is only because the source of them is more 
confined. Yet even here, in some of the large cities, where the 
people of colour chiefly resort, much trouble and inconvenience have 
frequently been occasioned by them. But in those States where slaves 
are held, and must of necessity continue to beheld, however reluctant-
ly on the part of holders, the most serious evils must result from the 
admission of a mixed multitude of freed blacks and people of colour, 
to form an intermediate class between the slaves and the proprietors. 
An ill-boding connexion and intercourse will be kept up between 
the free people of colour and the slaves, tending to render the latter 
discontented and unruly, and leading to continual plottings and mis-
chiefs. W e are far from being advocates for slavery ; but we are con-
vinced, that great as the error of introducing slaves into this country 
may have been ; it would be a far greater error and evil even to resort 
to the experiment of converting them into freemen in the same country 
in which they are held as slaves. Such an experiment would only end 
in the final extermination of those people themselves as well as in the 
destruction of great portions of those by whom they are held. * 
But, the feature in the constitutions we have been speaking of, least 
in harmony with the doctrine of universal right of suffrage (which in 
other respects, is carried to such extremes in those instruments ;) is 
the striking difference they make in the qualifications of the electors, 
and of those whom they are allowed to elect. In none of those States, 
(except Connecticut,) can a single one of the electors; who is barely 
qualified to act as such ; be himself elected a representative, much less 
a senator. In most of those States, a senator or representative, (with 
some difference as to amount,) must possess a clear freehold estate of 
very considerable extent:—from one hundred to" five hundred acres ; 
and of value, from one hundred pounds to one thousand dollars. In 
one State, the freehold must be worth five hundred pounds sterling; 
and in apother, a thousand pounds sterling clear of debt. And where 
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real and personal property together, make the qualification ; the amount 
required is still much greater. In one State, in addition to a freehold 
of five hundred acres ; the candidate must own ten negroes. The term 
of residence, also, must be much longer than is required for voters : — 
viz from one to seven years : and the candidates must be of more ma-
ture age, viz. from twenty-two up to thirty-five years, in different States. 
Could the framers of those Constitutions more clearly have manifest-
ed their own consciousness of the extreme worthlessness to which they 
had degraded the elective franchise; and their apprehensions of the 
ruinous consequences which must result from that degradation ; than 
in this attempt to guard against those consequences, by an expedient, 
so inconsistent with the principle they had acted upon in regulating 
that franchise! Considering the claim to be a voter; and the claim 
to be voted for, (or not to be excluded from being voted for,) to be of 
precisely the same character; and that, if there is any positive right in 
the one case there is the same right in the other; we cannot perceive 
the consistency of prohibiting those who have the right to vote, from 
voting for one another; or for any other persons, except those pointed 
out to them. 
Upon this view of the constitutions of other States, we beg leave to 
inquire, wherein the freedom of the people, as regards the elective 
franchise, is better consulted and secured by any one of those constitu-
tions than it is by our own institutions. 
Your committee are too deeply impressed with the importance of the 
subject refered to their consideration, to close this report without pre-
senting at least a partial view (since they can do no more,) of the dan-
gers by which a free people are encompassed, without hope of escape, 
when the elective franchise is suffered to fall into the hands of those 
who are at all times the fit and ready instruments of ambitious individ-
uals. Power over the people and their rights, in a free state, can only 
be obtained, in the first instance, by the aid of voters. That a great 
portion of the community make it the study and business of their lives 
to possess themselves of as much of this power as possible; and by 
means of it, to support themselves at the public expense ; we know full 
well. But how it is that this distinct class of people succeed, and invest 
themselves with offices and honors; with fees, salaries and emoluments : 
when, if compared with the rest of the people, in point of worth and 
merit, they would be found to be below an average :—How it is, in short, 
that the people themselves are used by the politician as the implements 
of his trade : this mystery we can only comprehend by considering the 
mixed materials ; the various classes and descriptions of people of 
which society, every where is composed. 
That inequality in the condition of men, of which nature herself is 
the primary cause—bestowing as she does, her gifts of intellectual and 
physical powers and faculties, profusely upon some; upon others and 
others; through every gradation, less and less liberally ; and finally, upon 
very many affording nothing better than mere negative qualities—fee-
bleness of capacity and tameness of spirit, which leaves them without 
the power, and even the inclination ever to enter into competition with 
those more bountifully endowed—the inequality thus originating; and 
increased without limits by artificial and acquired advantages and in-
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fluences; this it is by which every community is divided into distinct 
classes, which, in the progress of society, become more and more strong-
ly marked. 
But the character thus stamped upon the frame of society would, of 
itself, be of less importance were it not for the advantages taken of it, 
by the strong over the weak, the ambitious over the dependant. In a 
Commonwealth, like that of the United States, the thousands and tens 
of thousands of offices, dignities and honors, supported and aggran-
dized by millions and tens of millions of revenues, regularly collected, 
without failure, from the people, for that service:—these mighty tempt-
ations, generate and bring forth a countless host of aspirants of every 
grade and character, who devote their time and faculties to the study 
and practice of politics as a trade, upon their success in which, all the 
best prospects in life depend. These form a distinct class or profes-
sion, having seperate interests and being clearly marked and distin-
guished from the rest of the community; by the peculiar character of 
their occupations; the instruments with which they work, and the val-
ue and description of the products of their skill and labour. And of 
these there is always a double set—those who are in possession of the 
posts of office, with their connexions and adherents; expecting offices 
and favours; and those who are unceasingly struggling to dispossess 
them. This class has never existed in any country, without there be-
ing found, in the opposite extreme, a numerous class of dependant in-
struments. And between these two, and subjected to the encroach-
ments of both, are the industrious classes of the people by whom the 
others are sustained and supported. 
W e may shrink from the idea of an aristocracy. But the best histo-
rians inform us that there was never yet a Commonwealth without even 
its order of hereditary nobility. The Federal Constitution has guar-
ded against the introduction of titles of nobility. So did the celebra-
ted Tuscan cities, and yet they had them. And that there is in this 
country, as well as in every other, however free, an aristocracy of office ; 
naturally and unavoidably produced by the power, patronage and in-
fluence inseparable from the possession of all the great and minor of-
fices of government, we must be dull indeed not to know. And al-
though we have no title of nobility, yet, as the Republic of Holland 
had its "High Mightinesses," so have we our Excellencies, Honourables 
and Worshipfuls:—titles with which, those who are exalted to tliem, 
are as proud (or vain) of them as the Dukes and Earls of other coun-
tries of their titles. They all feel the same love of power, and destinc-
tion, and emoluments, by whatever titles they are called. 
It will not be supposed, we trust, that our remarks are intended to 
apply to any particular administration, past or present; or to any par-
ticular party or individuals. Different parties may and will advocate 
and pursue different political schemes in which they may all of them 
be more or less right or wrong. W e have no idea that in point of po-
litical virtue and patriotism, one political party can claim any prefer-
ence over another. We speak solely of the natural tendency of all 
republican governments, and of the natural propensities and influences 
which will inevitably govern all men (with few exceptions) who are 
in possession of power or are in pursuit of i t 
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It is true that the people ought to put the most liberal construction 
upon the conduct of their rulers : to make every reasonable allowance 
for the errors they may commit; and firmly and effectually to aid and 
support them in the performance of their official duties. But all this 
they may do without forgetting that it is the disposition and tendency 
of all governments to strengthen their own hands and increase their 
own powers by encroaching upon those of the people. And that, in 
short the best that can be said of them is, that they are a necessary 
evil. It is not true that men in power feel none but a common interest 
with the body of the people. They do, and will ever feel a far stronger, 
personal, individual interest in perpetuating and increasing their own 
power: and will, most of them, in furtherance of these private purpo-
ses, employ the additional influence derived from their offices, to in-
crease the number of their adherents and instruments. 
We apprehend that the people generally are little aware of the num-
ber and strength of this powerful body, or of their almost resistless in-
fluence and controul over the suffrages and elections. The number of 
men dependant upon the Post-Office establisment alone, including 
post-masters, deputies, clerks, contractors, agents, carriers and others, 
amounts to more than thirty thousand. T h e numbers employed un-
der the other departments, especially that of the Treasury, are also im-
mense : and considering, on the one hand, the willingness of Govern-
ment to enlarge the sphere of their Patronage; and on the other, the 
greediness of individuals to obtain offices, even the most insignificant, 
it may reasonably be supposed that offices have been, from time to time, 
and will continue to be, unreasonably multiplied. Should the project, 
which has been partially adopted, of applying the surplus revenues to 
the purposes of internal improvements, be carried to the extent which 
it may be, there will no longer be any bounds to the patronage of Gov-
ernment. We have nothing to say here upon the subject of the constitu-
tionality of that project. We speak only of its effects in connexion 
with the subject before us. If the surplus revenue can be so disposed 
of, there can be no bar to the exaction of additional revenue to any 
amount, by direct taxation or otherwise, to be applied to the same pur-
poses. And who can calculate the power of a political engine by 
which entire States may be moved with ease—at least so long as they 
enjoy the exclusive benefit of the revenues drawn from other States! 
The numbers of those interested in State offices are, of course, much 
greater. And, however we may regret it, we must be aware that state 
and national politics, parties and influences, have got to be but too 
closely connected. The immense patronage possessed by the general 
government has been found, in every State, greatly to influence, and 
in most of them, finally to control the state elections and politics. 
Thus is created and organized an army of civil officers, an hun-
dred times more numerous, and a thousand times more efficient and 
formidable than any military army that could be embodied in this 
country, with views hostile to its freedom. And the discipline of the 
military is not more strictly enforced than is that of the civil host. 
Whoever steps out of the ranks of the latter immediately is deprived of 
his office. Their whole efforts are concentrated and directed to the 
same point and object— tho furtherance of their own, exclusive po-
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litical interests. The course laid down for them may be right or may 
be wrong : but they have no power of choosing for themselves. If, in 
the opinions of any of them, that course be ever so wrong, or ever so 
injurious to the public welfare, still they are compelled to preserve it: 
For they will not sacrifice their own, immediate, individual interests 
to any considerations of the public good. Nor is the public service the 
primary object in the selections of these hosts of officers. On the con-
trary, one half, or nearly one half of the people are excluded by party; 
and upon the same principle of action, the selections from the other 
half are made with a view to the strength of the party. And thus we 
find that the men who obtain offices are generally those busy, forward, 
intriguing politicians whose claims, boldly asserted, cannot be safely 
overlooked; however unqualified they may be to perform the duties of 
the offices they demand : While better men, in all respects better 
qualified for the public service are passed by without notice. 
And this powerful political body is not more strong in its numbers 
and discipline than it is in its means of sustaining itself. All its mem-
bers, in addition to their personal exertions and influence, will very 
readily contribute a portion of their pay to secure to themselves the 
continued enjoyment of the' residue. Or, should any of them be back-
ward in doing so, their compeers will be sure to coerce them to pay 
their quotas. The political uses to which the thousands of postoffices, 
with which the whole United States are thickly studded over, may be 
put, should that immense establishment ever be prostituted to such 
uses; as it certainly may be; must be apparent to every man. And 
should the numberless local paper money banks be gained: and we 
know that great party uses are already made of them, and may be cer-
tain that there will be a great struggle of parties to obtain the control 
of such an engine : And should the equally numberless political print-
ing presses, all of which are in the service and many of them in the 
pay of one party or another, and too many of which are employed in 
misinforming and misleading the public mind—should these also be 
brought into combination and co-operation with the postoffice establish-
ment—then will the free people of this country become sensible of a 
pressure, under which it will be happy, shall they be able ta bear up. 
The maxims of policy which the leading political men of all parties 
have openly adopted and practised upon, are in direct hostility to the 
interests of the people, and tend inevitably to the subversion of their 
rights. Some of those maxims are—that every man who claims to act 
according to his own convictions of right and wrong ; and will not agree 
to go thoroughly with a party, ought to be discountenanced by all par-
lies : That every man is bound to support the measures of his party 
and approve of their nominations to office, however fully convinced he 
may be that those measures are unwise and injurious to the public in-
terest ; or that the men proposed for offices are wholly unfit to be 
trusted with them: That, in politics, the end justifies the means; or, 
in other words, that in politics, honesty is not the best policy. It is an 
alarming fact that such pernicious doctrines as these are openly 
avowed and justified by men who, in their private concerns hold a high 
standing in the community. Doctrines which approach very near to 
the noted maxim of Machiavel, that " men ought never to commit crimes 
by the halves." 
These truths are obvious and we see them exemplified in the pro-
gress of all parties. Can we then be blind to the consequent, self evi-
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dent t ruths that an aristocracy of office and power ; such as exists 
in this, and must necessarily exist in every R e p u b l i c ; a t taches itself 
to the democracy of the country mainly, if not solely, for the purpose 
of se l f -aggrand izement :—That it will cout inue to court and flatter 
that democracy so long as it needs its support and fears its s t r eng th : 
and that while most profuse in its professions of devotedness to the will 
and service of the people ; it is incessantly laboring to s t rengthen its 
own hands by increasing the number of its dependants and multiplying 
the instruments of its power. 
If these things are plain to our view, can we not also see that if the 
great right of suffrage, upon which the welfare and existence of the 
commonwealth, as a republic depends—the only power which the sound 
part of the community possess of protect ing themselves from the en-
croachments of ambition : if this power is put into the hands of that 
class of people which, though it conta ins some wholesome ci t izens, 
embraces at the same t ime all the loose and floating ; all the dependan t 
and mercenary populat ion—all those who having little or nothing at 
stake themselves ; care little or no th ing for the r ights of others—people , 
who in voting exercise no j u d g m e n t of their own nor have any wish to 
form any ; tak ing their impulses and direct ions from their leaders, and 
ready to fight their batt les, not merely by voting, but by every species 
and excess of brawling and violence to which those leaders may insti-
gate them. Can we not see tha t to put power into such hands, instead 
of adding to the number of real f reemen , would be to multiply the in-
struments whereby ambit ion may enable itself to set those f reemen at 
defiance. Some idea of the cha rac te r of the new made voters may be 
formed from the fact, tha t the whole increase of population in this S ta te , 
probably amounting to ten or twelve thousand , dur ing the last ten or 
twelve years ; this whole increase has been in the manufac tu r i ng dis-
tricts, including the town of Providence as their cen t re : W h a t a spec-
tacle would our freemen's meet ings exhibi t should they ever be filled by 
hosts of mercenary voters ! Even now, we know that angry feelings, 
looks and language, and sharp disputes are but too much indulged in. 
And in many places where free suffrage prevails we constant ly hear of 
affrays, violence and even bloodshed. E a c h par ty spiri t ing on its reck-
less retainers to get possession of the polls and to in t imidate its oppo-
nents. And the consequence is that grea t number s of sober minded , 
peaceable freemen are disgusted with such scenes and keep away from 
the polls where they know they will be abused and insulted for exercis-
ing the rights of f reemen. 
W e ought to recollect that all the evils which may result from the ex-
tension of suffrage will be evils beyond our reach . W e shall entai l them 
upon our latest posterity without remedy. Open this door and the whole 
frame and character of our institutions are changed forever. 
I t is not safe for any nation to flatter itself tha t it will always be 
wiser and better than all others have been. T h e A then i an and Ro-
man Republ ics , great , renowned, and proud of their l iberties as they 
were, were subverted, one after the other , and enslaved, by the instru-
mentality of this same engine of universal suffrage. T h e moment tha t 
was introduced, the brokers of offices and sellers of their country pub-
licly spread their tables upon which they counted out their bribes to 
the voters. For the Committee— 
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B Y Seth L U T H E R . 
« Who has not been delighted -with the clock-work movements of a large cotton manufactory.' 
Hon. H. Clay, Speech in Senate. 
' They (Cotton Mills) are the principalities of the destitute, the palaces of the poor.' 
Hon. John Q. Adams, Report on Manufacture*. 
1 The poor must work or starve, the rich will take care of themselves.' 
Hon. John Whipple, Answer to Interrogatories from Secretary of Treasury. 
< Witness the S P L E N D I D E X A M P L E of England.' 
Hon. A. H. Everett, Report on Manufactures for N. Y. Central Committee. 
' Tis yours to judge how wide the limits stand 
Between a splendid and a happy land.' — Goldsmith. 
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Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1832, 
B y S E T H L U T H E R , 
In the Clerk's Office of the District Court of Massachusetts. 
The following letter was received from the Chairman of a meeting of the 
Working-men of Boston, assembled at Chauncy Hall, on Friday evening, 
July 6, 1832. 
B O S T O N , J U L Y 1 0 , 1 8 3 2 . 
M R S E T H L U T H E R , 
S I R , 
Several gentlemen interested in the cause of the Producing Classes of onr country, 
after hearing your appropriate and animated Address on Friday evening last, appoint-
ed a committee to request of you a copy for publication. It is with pleasure I com-
municate that request. 
REPLY. 
B O S T O N , S E P T E M B E R 1 5 , 1 8 3 2 . 
M R C H A I R M A N , 
S I R , 
On the reception of your note of the 10th July, I informed you that however grati-
fying the request of gentlemen might be as approbatory of sentiments expressed in 
my address; there were certain reasons, which, if known to the committee, would 
excuse me from complying at that time with their request. Those reasons no 
longer stand in the way. Not only so, circumstances have occurred which render it 
necessary in justice to our cause, and to myself, that this performance, however im-
perfect, should be laid more fully before the public. Misrepresentation and slander 
have been extremely active in endeavors to injure our cause; and persons interested 
in continuing present abuses, are now and probably will always be determined to 
crush me. ' Apostle of Sedition,' * Disturber of the Peace,' ' Disorganize^' ' Agita-
tor,' ' Spy,' • Hunt,' 'Cobbet, ' &c, are terms freely applied to me by some Manufac-
turers and their minions, because I have advocated the cause of the POOR and 
NEEDY, and in some slight degree exposed the unrighteous conduct of those who 
officially declare ' that the poor must work or starve, and the rich will take care of 
themselves;' and who import FOREIGN wool to reduce the price of wool raised by 
OUR OWN FARMERS; — FOREIGN workmen to cut down the wages of American 
Citizens, — and FOREIGN Machinery to throw our own Machinists out of em-
p loy ,— and this for the purpose of supporting AMERICAN Industry. I have been 
told, Sir, by the Agent of the York Manufacturing Company, at Saco, Me, that I 
was lowering the standard of Morality by delivering this address. I could heartily 
wish that my life had been as free from stain as is this address of immoral tendency. 
I shall however leave the Public to judge respecting the correctness of the principles 
here laid down. It is but of little consequence to me what my fate is, provided 
the FRIENDS of HUMANITY will demand that the SLAVERY in American Mann-
factories shall cease FOREVER. 
I am with respect, yours, &c, 
SETH LUTHER. 
N. B. YOU will observe, Sir, that I have embodied some important information 
in this copy which was not contained in the address as delivered in Boston. 
Yours, 8 -
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A D D R E S S . 
M R C H A I R M A N A N D G E N T L E M E N , 
Y o u will not e x p e c t from the speaker an Address , such as you 
sometimes hear from men of liberal education ; being a practical 
mechanic, and having had but few advantages, he could not, if he 
would, amuse you with well turned and polished periods, or sur-
prise you with impassioned eloquence. O u r business is with 
facts. Indisputable facts. F a c t s of the highest moment to us as 
individuals, and as citizens of a nominally free country ; for we 
cannot admit that any country is, or any people can be free, 
where distinctions in society exist , in opposition to that 1 self-evi-
dent truth, — A L L M E N A R E C R E A T E D E Q U A L . ' T h e speaker will 
endeavour, in the course of this address, to call things by their 
right names, and while he solemnly and sincerely disavows all 
party v iews, with reference to the great political questions which 
agitate our nation, he intends 1 to hew to the line, and let the 
chips fly in whose eyes they m a y . ' T y r a n n y , crue l ty , and op-
pression, of whatever kind, coming within the range of our obser-
vation, shall be pointed out and exposed, let it be found where it 
may. W e do not come here this evening with views hostile to 
any body, or profession of men, as such, for we believe the inte-
rests of all classes are involved in the intelligence and welfare of 
those who labour — those who produce all the wealth and enjoy so 
small a portion of it themselves. H e n c e we are induced to as-
sume and express a decided hostility to principles and practices, 
which will , if not immediately eradicated and forsaken, destroy all 
the rights, benefits, and privileges intended for our enjoyment, as 
a free people : A n d these principles and practices are found among 
all parties. 
W h e n abuses exist , however great, and however hard they 
may bear on any portion of the community, he who raises 
his voice for 1 reform,' is sure to meet with deadly hatred, 
and bitter, untiring, and remorseless persecution from interested 
persons. Ridicule, slander, threats, and abuse is his sure, cer-
tain, and inevitable reward. H e n c e men bear much before they 
are willing to encounter such a mass of difficulties in an attempt 
2 
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to improve their condition. Notwithstanding this, and notwith-
standing the speaker has received a due share of this sure reward, 
we dare not withhold our voice, when we reflect on the present 
state of things in our beloved country as touching the producing 
classes. W h e n we reflect on the sufferings and privations of our 
fathers in the days of our Revolut ion, while we see so many proofs 
of their firmness and wisdom; when we read of their undying 
zeal, and untiring efforts in the war of L iberty ; when we look 
towards that Holy Hill where Warren fell, and where blood flow-
ed like water from the hearts of Freemen, we feel it incumbent 
upon us, to sound an alarm when our rights are not only endan-
gered but some of them already wrested from us, by the power-
ful and inhuman grasp of monopolized wealth. 
In pursuing the proposed subject, on the state of education and 
condition of the Producing Classes in Europe and Amer ica , w e 
assume the following positions, viz. ' In a free government, edu-
cation, which elevates the mind, diffuses intelligence, and leads to 
virtue, is the only sure foundation of freedom and public safety. 
Without education, a portion of the community is cast into the 
shade, and oftentimes intellect of the first order is lost to its pos-
sessor and to the world. Children of the poor, as well as the rich, 
ought to be instructed both in letters and morals, and N O S T A T E 
O F S O C I E T Y C A N E X C U S E T H E N E G L E C T OF I T . If We wish to l ive 
in a community, peaceably, orderly, free from excess , outrage and 
crime, we must use our exertions for the general diffusion of edu-
cation, of intelligence, among every class of our citizens. In 
this course we shall find our interest and happiness. In looking 
over the catalogue of offenders, we shall find, that vice of every 
kind and degree most generally springs from ignorance. T h e 
want of learning and moral instruction leads to idleness, dissipa-
tion and crime, and often ends in ruin. '* 
On these plain, simple principles, we ' take post,' and fortify 
our position by the history of all time, all nations, and all people. 
W e now are prepared to show that a spirit of monopoly exists in 
this country as well as in Europe, which is sapping and mining 
the V E R Y F O U N D A T I O N S of our free institutions. A ' S T A T E of 
S O C I E T Y ' exists in this country, which prevents the producing 
classes from a participation in the fountains of knowledge, and the 
benefits equally designed for all. T h i s state of things is produced 
and sustained by Avarice. Whether avarice is or is not, in part 
or as a whole a natural or acquired vice, we shall not at this time 
pretend to decide. W e are, however, inclined to think that be it 
natural or acquired, it is nurtured and fostered by a defective edu-
* General Brigham, Mayor of Providence. See Appendix A. 
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cation. B e this as it may , we witness daily the dreadful effects of 
this evil passion. It hardens the heart, sears the conscience, and 
deafens the ear to the cry of suffering humanity. It nerves the 
arm of the midnight assassin as he plunges the deadly steel into 
the heart of his sleeping and unconscious victim : It urges the 
worse than midnight assassin to slander those who are contending 
against its unhallowed influence. A v a r i c e manufactures drunk-
ards, chains and lashes the slave, and crowds down and oppresses 
the poor, the friendless, and the destitute : it is the father of all 
crime, from the days of A d a m until the present time. T h i s fiend 
induced Judas to betray his master, and Benedict Arnold to make 
an attempt to sell his country. It induced a certain rich man to 
throw a poor sick slave into the sea from a slave ship, and Ava-
rice afterwards placed that man in high office in his own country. 
U n d e r the influence of this principle, the I M M O R T A L and detesta-
ble Combination of Merchants in Boston, pledged themselves, on 
the 18th of M a y last, to drive to starvation or submission, the 
Shipwrights, C a u l k e r s and Gravers of that C i ty . T h a t dignified 
body, composing a part of the H I G H E R O R D E R S , issued another 
U K A S E on the 20th of July last, in which, and by which, they 
A U T H O R I Z E D the masters to A L L O W their journeymen time to es-
cape the Cholera .* Urged on by the cursed hell-born principle 
of A v a r i c e , men stake every thing for GOLD. A n y , every means, 
and all kinds of meanness are used to get rich. N o matter what 
are the immediate or more remote consequences ; the widow 
weeps , the fatherless starve, blood flows, hearts are broken, cha-
racters destroyed, suicide is committed, gray hairs brought down 
with sorrow to the grave, and the world is filled with ignorance, 
vice and misery, that men may gorge, if possible, an insatiate 
appetite for gold. F o r gold Guatamozin was broiled by Cortez 
on a bed of live coals, and the Spaniards in M e x i c o and elsewhere, 
hunted the poor Indians with bloodhounds, carrying devastation, 
by fire and sword among defenceless men, women, and children, 
wherever their unhallowed feet polluted the soil of the New 
World. F o r a moment we will notice the effects of this lust of 
possession in other countries, and then enquire if the same causes, 
or some of them at least, are not in active operation in our own, 
' our native land, ' which have destroyed the happiness of the 
MANY, that the FEW may roll and riot in splendid luxury. W e 
must for want of time pass over poor degraded Spain, whose Mo-
narch expends much of his royal time in manufacturing embroid-
ered petticoats for the virgin Mary ; Portugal , the playthings of 
whose Sovereign are gibbets, halters, dungeons, and poisons, and 
* See the Ukase in Appendix B . 
t $20,000 were subscribed for this purpose. 
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whose only amusements appear to be the groans, struggles, and 
dying agonies of his miserable subjects. France , unhappy F r a n c e , 
drenched with the blood of millions of human victims to remorse-
less ambition. Russia, governed by an Emperor to whom the 
very name of Freedom is hateful, and who has rendered the name of 
< Nicholas ' the scorn of countless ages by his former and recent 
conduct towards bleeding, degraded, murdered P O L A N D . 
Passing over these countries with a brief notice we fix our e y e s 
on England from whence came our fathers. W e are induced to 
do so because we are called upon by a body of Monopolists alias 
Manufacturers, to ' W I T N E S S the S P L E N D I D Example of England.' 
See what manufactures have done for her. (This call is contain-
ed in a report written by a gentleman whose name will be seen 
on the title page of this address). H e is supported by a Senator 
from Rhode Island who says ' if all the gold and diamonds and 
precious stones in the world, were implanted in the soil of G r e a t 
Britain, it would be nothing compared to the mine of wealth she 
has found in the protecting po l icy . ' * A l though w e are, and ever 
have been friendly to all that promised happiness to our C o u n -
try, we now wish to be expressly understood., as being a de-
cided enemy to all Systems the tendency of which is to prevent 
the diffusion of intelligence. W e think we shall be able to prove 
that 1 all the gold and diamonds and precious stones in the world' 
would not pay for one half of the misery of the producing classes in 
England. W e shall also show that a great proportion of the mis-
ery and degradation of the starving population of that country is 
in a great degree produced directly by manufacturing operations, 
which have made England a ' Splendid Example' for our imita-
tion. Perhaps some one will say ' what have we to do with this 
subject ?' ' Let Cotton mills take care of themselves. ' W e wish 
they might, (if they will abuse the power given by the people) 
and if they always had taken care of themselves the country would 
not now be distracted and shaken from the extremities to the cen-
tre by the P R O T E C T I O N given to men who are oppressing the poor 
by and with the power obtained from the people through the G o v -
ernment. W e hope to be able however to answer the proposed 
query satisfactorily to all humane men. It has always been the 
policy in Imperial and Kingly governments, to talk much about 
National, glory, National wealth, and National improvement. 
T h e splendid victories, high titles and refinement of the 4 H I G H -
ER ORDERS,' are sounded forth by the governments and their par-
asites ; this is answered by the degraded subject, who, while he 
cries vive le roi, ' long live the king', knows not w h y he does so, 
* Here is a direct appeal to the passion of A V A R I C E . 
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and for the most part is at a loss for bread for his hungry family. 
U n d e r such governments the subjects are amused with carnivals, 
masquerades, military parades, imposing and splendid religious 
ceremonies, and national songs. T h i s course is pursued by men 
in power, to k e e p the 1 common people ' the ' L O W E R O R D E R S ' 
from thinking, from reasoning, from watching the movements of 
Emperors , K ings , D u k e s , Lords , and other villains, who are 
fleecing the poor. W e shall find, notwithstanding all our boasted 
liberty and freedom, that there are many men in our own country, 
who in their way, are pursuing the same course. In viewing 
' t h e Splendid Example of England, ' we are not to look at pres-
ent on the dazzling lustre of her national glory ; for we do know 
that in the exact ratio of the increase of the power and wealth 
and glory of all nations as such, so is the misery of the poor in-
creased. W e propose to draw aside the veil. W e propose to 
make an attempt to dissipate the enchantment which distance lends 
to the v i e w : W e leave the crown, the coronet, the palaces, and 
all the glittering mockery which hides the rottenness within her 
borders, from the view of men who are 4 hankering after the flesh-
pots of despotic power. ' W e leave such things for the con-
templation of those who ' sigh for butter in a lordly dish.' W e 
will go where the poor are ' steeped to the lips' in filth and wretch-
edness, and deep degradation. W e shall produce a picture, which 
ought to make any man blush to be the author of that sentence 
— 4 Witness the Splendid Example of England,' unless his heart 
were adamant, and his face case-hardened steel. A s a general 
remark, w e observe that for a long series of years, 40 per cent, or 
nearly one half of the population of England and W a l e s , (6,000,000) 
have been without the means of a mere subsistence, and have 
been humbled to the condition of paupers, during some portion 
of the year , suing for relief from those who hold the property of 
the kingdom. Three millions of Englishmen are, throughout the 
year , rel ieved in the work-houses, or from the poor rates.* Ire-
land, bleeding at every pore, under the weight of this Splendid 
Example, is not included in this statement. A g a i n ; in London 
there are about 2500 persons committed for trial yearly . Amount 
of annual depredations, £ 2 , 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 ; 18 prisons; 5204 A l e -
houses ; annual amount of counterfeit coin, £ 200,000, 3000 
receivers of stolen goods, 50,000 prostitutes, 10,000 servants at 
all times out of employ ; 10,000 rise every morning, without 
knowing how they are to subsist through the day. This is a 
small part of the Splendid E x a m p l e of England. In a report 
* Hon. John Bell's Speech. 
t W e make these statements merely to show how men thirsting for 
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in the House of Commons it was stated, that out of 1500 fam-
ilies of poor, in the neighbourhood of Spitalfields, a manufactur-
ing district in London, there were 300 cases of abject poverty and 
destitution, and at least 100 of literal starvation. T h e y were at 
the moment pressed by the landlord, baker, and t a x - g a t h e r e r : 
had pawned and sold every thing that would bring money, and 
were absolutely without a morsel of bread, for themselves or 
families. These persons are represented to be worthy, honest, 
and industrious, by the report of the House of Commons. 
W e shall proceed to show that misery in horrid forms exists, par-
ticularly in the manufacturing districts of England. W e shall pro-
duce indisputable evidence from the testimony of English and A m e -
rican authorities, which will show conclusively that this misery is di-
rectly produced by manufacturing operations. Having done so, we 
shall show that we are, in these United States, following with fear-
ful rapidity the ' Splendid Example of England.' A n English writer 
says, the Factory System is a system of most horrible abuse of the 
noble animal and intellectual nature which God has given to the 
human species. In one factory, where 4 7 5 children are employ-
ed, 235 are between nine and twelve, 199 between twelve and 
fifteen, and 50 between fifteen and eighteen years of age. T h e y 
are superintended by 15 men, and are compelled to come to their 
daily drudgery every month in the year at 6 o 'c lock in the morn-
ing, and to remain in the factory until 7 in the evening, and some-
times until eight or nine, making 14 or 1 5 hours of labour in a 
day, with an intermission of but a half an hour for meals, rest, and 
recreation. T h e consequence of this excess of toil is, that the 
growth of the body is checked, and the limbs become w e a k , and 
sometimes horribly distorted. T h e s e little slaves of the factory often 
fall asleep, and, in this state of listlessness, their fingers and hands 
get involved in the machinery. T h e y are often frightfully mangled, 
and are then sent to the hospital. D r Smith, of the L e e d s ' In-
firmary, says his attention was first drawn to this subject TWELVE 
YEARS since, in consequence of the unusual number of cases of 
deformity of the lower extremities, sent from a neighbouring 
MANUFACTURING TOWN. He says his surprise ceased, when he 
ascertained the number of hours they were compelled to labour. 
Another English writer says that it is proved, on undoubted au-
National Glory, will lose sight (purposely) of all the misery and vice, 
found among a people, when their eyes are dazzled with the ' Splendid 
Example' of a nation whose government is grinding its subjects to pow-
der, to support the worse than useless splendour of national glory, and 
national wealth, while starvation is tearing the very vitals of hundreds of 
thousands of the miserable poor of England, Ireland, and Wales. 
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thority, that children of very tender ages are compelled to work 
in mills from 1 2 to 1 5 hours, with only 30 minutes for all meals. 
T h e y are employed in a heated and vitiated atmosphere during 
this t ime; and children of six years old are compelled to labor 
longer than a negro s lave ,* or even an adult convict, whose hours 
of labour cannot by law exceed TEN*. Richard Oastler, Esq. , in 
a speech made in Manchester or L e e d s , England, said, c In my 
opinion the F a c t o r y System has caused a great deal of the distress 
and immorality of the present time, and a great deal of the weak-
ness of men's constitutions of the present time. W h e n I con-
template the life of a factory child, my heart is filled with horror 
to think that human nature can be so c o r r u p t ; that one individual, 
calling himself a man, could live for a single day under the load 
of guilt, which he must feel as a man, who is causing such dread-
ful misery. ' H e gives us an example of one little child, 1 for,' 
said he, ' the whole mass of factory woes would cloud your un-
derstandings, and make you like m y s e l f — m a d . I will not pre-
sent fiction to you , but tell you what I have seen. T a k e a little 
c h i l d ; she shall rise from her bed at 4 in the morning, of a cold 
winter's day — before that time she awakes perhaps half a dozen 
times, and says, " father is it t i m e ? — f a t h e r is it t ime?" W h e n she 
gets up, she feels about for her little bits of rags, her clothes, and 
puts them on to her weary limbs, and trudges onward to the mill; 
through rain or snow, 1 or 2 miles, and there she works from 
1 3 , and even to 18 hours, with only 30 minutes interval. Home-
wards again at night she would go when she was able, but many 
a time she hid herself in the wool in the mill, not being able 
to reach h o m e ; — at last she sunk under these cruelties, into the 
grave. ' M r Oastler said he could bring hundreds of instances of 
this kind, with the difference, that they worked 1 5 , instead of 18 
hours. If these children were a moment behind the time to go 
into the mill, there stood a monster, in human form, and as they 
passed, he lashed them. O n e boy, for an absence of half an hour, 
was stripped and gagged, and flogged with a hazel stick until the 
skin was flayed off from his neck to his hips. 
A member of parliament stated, that it rarely happened that 
persons brought up in factories lived over the age of 40 y e a r s ; 
consequently the manufacturing districts were filled with orphans. 
T h e labour of children was so severe, that even adults must sink 
under its inhuman pressure. The hours of labour had from time 
to time increased, until no constitution, however robust, could 
withstand its inhuman pressure. T h e mortality among children, 
* B y a law of parliament, the negro slaves in the West Indies, 
cannot be made to labor more than nine hours per day. 
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thus employed, exceeds by far that among others. T h e average 
longevity in a worsted mill, employing over four hundred females, 
does not exceed 13 years. A surgeon, who travelled in M a n -
chester, found in one mill, 167 children, and, out of that number, 
47 were deformed from excessive labour. T h e demand for steel 
machines to prop up bent limbs, beautifully formed by nature, 
was so great, that one dispensary was obliged to refuse orders for 
them until the parish paid half the cost. If children are idle in 
the mills, they are beaten with a leathern strap, or belt, of wel l-
seasoned leather. 
What think you, Mr Chairman and gentlemen, these miserable 
beings care about the ' Splendid E x a m p l e of E n g l a n d ? ' Just as 
much as some of our statesmen and monopolists care about their 
misery, when they call on us to witness this example . 
T h e Hon. Z . Al len, of Providence, ( R . I . ) has lately publish-
ed ' T h e P R A C T I C A L T O U R I S T , ' from notes taken in E u r o p e . 
He says, 1 that the most highly-coloured sketches of the moral 
depravity of many of the manufacturing population of Manchester , 
England, fall short of the reality. A stranger, if he walk the 
streets on pleasant evenings, is frequently addressed by abandoned 
females. Unless, indeed, peremptorily refused, they assume as-
surance, and press their importunities with a shamelessness, that 
can only be the result of long-practised habits of v ice. H e r e the 
virtuous and vicious females are brought into communion, with-
out inquiry and without reproach ;' and * the passing traveller is 
induced to pause at the sight, and denounce such sources of present 
W E A L T H , however overflowing and abundant. ' ' W h i l e the en-
riching stream* is undermining and contaminating the best inter-
est of man, — God forbid,' says Mr Al len , ' that there ever should 
be a Manchester in the New World. ' T h i s is the testimony of 
an American manufacturer, a gentleman of great wealth, respec-
table scientific and literary attainments, and much practical know-
ledge. Y e t we hear other gentlemen exultingly call L O W E L L the 
Manchester of America. Are gentlemen willing to carry out the 
parallel according to the testimony of Mr A l l e n ? W e hope not, 
at present, but we fear for the future. A l r e a d y , at L o w e l l , 4 a 
disturbance of the peace is of almost nightly o c c u r r e n c e , ' ! and a 
riot is no strange thing. 
W h a t kind of population does the manufacturing districts in 
England produce and foster? W e give in answer the testimony 
of Mr Hewitt , A g e n t for the American Temperance S o c i e t y , who 
has lately returned from Europe. He says, < the L O W E R O R D E R S 
• This enriching stream is the manufacturing system. 
t Report of Selectmen of Lowell. 
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in Europe are as stupid as our slaves. O f this class is the Spital-
fields weavers, E I G H T Y T H O U S A N D in number, who are precisely 
like Southern slaves, e x c e p t in color ; and have the appearance 
of S A V A G E S and B A R B A R I A N S . A l l Europe , he continues, seems 
to be struggling to throw off the chains of a thousand years, but 
e v e r y effort seems to bind them faster. T h e reason is the com-
mon people cannot govern themselves, and without the assistance 
of the common people, a F R E E G O V E R N M E N T C A N N O T E X I S T . ' A 
most precious confession, and most noble truth. M r Hewitt does 
not give us a satisfactory reason why they cannot govern them-
selves, or how they became so degraded. T h e reason, and the 
only one which can be given, is that they are buried in ignorance. 
B u t how did this happen ? H o w became they so ignorant, so 
degraded in a land famed for its colleges, philosophers and states-
men ? L e t us examine, and if we can answer these queries with 
reference to England, to which M r Hewitt more particularly re-
fers, it will throw much light on our subject. D r James Phillips 
K a y , of Manchester, England, treats this subject in a masterly 
manner ; he gives us cause and effect in such a plain style, that 
those who are not wilfully blind must see the direful effects of a 
system so much extol led by men who care for nothing but cent 
per cent. H e says the people employed in mills are crowded 
together in one dense mass* in cottages separated by narrow, un-
paved, and almost pestilential streets, in an atmosphere loaded 
with the smoke and exhalations of a large manufacturing city. 
T h e s e operatives are engaged during T W E L V E H O U R S in a day, 
( G e n t l e m e n will please remember that, as we shall refer to it 
again) in a heated and enervating atmosphere which is frequent-
ly loaded with dust and filaments of cotton, and consequently 
extremely unhealthy. T h e y are engaged in an employment which 
absorbs their attention, and unremittingly employs their physical 
energies. T h e y are D R U D G E S , who watch the movements, and 
assist the operations of a mighty material force, which toils, ever 
unconscious of fatigue. T h e labor of the operative must rival 
the mathematical precision, the incessant motion and exhaustless 
* It is evident to all acquainted with cotton mills in the United States, 
that in many places the population engaged in and about mills is crowded 
already in ' one dense mass.' A t Lowell 72 persons (Irish) were found 
' in one half of a small house.1 This is directly chargeable on the pre-
sent mode of conducting manufactures in this country. It is the effect 
of a cause, and that cause is in its turn the effect of the mode of conduct-
ing the Manufacturing System. Were it not for inducements held out 
by manufacturers and owners, our country would not now be deluged by 




power of the machine.* Hence, beside the negative results, a 
total abstraction from every moral and intellectual stimulus, the 
absence of variety, banishment from the grateful air, and the 
cheering influence of light. T h e physical energies are exhausted 
by incessant labor, and imperfect nutrition. Having been sub-
jected to the prolonged labor of an animal, his physical energies 
wasted, his mind in supine action, the operative has neither moral 
dignity, nor intellectual nor organic strength to resist the seduc-
tions of his appetite. His wife and children, too, frequently sub-
jected to the same process, are unable to cheer his moments of lei-
sure. Domestic economy is unknown. Meals are prepared and 
devoured with heedless haste. Home has no other relation to 
him than as a shelter. It chiefly presents him with a scene of 
physical exhaustion, from which he is glad to escape. Himself 
impotent of all the distinguishing aims of his species, he sinks into 
sensual sloth, or revels in more degraded licentiousness. His 
house is ill furnished and uncleanly, frequently damp. His food 
meagre and innutritious ; he is debilitated and hypochondriacal , 
and he falls the victim of dissipation.' Here, then, are the causes 
which render the ' common people' unfit to govern themselves. 
Here we see the result of the operations of the F a c t o r y System 
in producing ignorance, vice and misery. Here also is an answer 
to those who say that ' the majority of the laboring classes in 
the United States would be dissipated and drunken' if not chain-
ed to the plough, the anvil, the broad axe , the work-bench, or the 
cotton mill. Here is a looking glass for those who out of pure 
benevolence keep their mills running at ' 4 per cent profit , ' f that 
the free citizens of this Republic may not be permitted to commit 
depredations on the H I G H E R O R D E R S . Such imputations we re-
pel with indignation, and despise alike the statements and their 
authors. D r Thackrah, an eminent surgeon in L e e d s , England, 
says 1 that children who work in factories are stunted, the vital 
principle suffers. Such persons are more liable to acute diseases. 
In a word, the factory system tends to produce a w e a k , stunted, 
and short lived race.' He concludes by saying that the proposed 
measure before parliament for reducing the* hours of labor to TEN, 
is recommended alike by P A T R I O T I S M , J U S T I C E , and H U M A N I T Y . 
W e have now witnessed the 4 S P L E N D I D E X A M P L E of E N G L A N D , ' 
and what do we discover? W e find evils enough in the review to 
send the blood burning through our veins with indignation, or 
* Any person who cannot see a Cotton Mill in this picture must be 
blinded by Avarice. 
t Hon. John Whipple, in answer to the question from the General 
Government, What are the profits on Manufactures? 
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chill ing with the recital of cruelties almost too horrid to name. 
W e pity the man who, knowing these facts, would not feel his 
blood boil in his veins at the recital. A human being who could 
see and know these things, as they exist in Europe , and call upon 
us to witness the ' Splendid Example of England,' cannot, in 
our opinion, have the soul of a man. Perhaps it would not be 
too much to say that those who are so eager after National glory, 
ought to be condemned to travel eternally over mountains of gun-
powder, shod with fire brands; exhibiting to all creation a Splen-
did Example of punishment justly awarded to those who wish 
and probably then would have a high elevation above the vulgar 
F a r m e r , Mechanic and Laborer. 
W e l l might the Hon. Daniel Webster exclaim, in 1 8 2 4 , ' He saw 
nothing in a manufacturing population elsewhere to recommend it 
to us. ' H e thought T H E N there were great evils in it. He 
thought T H E N that a population of that description ought not to 
be purchased at so much cost. H e thought T H E N manufacturing 
was an employment which tended to make the poor both more 
numerous and more poor, and the rich fewer in number, and per-
haps more rich. W h a t he thinks now we cannot tel l .* In our 
review we have seen a large body of human beings ruined by a 
neglect of education, rendered miserable in the extreme, and in-
capable of self g o v e r n m e n t ; and this by the grinding of the rich 
on the faces of the poor, through the operation of cotton and 
other machinery. H a v e we not reason to exclaim in the language 
of Goldsmith, when he says, 
4 Y e Friends to truth, ye Statesmen who survey 
The rich man's joy increase the poor's decay, 
Tis your's to judge how wide the limits stand, 
Between a S P L E N D I D ,and a HAPPY land. 
W e now turn to our own country ; and would to God we 
could find no resemblance between the two nations relative to 
this s u b j e c t ; would we could find nothing under the broad folds 
of the ' Star-spangled Banner ' resembling the cruelties practised, 
and the ignorance prevalent in England. W e observed that it is 
becoming fashionable in our country to cry out about National 
glory, National wealth, march of Improvement, march of Intel-
lect. W e have pointed out to you the reason w h y the Monopo-
lists of Europe raise this c r y , and you will, ere long, probably, 
discover the same design in our own c o u n t r y ; to wit, to prevent 
the ' common people, ' the L O W E R O R D E R S , by which our H I G H E R 
* See Appendix, C . 
t See Appendix, D. 
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ORDERS mean farmers, mechanics and laborers, from thinking, 
reasoning, and watching the movements of these same H I G H E R 
O R D E R S . 
Some of our statesmen, capitalists, and monopolists take very 
broad and lofty views of these subjects. T h e y appear not to 
trouble themselves about the miseries of the poor. It seems 
1 The widows grief, the orphan's nakedness, 
The poor man's woe, 
These they can never see ; 
And their dull ear 
Can never catch the wailing wretchedness 
Wrung from the lowly lived. 
The bitter tears that sickness or misfortune 
Cause to flow, ne'er warmed the ice 
Of their obdurate hearts.' 
W e have shown how great a mass of human misery is hidden 
in England, under the glare of National wealth, and the splendor of 
National glory. Y o u have visited the thick and crowded manu-
facturing town, 
' Where avarice plucks the staff away, 
Whereon the weary lean, 
And vice reels o'er the midnight bowl, 
With song, and jest, obscene.' 
T o hide existing, or anticipated and inevitable evils, of the 
like kind, resulting from like causes, our ears are constantly filled 
with the cry of National wealth, National glory, American S y s t e m , 
and American industry. W e are told that operatives are happy 
in our mills, and that they want no change in the regulations,* 
and that they are getting great wages, saving 25 per cent over 
and above their living. This stuff is retailed by owners, and 
agents, and sold wholesale at the rate of eight dollars for a day 's 
work of four hours in the capital at Washington. This cry is k e p t 
up by men who are endeavouring by all the means in their power to 
cut down the wages of our own people, and who send agents to Eu-
rope, to induce foreigners to come here, to underwork American 
citizens, to support American industry, and the American system. 
T h e whole concern, (as now conducted) is as great a humbug 
* So say the owners of slaves in all countries where human flesh and 
blood is bought and sold to pamper the luxury of ' we the people' alias we 
who weld might for right. 
t See Cozzens' Report on the Manufactures of Rhode Island. 
as ever deceived any people. W e see the system of manufac-
turing lauded to the s k i e s ; senators, representat ives, owners, 
and agents of cotton mills using all means to keep out of sight 
the evils growing up under it. Cotton mills where cruelties 
are practised, excessive labour required, education neglected, and 
vice, as a mat ter of course, on the increase, are denominated 
' t h e } principalities of the dest i tute, the palaces of the poor.' 
W e do not pretend to say that this description applies in all its 
parts , to all mills alike — but we do say, that most of the causes 
described by D r Kay of Manches ter are in active operation in 
N e w England , and as sure as effect follows cause, the result must 
be the same. A member of the United States Senate seems to be 
extremely pleased with cotton mills ; he says in the s e n a t e , ' W h o 
has not been delighted with the clockwork movements of a large 
cotton manufactory , he had visited them of ten, and always with 
increased del ight . '* H e says the women work in large airyf 
apar tments well warmed, they are neat ly dressed, with ruddy 
complexions, and happy countenances ; they mend the broken 
threads and replace the exhausted balls or broaches, and at stated 
periods they go to and return from their meals with light and 
cheerful step. (Whi le on a visit to that pink of perfection, Wal-
tham, I remarked that the females moved with a very light step, 
and well they might, for the bell rung for them to return to the 
mill from their homes in 19 minutes af ter it had rung for them to go 
to b reak fas t : some of these females boarded the largest part of a 
half a mile from the mill). And the grand climax is, that at the end 
of the week, after working like slaves for 13 or 14 hours every day, 
' t h e y enter the temples of God on the Sabbath, and thank him for 
all his benefits ' — and the American System above all requires a 
peculiar outpouring of grati tude. W e remark , that whatever 
* See Appendix E . 
t We imagine he never worked in one 13 or 14 hours per day. 
J So far from this, in some establishments the windows have been 
nailed down, and the females deprived of even fresh air, in order to sup-
port the ' American System.' 
An actual rebellion took place not long since, in consequence of this 
high-handed and tyrannical measure, among the 1000 females in a vast 
overgrown establishment. W e learn that frequently the females have 
become entirely unmanageable in consequence of various cruelties prac-
tised on them at that place. W e learn that not long since the agent 
newly appointed, made a rule tha t 1 all who were not within the gate* at 
the last stroke of the bell, was to pay a fine of 12$ cents,' whereupon 
the girls rose en masse. The confusion was great and the order revoked. 




girls or others may do west of the Al leghany mountains, we do 
not believe there can be a single person found east of those 
mountains, who ever thanked God for permission to work in a 
cotton mill. 
Without being obliged to attribute wrong or mercenary motives 
to the Hon. Senator (whose talents certainly must command re-
spect from all, let their views in other respects be what they 
m a y ) , we remark, that we think he was most grossly deceived by 
the circumstances of his visit. W e will give our reasons, in a few 
words spoken (in part) on a former occasion, on this subject. It 
is well known to all that when Honourables travel, that timely 
notice is given of their arrival and departure in places of note. 
Here we have a case — the Honourable Senator from K e n t u c k y 
is about to visit a cotton mill — due notice is given ; the men, girls, 
and boys, are ordered to array themselves in their best apparel. 
Flowers of every hue are brought to decorate the mill, and en-
wreath the brows of the fair sex. If nature will not furnish the 
materials from the lap of summer, art supplies the deficiency. 
Evergreens mingle with the. roses, the jasmine, and the h y a -
cinth, to honour the illustrious visitor, the champion, the very 
Goliah of the American System. H e enters ! Smiles are on 
every brow. No cow-hide, or rod, or 1 well seasoned strap' is 
suffered to be seen by the Honourable senator, or permitted to 
disturb the enviable happiness of the inmates of this almost celes-
tial habitation. T h e Hon. Gentleman views with keen e y e the 
' clock work.' He sees the rosy faces of the Houries* inhabit-
ing this palace of beauty ; he is in ecstasy — he is almost dum-
founded — he enjoys the enchanting scene with the most intense-
delight. For an hour or more (not 14 hours) he seems to be in 
the regions described in Oriental song, his feelings are overpow-
ered, and he retires, almost unconscious of the cheers which fol-
low his s teps; or if he hears the ringing shout, 'tis but to convince 
him, that he is in a land of reality, and not of fiction. His mind 
being filled with sensations, which, from their novel ty , are without 
a name, he exclaims, 'tis a paradise ; and we reply , if a Cotton 
Mill is a ' paradise,' it is ' Paradise Lost.' 
If we might be permitted to use a yankee privilege, and guess 
what would be the drift of the meditations of a person so happily 
wrought up, we might suppose he would think poetically as 
fo l lows: 
I've seen them elegantly move 
Where shuttles swiftly slide, 
* Fabled beauties of the Mahometan paradise. 
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Methinks the c Clock-work' I do love, 
O'er which their fingers glide. 
' Their auburn tresses carelessly 
O'erhang a neck of snow, 
And dazzlingly they glitter 
In sunset's crimson glow.' 
1 They are more fair to look upon 
Than sylph or fairy thing,' 
More pleasant to enraptured eyes 
Than budding flowers of spring. 
W e bel ieve there are many beautiful and virtuous ladies employ-
ed in cotton mills, but we do know, notwithstanding this, that the 
wives and daughters of the rich manufacturers would no more 
associate with a ' factory girl,' than they would with a negro 
slave. So much for equality in a republican country. 
W e would respectfully advise the honourable senator to travel 
incognito, when he visits Cotton Mills. If he wishes to come at 
the truth, he must not be known. L e t him put on a short jacket 
and trowsers, and join the * L O W E R O R D E R S ' for a short time ; 
then let him go into a factory counting room, and pull off his hat, 
which he will be told to do in some of our ' Republican Institu-
tions'* called Cotton M i l l s ; then let him attempt to get work for 
7 5 cents, or 100 for 1 4 hours per day instead of eight dollars for 
four hours, and he will then discover some of the intrinsic beau-
ties of factory * c lockwork . ' In that case we could show him in 
some of the prisons in N e w England, called cotton mills, instead 
of rosy cheeks , the pah, sickly, haggard countenance of the 
ragged child. Haggard from the worse than slavish confinement 
in the cotton mill. H e might see that child driven up to the 
' c lockwork ' by the cowskin, in some c a s e s ; he might see in some 
instances, the child taken from his bed at four in the morning, and 
plunged into cold water to drive away his slumbers, and prepare 
him for the labors in the mill. A f t e r all this he might see that 
child robbed, y e s , robbed of a part of his time allowed for meals 
by moving the hands of the clock backwards, or forwards, as 
would best accomplish that purpose. W e could show him ' c l o c k -
work' with a peculiar escapement, having power to move a whole 
factory village from three to six hundred miles east or west (from 
any other place, no matter where), by calculation of longitude. 
In one case we find E x e t e r N . H . 600 miles west of Boston, by 
* John Q . Adams' Report on Manufactures. 
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the operation of this factory ' clockwork.' T h e honorable gentle-
man might see patent lever ' clockwork' of the first quality run-
ning on diamonds, which never was guilty of keeping the true 
time, while in the atmosphere of a manufacturing village, or in 
the pocket of an agent, overseer, or owner of a cotton mill. H e 
mi^ht see in some, and not unfrequent instances, the child, and 
the female child too, driven up to the c lockwork with the cow-
hide, or well seasoned strap of ' A M E R I C A N M A N U F A C T U R E . ' 
W e could show him many females who have had corporeal pun-
ishment inflicted upon them ; one girl eleven years of age w h o 
had her leg broken with a billet of wood ; another, who had a 
board split over her head by a heartless monster in the shape of 
an overseer of a cotton mill ' paradise.' * 
W e , shall for want of time, (not s tock) omit entering more m 
largely into detail for the present, respecting the cruelties prac-
tised in some of the American mills. Our wish is to show that 
education is neglected, and that as a matter of course, because 
if 13 hours actual labour, is required each day, it is impossible 
to attend to education among children, or improvement among 
adults. With regard to hours of labour in cotton mills, there is 
a difference here as well as in England. In Manchester 1 2 
hours only is the rule, while in some other towns in England 
many more are required. T h e mills generally in N e w England, 
run 13 hours the year round, that is, actual labour for all hands ; 
to which add one hour for two meals, making 1 4 hours actual 
labour — for a man, or woman, or child, must labour hard to go a 
quarter, and sometimes half a mile, and eat his dinner or break-
fast in 30 minutes and get back to the mill. A t the Eag le mills, 
Griswold, Connecticut, 15 hours and 10 minutes actual labour in 
the mill are required ; at another mill in the vicinity, 14 hours 
of actual labour are required. It needs no argument, to prove 
that education must be, and is almost entirely neglected. F a c t s 
* W e do not pretend to say that all overseers are thus cruel, but we 
do say, that foreign overseers are frequently placed over American wo-
men and children, and, we are sorry to add, that sometimes foreigners in 
this country have employed American overseers to carry into effect their 
tyrannical rules in these mills. 
t In the cotton mills in France, 1 during the longest days in summer, 
the help commence work at 6 o'clock A . M . , work till nine, when one 
hour is allowed for breakfast, and another hour at dinner between 2 and 
3 P. M . , and the daily labour of 12 hours is finished about sunset.' — 
Allen's Practical Tourist. It appears, that the ' help' in Free America, 
are driven harder than they are in Europe. American Citizens ! will 
you longer submit to worse tyranny than your enslaved brethren in the 
old world ? or the slaves, in the southern parts of your own country. 
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speak in a voice not to be misunderstood, or misinterpreted. In 
8 mills all on one stream, within a distance of two miles, we have 
1 6 8 persons who can neither read nor write. This is in Rhode 
Island. A committee of working men in Providence, report 
' that in Pautucket there are at least five hundred children, who 
scarcely know what a school is. T h e s e facts, say they, are ad-
duced to show the blighting influence of the manufacturing system 
as at present conducted, on the progress of education ; and to add 
to the darkness of the picture, if blacker shades are necessary to 
rouse the spirit of indignation, which should glow within our breasts 
at such disclosures, in all the mills which the enquiries of the 
committee have been able to reach, books, pamphlets, and news-
papers are absolutely prohibited. T h i s may serve as a tolerable 
e x a m p l e for e v e r y manufacturing village in R h o d e Island.' In 
1 2 of the United States, there are 57,000 persons, male and fe-
male, employed in cotton and woollen mills, and other establish-
ments connected with them ; about two-fifths of this number, or 
3 1 , 0 4 4 are under 16 years of age, and 6000 are under the age 
of 1 2 years. O f this 3 1 , 0 4 4 , there are in Rhode Island alone, 
3 , 4 7 2 under 16 years of age. T h e school fund is, in that State, 
raised in considerable part by lottery. N o w we all know, that 
the poor are generally the persons who support this legalized gamb-
ling ; for the rich as a general rule, seldom buy tickets. This fund 
then, said to be raised by the rich, for the education of the poor, 
is actually drawn from the pockets of the poor, to be expended 
by the r ich,* on their own children, while this large number of 
children, (3 ,472) , are entirely, and totally deprived of all benefit 
of the school fund, by what is called the American System. A c -
tually robbed of what is emphatically their own. by being compel-
led to labour in these ' principalities of the destitute' and these 
palaces of the poor,' for 1 3 hours per diem, the year round. 
What must be the result of this stale of things ? ' W e cannot 
regard even in anticipation, the contamination of moral and po-
litical degradation spreading its baleful influence throughout the 
community, through the medium of the uneducated part of the 
present generation, promulgated and enhanced in the future, by 
the increase of posterity, without starting with horror from the 
scene, as from the clankings of a T Y R A N T ' S chain Perhaps, 
* B y the rich, we here mean those, who are able to educate their own 
children, without resorting to the school fund. Among them will be found 
owners, agents, and overseers, who, many of them, take good care that 
their own children are educated, while the really poor children must re-
main ignorant, from the nature of the case. 
t Memorial to Congress, from the Providence and Pautucket Associa-
tion of Working Men. 
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some may (as they have done) ask w h y do so many go to these 
mills, if they are such evil places. W e answer, that the public 
are entirely deceived, as to the facts of the case. W e have en-
deavoured to expose that deception ; and further, we are author-
ized to say to any man, be he who he may , who represents the 
population employed in cotton mills, to be a happy and content-
ed people, and who wish no amelioration in their condition, that 
the statements to that effect are F A L S E . W e appeal to the tens 
of thousands, under the tyrannical government of the mills, to 
support us in that assertion. Not only so, those who misrepre-
sent the population thus employed, know their own statements to 
be false. It cannot be otherwise.* W e have said the public are 
deceived ; we have shown in part how they are deceived ; we 
will give more evidence to that point. I f one girl in a mill , 
earns, by extra exertion, $ 4 per w e e k , it is blazed abroad, from 
Maine to Mexico, that the girls in that mill earn from one to 
four dollars per week ; if an overseer gets 43 dollars per month, 
and the men under him from 10 to 20 clear of board, it is 
proclaimed that the men get from 10 to 43 dollars per month, 
* according to their strength.' T h i s is the same as saying, that 
all the officers of the United States, get from $ 3 0 0 to $ 2 5 , 0 0 0 
per annum, according to their strength ; and there is as much 
sense in one as the other, and one proves as much as the other, f 
T h e s e factory owners are very fond of using the rule of A V E R A G E , 
and they prove everything by that rule. O n e of them who said, 
' t h e poor must work or starve, ' used this rule to prove that the 
profit on manufacturing, was but 4 per cent. H e said one factory 
commenced operation in 1806, and by ' judic ious management , ' 
cleared $300,000 ; another commencing at the same time, sunk 
$ 1 50,000 by 'careless and injudicious management. ' N o w , strike 
an average on this loss on one hand, and gain on the other, and the 
profit on Cotton mills is four per cent only give us this rule of 
average, and let us use it in this w a y , and we will prove that 
Washington and Arnold were both traitors, or patriots, which 
you please; because we will average the T R E A S O N of one, with 
the P U R E P A T R I O T I S M of the other", and the sum is done. B y 
* See Appendix F . 
t A letter from Waltham to the author, says, that of all the hands 
there, only one gets 43 dollars per month, and that is the overseer of the 
machine shop ; and many do not get 10 dollars per month. But a writer 
in the Concord paper says, they get from 10 to 43 dollars per month, 
according to their strength. W e should think the Agent must be a 
powerful strong man, for we believe he gets 12 or 1500 dollars per 
year. 
J Sec answer to Interrogatories by Hon. John Whipple. 
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such means are the public deceived. Again , people are induced 
to go into mills to work, by a direct and false appeal to the pas-
sion of a v a r i c e ; but w h y do they not leave, when they find they 
are deceived ? W e will give some of the reasons. In many 
mills, the overseers are ordered by the agents, to tell the help, 
that if they leave that establishment, the agents will write to 
all the other Factor ies , and tell their agents not to employ 
them, A t D o v e r this has been done, and we know of other pla-
ces where the same thing is practised. O t h e r means are practised. 
I f a girl is discharged from the service of the C o m p a n y for any 
fault, and the agent is the judge in all cases, she cannot get her 
pay short of two w e e k s ; so that if she has two or three dollars 
due, and belongs 100 or more miles from home, she must wait 
on that M A M M O T H C O M P A N Y a fortnight for her pay ; by this time, 
she is in debt for her board, and she must either go to the agent, 
and humbly ask him to give her employment , or starve. He, 
knowing that ' the poor must work or starve, and that the 
rich will take care of themselves , ' humanely takes her into the 
cotton mill ' palace ' on his own terms. W e do not say that 
this is the e x a c t mode of procedure ; but we do say, that it is 
a natural consequence of that one-sided and arbitrary rule. T h e 
hands are compelled to work for ' s u c h wages as the Company 
sees fit to p a y , ' * to pay all fines assessed, without knowing what 
the prices or fines may be. Hands are liable to be discharged at any 
moment, but they cannot discharge themselves, short of a fort-
night's notice. Cotton mills are called ' Republ ican Institutions.' 
A t D o v e r , we understand, when any of the workmen go into the 
'presence' in the counting-room, they are told to pull off their 
hats : one man w h o entered the ' presence chamber' did not do 
this, and gave as his reason, that no person was in when he en-
tered ; therefore, he did not conceive it necessary. H e was told, 
' I will let you know, you must take off your hat to respect the 
' Of f i ce ! ' f 
W e must here give one more proof of the Republican nature of 
these institutions. M r F. a machinist of Dover , was a candidate 
for the Legislature of N e w Hampshire, set up by the Working Men. 
O n the day of election, he was asked by S . , foreman of the Com-
pany's Machine shop, if he meant to stand as a candidate. F . re-
plied, you have had conversation enough with me to know my opin-
* See Appendix G . 
t It is customary in London, to bow to a nobleman's carriage as it 
passes, whether empty or not. 
J The names of Parties are in possession of the Author of this address, 
and can be known at any time. 
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ion on that subject. S. said I am authorized to say to you, that if 
you do stand or are elected, you will be discharged, and that to-
morrow morning. F . said, if you say positively 1 shall be discharg-
ed, I shall not take myself out of the way on any consideration what-
ever. S. faltered a little, and said, I will not say posit ively,but pro-
bably. F . said to S., if you think I will be deprived of my rights by 
such threats, you dont know me. A m I to be deprived of my rights ? 
my citizenship by a Manufacturing Company ? On this they se-
parated. F . was not discharged the next day, because the sup-
position is, the Company had no excuse which would satisfy the 
public. Mr F . was elected, and attended the session of the legis-
lature. On his return he called on the A g e n t , who told him he 
had no more work for him, and said F . had broken his contract. 
He asked, what is the contract? Y o u agreed to work for a year . 
You are mistaken, I am under no such contract. T h e agent said, 
I directed Mr S., an officer under me, to make such a contract 
with all who would do so. N o w said F . I can tell you to what time 
you allude. A t that time there was a considerable complaint of 
low wages. Mr S. came into the shop, and said, to all those who 
were satisfied with the wages, that would or should be the stand-
ard for the year. I said for one I shall be satisfied. N o w sup-
pose I had gone to see my friends three or four w e e k s , would you 
have discharged me ? N o , said the Agent. If I had been un-
well , or about street, or any where else, e x c e p t at the Legis la-
ture, would you have discharged me ? N o , said the A g e n t . I 
am informed that this Mr F . bears a character without reproach, 
and was before on friendly terms with S. During the conversa-
tion on election day, F . said to S . , It has always been said, that 
Manufacturing Corporations are aristocratical, and although t h e y 
deny it in all cases, this proves the allegation to a demonstration.* 
B u t how does this affect the persons who are not employed in the 
mills? what have we to do with this tyranny in the mills ? W e 
answer, that the owners of mills oppose all reduction in the hours 
of labour, for the purposes of mental culture. Not that they care 
about hours of labour in Cities, but they fear the { contagion' 
will reach their S L A V E M I L L S . Hence they go into the shop of 
the Carpenter, and others who carry on business, and actually 
forbid them to employ what they sneeringly call * ten hour men. ' 
* Mr W . G. of Lowell, we understand, was discharged from employ, 
for attending a Convention of Working men, in Providence, Rhode Is-
land, December 5, 1831. In retaliation for this violation of all right 
principle, the Working men of Lowell turned M r K . B . (Agent at Low-
ell) out of the Legislature of Massachusetts, and put M r W . G. in his 
place. 
t See Appendix H . 
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Tel l ing the employers, you shall not have our work unless you do 
as WE say. W e have appealed to their sense of justice, their 
sense of humanity, their love of country, to consider the evils they 
are bringing on the poor, through ignorance. W h a t has been the 
reply ? one says ' if a man offers to work for me ten hours, I will 
k ick him off my premises ;' another says, 1 will shut down my 
gates, and you will starve in a w e e k , and rather than do that, you 
will work on our terms. Another says, ' O , they can't stand it 
more than a day or two, and they will soon come back and BEG 
to go to work. ' W h i l e the official* organ of R h o d e Island Manu-
facturers gravely asserts, that these same people are saving 25 
per cent of their wages , clear gain, and a R h o d e Island Repre-
sentative is telling us how much better we are situated than south-
ern slaves. N o w when these same men want the votes of the 
W o r k i n g men, they will say, 4 in strains as sweet as angels use, ' 
F e l l o w Ci t izens , we want you assistance, give us ' your voices, 
your voices, your sweet voices. ' B u t if you want time to improve 
your minds, take care of your families, and educate your children, 
you are called ' Disturbers of the peace,' ' Agitators, ' ' A n unholy 
all iance, ' Disorganizers, a ' Dangerous Combinat ion' against the 
higher O R D E R S . S u c h , F e l l o w Citizens of New* England, is the 
language used to you and respecting you. W h i l e these men are 
boasting that they ' can take care of themselves ;' while they are de-
pendent on you every moment for the protection of that property, 
which they have obtained from your bones, and sinews, and hearts-
blood, they are using it in an attempt to starve you into sub-
mission. T h i s is no fiction ; the speaker has heard merchants 
say , in a public room, in a public Hotel in Boston, that ' the Ship-
wrights, C a u l k e r s and Gravers , had given up, and thrown them-
selves entirely on our m e r c y . ' ' O U R M E R C Y !' are we ready for 
that word ? D o e s not your hearts throb with one pulsation as 
you answer N o ! Is not that reply echoed from old Bunker 's 
Height , where Freemen stood and Freemen fell rejecting the mer-
cy, and scorning the power of T Y R A N T S . 
A r e not our feelings the same in this case ? I f they are not, 
we may well ask ourselves, as we falter from our duty to our-
selves and country, 
1 Where shall we bury our shame ? 
Where, in what desolate place, 
Hide the last wreck of a name, 
Thus broken and stained by disgrace ? 
* Benjamin Cozzens. j See Appendix I. 
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< Was it for this we sent out 
Liberty's cry from our shore ? 
Was it for this, that her shout 
Thrilled through the world's very core 
B u t , N o ! we ask for mercy from no being, but the merciful 
G o d ; and we hold in utter scorn, any man that would offer or 
receive mercy in such a case ; and we announce, with unfeigned 
pleasure, that the Boston shipwrights, caulkers and gravers, never 
have asked or received, nor never will ask or receive mercy from 
aristocrats, be they merchants, manufacturers, or any other Re-
publican T Y R A N T S . 
A s we have adverted to Bunker Hil l , we remark, in passing, 
that the unfinished monument is a most excel lent emblem of our 
unfinished independence. T h e r e let it stand unfinished, until the 
time passes away when aristocrats talk about mercy to mechanics 
and laborers. There let it stand unfinished until our rights are 
acknowledged, and we, as workingmen, will carry it to its destined 
height without screwing a five-dollar-bill out of the hard earnings 
of the poor man, or appealing to our fair countrywomen to re-
place money, which we believe has been expended — extrava-
gantly; leaving, after all, that structure a monument of disgrace 
to this age and this nation, and a deeper, blacker disgrace to some 
of its managers, who, while they are calling on us for money to 
raise a monument to national glory, are using their influence to 
prevent us from improving our condition in any w a y whatever . 
One of these P A T R I O T S signed the U K A S E , issued in Boston last 
M a y , not by the emperor of Russia, but by men pretending to be 
American citizens. 
W e wish to remark on the words — combinations and exc i te -
ments. Combinations are good, or evil , according to their objects. 
T h e combination to murder Captain W h i t e , in Salem, was an evil 
and a wicked combination ; but the combination to detect and 
punish the murderers was useful, necessary, and just. So , it 
seems, the word is not so terrible, in itself considered. M e n of 
property find no fault with combinations to extinguish fires and 
protect their precious person: from danger. B u t if poor men ask 
J U S T I C E , it is a most H O R R I B L E C O M B I N A T I O N . T h e Declaration 
of Independence was the work of a combination, and was as hate-
ful to the T R A I T O R S and T O R I E S of those days, as combinations 
among working men are now to the avaricious M O N O P O L I S T and 
purse-proud A R I S T O C R A T . 
Think you, M r Chairman and gentlemen, there was no com-
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bination, when some of the inhabitants of Providence commenced* 
the revolution, in 1 7 7 2 , by burning the British tender Gaspee, in 
Prov idence R i v e r ? W a s there no combination, when the leather 
apron of the farmer and mechanic were seen mingling with the 
shining uniform of the ' British Regulars , ' and when that class, who 
are now so much despised by the H I G H E R O R D E R S , achieved our 
' independence? ' W a s there no combination, when Bostonians, in 
the disguise of M o h a w k Indians, made a dish of TEA at the expense 
of King George the Third, using Boston harbour for a tea-pot ? 
W h e n the I M M O R T A L and I L L U S T R I O U S W A S H I N G T O N took Y o r k 
T o w n by storm, there was a combination of red-hot cannon balls 
and bombshells, (from a combination of American and French 
forces,) for three days and three nights in succession, pouring in 
on a haughty foe, to the tune of Yankee-doodle . N o doubt Lord 
Cornwal l is was a great enemy to C O M B I N A T I O N S . 
W h e n monopolists, and others, belonging to the H I G H E R O R -
DERS, wish to carry any of their measures into effect, they can 
and do form ' combinations ;' they can and do talk of supporting 
their v iews at the point of the bayonet, and of exterminating such 
citizens of this F R E E C O U N T R Y as oppose their views. T h i s has 
been threatened by H . Ni les , in his Regis ter , during the last ses-
sion of Congress. Manufacturers assembled at Concord, Massa-
chusetts , in June last, and passed a solemn resolve, that they had 
rather have this Union dissolved, than to have the ' protecting 
policy given up. ' W h o ever heard of farmers, mechanics, and 
labourers, forming such a ' combination' as this ? W h o ever heard 
of working men assembling on the soil once wet with blood to 
cement this Union, and passing such a resolve as this? But R I C H 
men can do this, and then denominate that accursed resolve, the 
* V o i c e of Middlesex . ' F o r our part, we had rather see our 
country transformed into one wide, desolate, and smouldering 
ruin, than to even think of dissolving this Union. 
S o much for combinations. N o w for { excitements' Tyrants, 
in all countries, are a lways alarmed at ' excitements.' T h e ' ex-
citement' which existed in Poland, troubled ' W e , Nicholas, ' em-
peror of all the Russias, e x t r e m e l y ; and when the flame of 
L I B E R T Y was, for a time, smothered by an overwhelming force, 
the minions of the Autocrat proclaimed, that ' O R D E R is restored 
at W a r s a w . ' A n y exci tement among working-men troubles W e , 
the Ar is tocracy , very much in the same way . A n d when they 
partially succeed in bearing down the exertions of the poor, by 
the overwhelming weight of W E A L T H , they proclaim that order is 
restored in Boston, Prov idence , L o w e l l , and elsewhere. Martin 
* The first blood shed in the revolutionary war, was on board the 
Gaspee in Providence River. 
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Luther was cautioned by the Pope of Rome, not to make an ' e x -
citement; ' but Luther had found that the pope, (in his opinion at 
least,) was not the ' Vicegerent of God on earth,' and he did not 
feel disposed to kiss the G R E A T T O E of ' H I S H O L I N E S S ' in token 
of reverence, although it was done every day by emperors and 
kings, cardinals and bishops, and perchance by monks, friars, and 
pilgrims, if they could get money to PAY for the glorious privi-
iege 
T h e situation of the producing classes in N e w England is at 
present very unfavorable to the acquisition of mental improve-
ment. T h a t ' the manufacturing establishments are extinguish-
ing the flame of knowledge, ' we think has been abundantly 
proved. It is true there is a great cry about the schools and 
lyceums, and books of ' sentiment, and taste, and science,' espe-
cially at W A L T H A M * B u t of what use is it to be like Tantalus, 
up to the chin in water, if we cannot drink. T h e W a l t h a m peo-
ple seem to be much in the situation of the horse whose master 
was asked if he ever fed him. ' F e e d him ?' replied he, ' now 
that's a good un, why he's got a bushel and a half of oats at home, 
only he aint got no time to eat 'em . ' O n e evil attached to some 
mills we have not as yet noted. It is this. A t Waltham it is or 
has been the case that all who go to work there are obliged to 
pay for the support of the minister employed by the Corporation, 
and then we hear the Corporation boasting of supporting Religious 
Worship. This is or has been the case at Leicester , Massachusetts, 
and at Saxonvil le, in Framingham. So that liberty of conscience 
is infringed in direct violation of the law of the land. A t Y o r k 
C o m p a n y Mills, in Saco, Maine, all who are employed are com-
pelled to go to meeting, so that a Catholic must violate his con-
science by attending on a Protestant meeting, or the reverse, and 
so with all other denominations who do not happen to have a 
meeting of their own kind at Saco. T h i s is palpable injustice. 
It seems the owners of Mills wish to control their men in all 
things. T o enslave their bodies and souls, make them think, act, 
vote, preach, pray, and worship, as it may suit ' W e the Owners . ' 
T h a t the influence of Manufacturing (as now conducted) is detri-
mental to the public is beyond dispute. T h e whole system of 
labor in N e w England, more especially in cotton mills, is a cruel 
system of exaction on the bodies and minds of the producing 
classes, destroying the energies of both, and for no other object 
than to enable the ' rich' to ' take care of themselves, ' while ' the 
poor must work or starve.' T h e rich do take care of them-
selves, in one sense, both in this country and Europe. W h i l e 
the daughters of these Nabobs are ' taking care of themselves, ' 
* See Appendix J. 
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while they are graceful ly sitting at their harp or piano in their 
splendid dwellings, while music floats from quivering strings 
through perfumed and adorned apartments, and dies with gentle 
cadence on the delicate ear of the rich, the nerves of the poor 
woman and child, in the cotton mill, are quivering with almost 
dying agony, from excessive labor, to support this splendor ; and 
after all this, if that woman or child should lose five minutes time 
out of 1 3 hours, she is docked a quarter of a day. In one mill 
w e learn that a little girl was cut off in time, one and a quarter 
days for 25 minutes, that is, one quarter for five minutes for five 
days in succession. W e believe this is a part of what is called 
' judic ious management. ' I f these things are so, and we chal-
lenge contradiction, are we not justified in making an ' excite-
ment , ' and in forming a ' combination,' to c h e c k these growing 
evils ? Unless these evils can be remedied, are we not justified in 
' denouncing these sources of present wealth, however overflowing 
and abundant, while the enriching stream is undermining and 
contaminating the best interests of man.' ' If education and intel-
l igence is the only sure F O U N D A T I O N of public safety, ' and if we 
are convinced that there are causes in active operation sapping 
and mining that foundation, can any man say, ' It is nothing to 
me ?' ' If the children of the poor ought to be instructed as well 
as the rich, ' ought we not to see that it is done ? If it depends 
on education whether we ' live in a peaceable, orderly communi-
t y , free from excess , outrage and crime, can we say it is nothing 
to us ?' W h o knows but in the course of events his son or 
daughter, or sister or brother, will not be driven into a cotton 
mill by the hard hand of adverse fortune, and be made to suffer 
the evils we have described. If ' without the assistance of the 
common people a free government cannot exist , ' and we find that 
the capability to govern depends on intelligence and learning; is 
it not a fearful reflection that so many thousands of children are 
deprived of education, and so many adults of every opportunity 
for mental improvement ? L e t us no longer be deceived. Let 
us not think we are free until working-men no longer trust their 
affairs in the hands of designing demagogues. But some manu-
facturers say , it is not so bad as it is in England yet , and when it 
is, it will be time enough to mend. T h a t man must have a very 
benevolent heart who can say such things. A s well might he 
say the Cholera is not so severe in Boston yet as it has been in 
N e w Y o r k , so it is of no use to take any measures to prevent its 
spread. W e are told, that we are not y e t so poor as they are m 
England. W e do not y e t have to exist on oatmeal and potatoes, 
and therefore we ought not to complain. This is the same as 
saying, W e will cut of f one of your arms to support American 
Industry, and you must not complain, for in other countries they 
5 
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cut off both arms. Witness the Splendid E x a m p l e of England. ' 
T h e Manufacture of Cotton, to advantage, as it is called, com-
menced in deception and fraud. In 1 7 7 5 * Richard Arkwright 
the barber, became Hon. Sir Richard Arkwright , for becoming a 
thief; for ' he stole the invention of spinning cotton from an un-
suspecting friend, a turner by trade, ' and after his exaltation to 
his ' blushing honours,' he turned his wife out of doors, and would 
live with her no longer, for the reason that she, poor, weak 
woman, could not understand his factory ' clockwork.' So that 
the woman, whom he took for better or worse, and who married 
him in his character of D i c k Arkwright , the barber, was forsaken 
by him in his character of Sir Richard. A t the period mention-
ed, 57 years ago, Sir Richard commenced spinning ' good round 
yarn ;' and from that time the abject misery of the poor, in E n g -
land, has increased with a fearful rapidity. F o r t y - t w o years 
since (1780) the first cotton mill was erected in Pawtucket, ( R . I .) 
It was hailed as a happy era in our history ; so was the same thing 
hailed in England. It has made England great and splendid and 
rich ; and as degraded and as miserable as great and rich and 
splendid. One of the authorities we have produced, says, that 
the hours of labour has from time to time increased in England, 
until 1 no constitution can withstand its inhuman pressure. ' S u c h 
has been the case during 42 years we have had cotton mil ls ; and 
the constitutions of the operatives in this country are sinking, at 
this moment, under its ' inhuman pressure.' W e have seen one 
thousand girls pour out, at noon, of one establishment alone, and 
most of them bore the marks of sickly debility. Wi l l this be de-
nied ? If so, be it known, that these females pay out of their wages 
ten hundred and forty dollars per annum ; and that sum, we are 
told, is used for M E D I C I N E alone. W e are informed, that this 
fund frequently falls short. N o w , what must become of these 
persons, when they shall become unable to work ? W i l l owners 
support them? No ! ' T h e y have not even the assurance of the 
most wretched cornfield negro in Virginia, who, when his stiffened 
limbs can no longer bend to the lash,' must be supported by his 
owner. But those who work in cotton-mills, after all their ener-
gies are destroyed by the same causes so definitely described by 
D r K a y , of Manchester, must be supported in some w a y . T h e n 
the burden will fall on the public where the persons b e l o n g ; after 
they have amassed immense wealth, not for themselves, but own-
ers, they will be thrown on the public resources, and drag out a 
miserable existence in a poor-house. 
It has been said, that the speaker is opposed to the American 
* See History of Stocking Weaving. 
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S y s t e m . It turns on one single point, — If these abuses are the 
American S y s t e m , he is opposed. But let him see an American 
S y s t e m , where education and intelligence is generally diffused, 
and the enjoyment of life and liberty secured to a l l ; he then is 
ready to support such a system. B u t so long as our government 
secures exclusive privileges to a very small part of the commu-
nity, and leaves the majority the ' lawful prey' to avarice — so 
long does he contend against any 1 Sys tem' so exceedingly unjust 
and unequal in its operation.* He knows, that we must have 
manufactures. It is impossible to do without them ; but he is yet 
to learn that it is necessary, or just, that manufactures must be 
sustained by injustice, cruel ty , ignorance, vice, and misery ; which 
is now the fact to a startling degree. If what we have stated be 
true, and we challenge denial, what must be done ? Must we fold 
our arms and say, It always was so, and always will be. If we 
did so, would it not almost rouse from their graves the heroes of 
our revolution ? W o u l d not the cold marble, representing our 
beloved Washington, start into life, and reproach us for our 
cowardice? L e t the word b e — O n w a r d ! onward ! W e know the 
difficulties are great, and the obstacles m a n y ; but, as y e t , we 
' know our rights, and knowing, dare maintain.' W e wish to in-
jure no man, and we are determined not to be injured as we have 
b e e n ; we wish nothing, but those equal rights, which were de-
signed for us all. A n d although wealth, and prejudice, and slan-
der, and abuse, are all brought to bear on us, we have one conso-
l a t i o n — 1 We are the Majority.' 
One difficulty is a want of information among our own class, 
and the H I G H E R O R D E R S reproach us for our ignorance; but, 
thank G o d , we have enough of intelligence among us yet , to 
show the world that all is not lost. 
Another difficulty among us is — the Press has been almost 
whol ly , and is now in a great degree closed upon us f W e ven-
ture to assert, that the press is bribed by gold in many instances; 
and we bel ieve, that if law had done what gold has accomplished, 
our country would, before this time, have been deluged with 
blood. B u t working-men's papers are mult iply ing; and we shall 
soon, by the diffusion of intelligence, be enabled to form a front, 
which will show all monopolists, and all T Y R A N T S , that we are not 
only determined to have the name of freemen, but that we will 
L I V E F R E E M E N a n d D I E F R E E M E N . 
Fellow-cit izens of N e w England, farmers, mechanics, and la-
bourers, we have borne these evils by far too long ; we have been 
deceived by all parties ; we must take our own business into our 
* See Appendix K . f See Appendix L . 
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own hands. L e t us awake. Our cause is the cause of truth — o f 
justice and humanity. It must prevail. Let us be determined 
no longer to be deceived by the cry of those w h o produce no-
thing and who enjoy all, and who insultingly term us — the farm-
ers, the mechanics and labourers, the L O W E R O R D E R S — and exult-
ingly claim our homage for themselves, as the 
Higher O R D E R S — 
While the D E C L A R A T I O N OF I N D E P E N D E N C E asserts that 
' A L L M E N A R E C R E A T E D E ^ U A L . ' 
THE LITTLE FACTORY GIRL TO A MORE FORTUNATE PLAYMATE. 
A U T H O R U N K N O W N . 
I often think how once we used in summer fields to play, 
And run about and breathe the air that made us glad and gay; 
W e used to gather buttercups and chase the butterfly — 
I loved to feel the light breeze lift my hair as it went by! 
D o you still play in those bright fields ? and are the flowers still there ? 
There are no fields where 1 live now — no flowers any where! 
But day by day I go and turn a dull and tedious wheel; 
Y o u cannot think how sad, and tired, and faint I often feel. 
I hurry home to snatch the meal my mother can supply, 
Then back I hasten to the task — that not to hate I try. 
A t night my mother kisses me, when she has combed my hair, 
And laid me in my little bed, but — i 'm not happy there. 
I dream about the factory, the fines that on us wait — 
1 start and ask my father i f — 1 have not lain too late? 
And once I heard him sob and say — < Oh better were a grave, 
Than such a life as this for thee, thou little sinless slave!' 
I wonder if I ever shall obtain a holiday? 
Oh if I do, I'll go to you and spend it all in play! 
And then I'll bring some flowers home, if you will give me some, 
And at my work I'll think of them and holidays to come! 
A P P E N D I X . 
A P P E N D I X A . 
Lyttleton Bulwer stated in the British House of Commons, that out of 
128 persons in Berkshire, committed for incendiarism, only 25 could 
write, and only 37 could read. In Abington, out of 30 prisoners, only 6 
could read or write ; of fifty prisoners tried at Lewes, one only could read 
or write. The same connexion existed in France, between crime and 
ignorance. In 1820, in the French Court of Assize, there were 6,962 
persons accused ; out of this number, 4,519 were ignorant of writing and 
reading, and only 129 persons, about a 57th part, had received a supe-
rior education. 
A P P E N D I X B . 
The caption of this Immortal document was affixed to it by a Mechanic 
in Boston, that the Ukase might be promulgated in due form. 
U K A S E . 
[ W E , the M E R C H A N T S of Boston, by the Grace of God, and power of 
Gold, masters of all the Mechanics in this OUR City, have issued this OUR 
Ukase, to make known to OUR subjects, OUR will and pleasure. Hear 
and Obey.~\ 
Copy of the Ukase, from the Merchants of Boston, to the Master 
Carpenters and Caulkers, most graciously communicated to Messrs 
Leach Harris &. Son. 
B O S T O N , July 20th, 1832. 
G E N T L E M E N : — A t a meeting of the Merchants held last evening at 
the Exchange Coffee House, the following Resolution was passed. 
It being understood that the journeymen Carpenters and Caulkers, 
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have abandoned their Combination to control the liberty of individuals, in 
the hours of Labour, and considering the extreme warmth of the weather,^ 
and the fear of Pestilence that pervades the community, it is the sense of 
this meeting that the Master Carpenters and Caulkers be AUTHORISED to 
allow to their journeymen, two hours intermission at noon during the pre-
sent month and August. It being expressly understood that they SHALL 
commence the day's, work at sunrise, and terminate it at sunset. 
W I L L I A M G O D D A R D , 
JOHN B R O W N , 
H E N R Y W I L L I A M S , ^ C O M M I T T E ^ 
J . L . D I M M O C K , 
T H O M A S B . C U R T I S , 
B . A . G O U L D , 
T o Messrs L E A C H H A R R I S & S O N . 
Here is assumption of power without precedent in our country. Here 
is the 1 Republicanism ' of the Dark Ages. The fact is, the journeymen 
Carpenters and Caulkers had taken the ' two hours' at noon, (and they 
begun at five in the morning, and quit at seven at night, and on Satur-
day at six) five or six weeks before this notable document was concoct-
ed from the brains of these NOBLEMEN. 
A P P E N D I X C . 
It certainly seems that some of our Statesmen are in the situation of 
Jeptha, without his distress. H e in a moment of exultation, had made a 
vow to sacrifice the first living thing which should meet him at his door, 
on his return from victory, and when his lovely daughter met his view, 
he lifted his robe* to hide her from his sight, still determined on the sa-
crifice. So with Statesmen, exulting at what they think will produce NA-
TIONAL GLORY , they vow to sacrifice every thing to that end. But when 
they see tens of thousands of children ready for their inevitable doom, they 
lift the robe of office and popularity, to hide from their eyes the dreadful 
sight, still determined on the sacrifice. 
W e are justified in this supposition, for we never heard the most ar-
dent and strenuous advocate of the American System in Congress or 
out, say one word in favour of protecting the operatives in our Clock-
work ' Cotton Mill Palaces of the poor.' On the contrary, they say 
Congress has no right to do so. 
* S e e Augurs ' beautiful Marble group, representing this Event . 
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APPENDIX D. 
It is a singular fact, that while Manufacturers on one hand, are telling 
their help they must support the System, or they will all be paupers as 
people are in England ; on the other, they are calling on this nation 
' to witness ' and follow the ' Splendid Example of England.' 
A P P E N D I X E . 
If the gentleman who penned this sentence had told us, in the same 
style, what these Mills were to the middling and higher orders, he would 
probably have said, ' they are the Lighthouses of the skies ' to the mid-
dling classes, and the ' heaven of heavens ' to the rich. W e like to see 
parallels carried out to their legitimate conclusion. 
A P P E N D I X F . 
W e refer particularly to those who live in the vicinity of manufacturing 
establishments ; persons at a distance no doubt are deceived, and led to 
say things, about which they know nothing. The speaker has for years 
lived among Cotton mills, worked in them, travelled among them, and is 
extensively acquainted with them, and with persons who are engaged in 
them, and they will all with one united voice, support the assertions here 
made. The speaker has examined this subject for years, and he pledges 
himself to prove all the allegations here made, and as much more as they 
wish of the same kind, if the owners of Cotton-mills will place it in his 
power to compel the attendance of witnesses. 
Not only so, we assert that the great body of the inhabitants of New 
England, look upon employment in a cotton mill with horror and detesta-
tion, and would think it as great a misfortune as could possibly befall 
them, to be driven by any circumstances, to labour in these 4 palaces of 
the poor,' as now conducted. So detestable is work in a mill to chil-
dren, that in one case, both parents have been seen, before sunrise, 
each with a stick, driving their child from the house to the mill. If such 
a statement will rouse the indignation of the friends of children, what will 
be thought of the following: 
A boy twelve years old, the son of Joseph Buxton, of Mendon, had 
been worked for some time in a cotton mill in that town. The confine-
ment was irksome to the boy, who was inclined to work upon a farm, and 
he was heard to say, that he had rather die than work in a cotton mill. 
No heed was paid to the child's suffering or complaint, and late in Au-
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gust last, he drowned himself in the pond adjoining the factory. — Thank 
God ! the blood of that poor little innocent is not upon my head. 
It may not be out of place here to remark, that in this same town of 
Mendon, a factory agent shut down the gates, and marched ninety work-
men up to the polls, who established a road, and sent a representative to 
General Court, in defiance of the inhabitants. The owners, all of them, 
lived in another state. Here is a sample of independent voters ? Think 
you, our fathers would have submitted to such a gross violation of their 
rights ? No, they would sooner have driven these political hirelings from 
the polls at the point of their bayonets. 
A P P E N D I X G . 
* Conditions on which Help is hired by the Cocheco Manufacturing Com-
pany, Dover, N. H. 
W e , the subscribers, do hereby agree to enter the service of the Co-
checo Manufacturing Company, and conform, in all respects, to the 
REGULATIONS which are now, or may hereafter be adopted, for the good 
government of the Institution. 
W e further agree, to work for such wages per week, and prices 
by the Job, as the Company may see fit to pay, AND BE SUBJECT TO THE 
FINES, as well as entitled to the premiums paid by the Company. 
W e further agree to allow two cents each week, to be deducted from 
our wages, for the benefit of the S I C K F U N D . 
W e also agree not to leave the service of the Company, without giving 
two weeks notice of our intention, without permission of an agent; and if 
we do, we agree to forfeit to the use of the Company, two weeks' pay. 
W e also agree not to be engaged in any combination, whereby the 
work may be impeded, or the Company's interest in any work injured; if 
we do, we agree to forfeit to the use of the Company, the amount of 
wages that may be due to us at the time. 
W e also agree that in case we are discharged from the service of the 
Company for any fault, we will not consider ourselves entitled to be set-
tled with, in less than two weeks from the time of such discharge. 
Payments for labour performed are to be made monthly. 
* These Conditions are much like the handle o f a jug, all on one side. T h e y are 
certainly not binding in law; for there is no obligation in them, on the part o f the 
Company; and any agreement is null and void for that reason. It is, by law, im-
possible to make a person agree to something, o f which he is ignorant. See first 
and second rules. If we are compelled or induced, by any means, to swear an 
oath to keep a secret before we know what the secret is, the oath is not binding on 
us, legally or morally. 
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APPENDIX H . 
This is, we learn, one reason given by some of the Merchants in Bos-
ton, who are also largely concerned in manufacturing, why they opposed 
the reduction of the hours of labour in Boston. 1 It wont do, said they, 
if hours are reduced here, our " help " in the mills will hear of it, and it 
will make them uneasy.' Manufacturers in Providence pursued a simi-
lar course. 
For the information of ( our help ' the speaker observes, that the re-
duction of the hours of labour has taken place in Boston, among Ship-
wrights, Caulkers and Gravers, some Founders, as Algers and Ashcrofts, 
also in Utica and Buffalo, New York, Detroit, Michigan, and par-
tially in New Bedford. The cause is daily gaining ground among the 
friends of ' Humanity.' W e trust the day is not far distant, when the 
20th March 1832, will become as important in the History of our Coun-
try, as the 4th of July, 1776. For it will be the anniversary of the 
downfall of tyranny and oppression at home, and that day is the anni-
versary of the downfall of Foreign Tyranny and Oppression. 
A P P E N D I X I . 
The speaker cannot but feel as every man ought to feel, indignant at 
such language as this. Has it come to this, that we must be told we 
ought to be content, because we are not yet actually in chains of iron. 
W e happen to know something about southern slavery, having resided in 
a slave country at various periods, and we know that children born in 
slavery do not work one half the hours, nor perform one quarter of the 
labour that the white children do in Cotton mills, in free New England. 
It is nearly so with adult slaves. If the children in Mills in New Eng-
land are almost entirely deprived of education, will the gentleman show 
us the great advantage they possess over slave children r Further, we 
do know that the slaves in the South enjoy privileges, which are not en-
joyed in some of our Cotton mills. A t Dover, N . H . we understand, 
no operative is allowed to keep a pig or a cow, because it would take a 
few minutes time to feed the pig and milk the cow. We learn also 
it is now, or has been the case, that that ' Republican Institution ' even 
monopolized the milk business, kept cows themselves, and compelled 
their 1 help ' to buy milk of them. This we suppose was to give a mar-




A writer, calling himself ' A Factory Hand,' in the Yeoman's Gazette, 
Concord, September 1, 18-32, tells a fine story about the advantages at 
Waltham, ' the flowers of taste and sentiment' and feeling, and the 
1 hardy plants of the understanding,' and ' all that sort of thing ;' but, 
after all, he says, ' with particular reference to our situation in the Cot-
ton Mills, (mark that,) it would not do to reduce the hours of labour; for 
more harm would be done by the vicious, than good by the virtuous, if 
THUS let loose on the community.' Surely this indicates an extremely 
great degree of cultivation of ' the flowers of taste and sentiment' and 
' refinement' and ' understanding with particular reference to our situa-
tion in the cotton-mills' at Waltham. It wont do to ' L E T US LOOSE on 
the community.' This is highly complimentary to the lower orders em-
ployed at Waltham. This is ' taste' and 'sentiment' and 'refinement' 
and ' understanding,' with a vengeance. Why, this is the very reason 
that people are shut up in the STATE PRISON . It will not answer to ' let 
them loose on the community.' If the work-people in Waltham can bear 
this, we are mistaken in them. If they will be insulted in this way, and 
not resent it, they are certainly to be pitied. 
Another, or the same writer, signing ' A n Operative,' with reference 
to the author of this address, says, ' Our reformer may congratulate him-
self in not receiving a flagellation, or a ducking, while at Waltham.' 
Now, we suppose this is a specimen of the flowers of feeling, taste, and 
sentiment,'' and ' moral principle and religious sentiment' ' cultivated 
with fatherly care at Waltham.' 
Perhaps the author owes his safety to the fact, that the Company did 
not ' let loose' the vicious characters in Waltham ; for the large Hall 
where he lectured was filled to overflowing with an attentive and civil 
audience, for which he returns to them his thanks. W e have never said 
or written a word against the morality of the Waltham people; but these 
astonishing writers, these defenders of ' the higher classes,' make them a 
savage and vicious people; so much so, that, according to them, it will 
not do to ' let them loose on the community.' W e learn for the first 
time, from these writers, that Waltham owners are the jail-keepers of the 
vicious and outrageous part of the community, and merely run their mills 
to keep them in prison tor the public safety. How very benevolent! 
If cotton-mill owners cannot EMPLOY better defenders than these sapi-
ent writers are, they had better have none. But this is as much as they 
can expect for 70 cents per day for 13 hours work in the mill, the scrib-
bling thrown in gratis. 
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APPENDIX D. 
W e insist upon it, that the power of the Constitution to provide for 
the common defence,' shall be exerted to provide safeguards against the 
dreadful evils which manufacturers are bringing upon us. For we insist, 
that if Congress have power to protect the owners against foreign com-
petition in the shape of goods, they have the same right to protect the 
operative from foreign competition in the shape of importation of foreign 
mechanics and labourers, to cut down wages of our own citizens. W e 
call upon manufacturers to do justice to the operative, and warn them to 
remember that working-men, the farmer, mechanic, and labourer, are the 
majority, and are determined to be gulled no longer by the specious 
and deceptive cry of American Industry, while they are ground down 
into the dust by importation of foreign machinery, foreign workmen, and 
foreign wool; and deprived of improvement for themselves and an oppor-
tunity to educate their children, merely to enable 1 the rich to take care 
of themselves;' while the poor must work for such prices as manufactur-
ers 1 see fit to give,' or starve, as a reward for votes given for their op-
pressors. 
A P P E N D I X L . 
Editors of papers, in the interest of manufacturers, can publish ac-
counts of the sufferings of children and others in England, in cotton and 
woollen mills, and apparently shed tears enough to operate a small cotton-
mill ' palace of the poor ;' but, if we ask them to publish well authenti-
cated accounts of sufferings in American mills, they refuse; and so far as 
tears are concerned, their eyes are as dry as the crater of a volcano. 
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A D D R E S S 
Mr. President; Ladies and Gentlemen: 
IT gives me great pleasure, to see such an audience as I now 
behold. It furnishes proof that the subjects of our rights and in-
terests, is engaging the attention of those who labor day after day, 
to make others rich ; others who toil not, neither do they spin, 
but who are nevertheless, clothed in purple and fine linen, and 
fare sumptuously every day ; when, at the same time, those who 
labor, and produce all the wealth of the country, are doomed to 
a life of ceaseless toil, and may in truth exclaim, — ' W e are made 
to possess months of vanity, and wearisome nights are appointed 
unto us.' 
It is also very gratifying to see this audience composed of both 
sexes and all ages, — from the blooming youth, to the man of grey 
hairs, which are a crown of glory, if the aged are found in the 
way of righteousness. 
Here are fathers and mothers, sons and daughters, who seem 
to be interested in their own welfare. I hope something may be 
said, both instructive and beneficial Y o u will undoubtedly dis-
cover many imperfections, but these you will cover with the veil 
of charity: if you gain any instruction, I shall be gratified in hav-. 
ing been the instrument in imparting it to your minds. 
It is quite certain, that unless we have the female sex on our 
side, we cannot hope to accomplish any object we have in 
view, or succeed in any important enterprize, worthy of their in-
valuable assistance, or which will entitle us to their smiles in pros-
perity,, or their sympathetic, tears, when bowed down with adver-
sity. W e must have their hearty concurrence and approbation, 
or we shall unquestionably fail in any important measures we 
may wish to carry into effect, to ameliorate the sufferings of the 
poor and distressed, and to improve generally the condition of 
society. 
. Although it must be confessed that females, when vicious, have 
been the immediate, or more remote cause of much evil in socie-
ty, yet the price of a virtuous woman is far above rubies, and can-
not be compared with fine gold. T h e influence of woman is so 
great, that the destiny of the whole world may be strongly influ-
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enced by her conduct. It is thought by some, that if Bonaparte 
had had such a woman for his mother, as the mother of Washing-
ton, that the Emperor of the French would have been a blessing 
to the world, instead of a curse. Not that I think it the duty of 
women to enter into the turmoil of public life ; not that her 
voice should be heard at the corners of the streets; not 
that she should enter the battle-field amid the roar of can-
non and musketry; not that her hands should wield the keen 
edged sword, or the sharp pointed bayonet, to cleave the skulls, 
or pierce the bosoms of the foes of our country. N o ; but she 
can shine by her own fireside, as a star of the first magnitude : 
she can lighten the sorrows of the husband of her choice, and 
when his head is throbbing with anguish, her bosom will be his 
choicest pillow. When his heart is convulsed with the storms in-
cident to his intercourse with a cold, unfeeling, and heartless 
world, her eyes can cast such cheering rays of light around him, 
even into his inmost soul, that he feels the inestimable value of 
such a treasure : he exclaims in the fervor and deep gladness of 
his spirit, — ' Without a ' wife,' this world is a wilderness.' 
It is well known that virtuous females have exhibited traits of 
character, which would command the admiration of angels, to 
which they are sometimes compared. Who, besides a woman, 
could attend on the sick with such kindness ? W h o could, with 
such almost superhuman power, watch, night after night, by the 
couch of pain, soothe the sufferer in his hours of anguish, miti-
gate the agony of his throbbing temples, pouring the oil and wine 
of consolation into his heart; even going with him to the borders 
of the dark valley of the shadow of death ? W h o so well calculated 
as a virtuous woman to instruct the tender youth in the way they 
should go, to lead them into the flowery paths of virtue and wis-
dom, whose paths are paths of pleasantness and peace? 
Females may do much to encourage the other sex in all lawful 
enterprizes. W e have on record, one instance where the mere 
mention of the name of a woman doubtless did much towards 
gaining a very important victory in the war of the Revolution. 
Previous to the battle of Bennington, General Stark addressed 
his brave soldiers in this short and pithy manner : 4 The British 
forces must be defeated, or Molly Stark lies a widow to night.' 
T h e effect was electrical. T h e battle was fought, the victory 
won, and that too without making a widow of Molly Stark. 
If the influence of woman is so great, for good or for e v i l ; if 
by her misconduct she can cast about fire-brands, disease and 
death, or by her upright course of virtue, cause the world to smile 
like a perfect paradise, how important is it that she should possess 
correct moral principles ! How vastly important, that we should 
secure her aid ! 
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I cannot leave this part of my subject without paying a deserv-
ed compliment to the ladies of L y n n , who are engaged in the 
shoe business, among w h o m I learn are many fair ones of the 
'plain bonnet which always excites my admiration, and com-
mands my r e s p e c t : to say nothing of the rosy countenance a n d . 
bright eyes , so often found under that modest and pleasing head-
dress. F o r ' beauty, when unadorned, is adorned the most.' 
T h e y are now contending nobly for their rights, and if justice is 
not entirely dead, they must be victorious. Notwithstanding the 
L a d i e s of L y n n are industrious and prudent, they have felt the 
iron grasp of poverty and distress ; they have been oppressed by 
those who should by all means be their protectors, and defenders ; 
they have, I learn, been so far crushed down to the earth, that 
many of them have sunk into untimely graves. Men who have 
produced this state of things, must be hard-hearted indeed, if they 
have any hearts at all. M e n who thus oppress females, ought to 
be condemned to live old bachelors a thousand years, go barefoot 
for want of shoes, and darn their own stockings. Such men are 
' Fit for treason, stratagem and spoils.' 
If such men open their mouths against honest, hard-working 
females, the L a d y Cordwainers of L y n n ought to sew up their 
lips. I f they lend their ears to hear aught against them, the fair 
fingers of the L y n n ladies ought to stop up their ears with shoe-
maker's wax , and let them know if they have no souls of their 
own, the females are determined to have something more sub-
stantial than faded calico, stay tape, and buckram for preparing 
uppers for the soles of their customers. 
I notice many young persons here this evening. T h i s also is 
encouraging. If w e can implant in the minds of the young and 
rising generation, correct views and principles, both moral and 
political, the pioneers in the work of reform may die with the 
hope, that the seed thus planted, will finally bring forth a glo-
rious harvest of intellectual fruit. 
Although we, now on the stage of mortal existence, may at 
present go forth as it were weeping, bearing the precious seed of 
truth, those who follow us, will return with j o y , bearing their 
sheaves with them. 
T h e situation of those who labor, and produce all the real 
wealth of the country and the world, demands most certainly our 
serious consideration. It demands the serious consideration and 
attention of the rich and poor: all are interested, — even those who 
have no love of country, except that based on sheer selfishness, 
ought for their own sakes to see that the laboring portion of the 
country, who are the makers and protectors of the rich man's 
proper ty , should be placed beyond and above the r e a c h of igno-
rance and poverty. W h a t safety is there for p roper ty among an 
ignorant and starving population ? I can tell you . In E n g l a n d 
the poor are ground down to the starving point, by unjust l a w s ; 
banking and other wicked monopolies, many of the like kind we 
have in our own country , (and they will p roduce the s ame r e -
sults he re , as in E n g l a n d , ) have ground the poor laborer to pow-
der : when they complain for want of bread they find a bayonet 
at their breasts . T h e y are r educed to starvation, and the bayonet 
keeps them down to that point. T h i s is more especially the case 
in the manufactur ing districts. O u r manufac tu r ing districts a re 
verging swiftly to the same state of things ; and L ven tu re to p r e -
dict that in fifty years f rom this momen t that the bayonets of 
American citizens will be put into requisition to pro tec t the r ich, 
and oppress the poor, if manufac tu re r s cont inue to ext inguish the 
flame of knowledge as they now are d o i n g ; much of the manufac -
turing property, now does, and will then belong to foreigners. H o w 
much better would it be in Eng land , to have the opera t ives well-
educated , well-paid, well-fed, and well-clothed : t hen , no bayo-
nets would be necessary to protect the weal thy man ' s p rope r ty . 
I t is t rue, a R h o d e Island N a b o b said, in a publ ic documen t , 
' The poor must work or starve, and the rich will take care of 
themselves.'' Bu t I venture to asser t , that the rich neve r did t ake 
ca re of themselves or their p r o p e r t y , in p e a c e or war . I t is p ro-
tected by the laboring, the producing class. It is c r ea t ed by t h e 
laborer , drawn out of his hands by means of bad laws, and then 
forsooth he must protect it at the e x p e n s e of his hea l th , o f t en t imes 
of his life, for the benefit of those , who will have nothing to do 
with t h e creation of weal th, or its protect ion af ter it is c r ea t ed . 
All the monopolist does, is to a c c u m u l a t e ; and , all the p roduce r 
does, is to produce and protect for others , and go dest i tute h im-
self. If the producing class in our country become ignorant , they 
will be vicious, they will be reduced to pover ty : then the s a m e 
results will follow, as have followed in E n g l a n d . T h e n will the 
man of weal th see which would cost the most , school-houses , 
books and school-masters , or barracks , bayonets and a mercena ry 
soldiery. 
O u r coun t ry has become the political pole-star of the world . 
T h e oppressed of every nation, k ingdom, and tongue, w h e r e v e r our 
glorious star-spangled banner has floated on the b reeze , are look-
ing to it as the political ' LIGHT OF THE WORLD.' O u r institu-
tions, imperfec t as some of them are, are excit ing the envy and 
hat red of the 'pr incipal i t ies and powers ' of the old world. E m -
perors and kings, and dukes , and lords, gnash their tee th upon us. 
T h e Dec la ra t ion of Independence , that immortal documen t , from 
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the pen of the illustrious Jefferson, has gone forth like a flaming 
fire. It has carried terror and dismay into the hearts of tyrants. 
It has caused their knees to smite together, like the knees of the 
king of Babylon, when he saw the hand-writing on the wal l : 
1 Thy kingdom is departed from thee' That paper has been like 
the cloud in the wilderness. A dark cloud on the imperial thrones 
of Europe, and a pillar of fire to guide the oppressed to a land 
of liberty, flowing with the milk and honey of free institutions. 
That paper has carried rays of light into the dark places of cruel-
ty. I would rather prefer to be the author of that document, 
than to be the emperor of the whole planetary system, were each 
planet as thickly inhabited as the ball on which we l ive ; for this 
reason : the principles there displayed ' in characters of living 
fame,' will one day emancipate the world. T h e people will yet 
rouse from their long slumber of a thousand years, and hurl their 
chains at their oppressors. •* Tyrants have already turned pale ; 
despots tremble; their jewels shake from their diadems, their gol-
den wigs from their heads, and their heads from their shoulders.'* 
Indications are seen at intervals that there is yet some life in the 
^people, even in oppressed degraded Europe ; degraded and op-
pressed by the same principles, and nearly the same laws, which 
are passed and enacted at every session of Congress, and every 
session of our several State Legislatures. W e find a strong, ear-
nest and irrepressible desire for reform in almost evey part of the 
globe. T h e people are awaking from the slumber of by-gone 
a g e s ; the scales of ignorance and bigotry are falling from their 
mental eyes ; they are rousing themselves from the long sleep of 
despotism. T h e iron chains they have worn for so many centu-
ries have at last eaten into their souls. 
T h e flame of liberty, like the pent up fires of a volcano, has brok-
en forth, and threatens to overwhelm thrones and dominions and 
principalities and powers, in one wide-spread ruin and dissolution. 
T h e people are inquiring into the divine right of their oppres-
sions : the time seems to be passing away, when the fiat of Kings 
should involve the happiness or misery of the countless millions of 
our race. 
Revolution has followed revolution in rapid succession : even 
the Grand T u r k Mahmoud trembles on bis precarious throne. 
His subjects are beginning to question his divine right to apply 
the ' bow-strings ' to their necks, or throw them alive into the 
Bosphorus, tied up in a sack, at his sovereign will and pleasure. T h e 
holy standard of the Turkish empire, composed of the ' small-
clothes 1 of Mahomet, has lost its divine influence and efficacy 
* Thompson's Address to the New England Convention of Working Men. 
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on the minds of the bigoted, luxurious and effeminate devotee at 
the shrine of Islamism. 
In England the haughty dukes, lords and prelates have recently 
had the alternative laid before them, either to have their palaces 
and castles burnt to the ground, and the ashes scattered to the four 
winds of heaven, or surrender their ill-gotten power into the hands 
of ' the people,' its only safe despository. 
T h e people, in order to convince their oppressors' that they 
were in earnest, demolished a few of their splendid abodes of 
luxury, thereby sternly saying, - If you will not do as you ought, 
we will do as we phase, your divine right to the contrary notwith-
standing.' 
Previous to the passage of the R e f o r m Bi l l , the divine-right party 
said, through Blackwood's Magazine, that ' to grant reform to the 
people because they wanted it, was a destructive and dangerous 
principle.' But the people convinced their oppressors that to 
deny reform when the people demanded it, was still more destruc-
tive and dangerous. When the tories saw their splendid palaces 
enveloped in crackling flames, they became convinced that it was 
no longer tenable ground, to withhold right from its owners ; and 
they submitted to ' the people,' as in duty bound. 
T h e French nation have also risen in their strength, and tram-
p l e d on the { divine right of Charles T e n t h to shackle the press. 
T h e y drove him from the throne which he had disgraced by his 
tyranny, and from the land he endeavored to ruin and destroy by 
the ' G R A C E o r G O D , ' on which he blasphemously based his divine 
right to be a tyrant and govern the F r e n c h Nation without their 
consent. If that nation gained nothing else by the ' three days ' 
revolution, they shook the foundation of every throne in E u r o p e . 
T h e Revolution in England, under the name of reform, was one of 
the consequences which immediately followed the F r e n c h R e v o -
lution of July. 
Poland, too, long suffering under the galling chain of the blood-
thirsty, savage Russian, has also poured out the life of her best and 
most patriotic sons in purple streams, as a sacrifice to the cause of 
liberty. But , alas ! she has failed, once and again, and ' order,3 
to use the language of despotism 1 order is restored at Warsaw' — 
' order' such as tyrants love : the dark and midnight cloud of slave-
ery has enveloped the ramparts, where, in the time of the detested 
Suwarrow, the noble Poles fell before the ' leaden rain and iron 
h a i l ' of the Russian barbarians, when 
' Hope for a season, bade the world farewell, 
And Freedom shrieked as Koskiusco fell.' 
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But all is not yet lost. The wild cry of horror and dismay burst-
ing from the murdered women and children shall not be unremem-
bered. The blood, the tears, the anguish and the toil of Poland 
shall not be forgotten. What though the world looked on coldly 
without rendering assistance in her dreadful hour of peril; al-
though France made the heart of Poland sick with hope deferred, 
and England with her well-known cold, chilling, calculating policy, 
negociated with the great Northern Autocrat till his eagles had 
sunk their savage talons in the hearts of the Poles, and dipped their 
beaks in the gore of her sons, although the Cossack took up the in-
fant on his spear and dashed through the streets of Warsaw in horrid 
triumph, on his wild and fiery war-horse, while the dying babe 
was writhing in excruciating torment. Yet all is not lost. The 
red bolts of retributive wrath shall yet smite the tyrant on his 
throne, and Poland shall yet be emancipated. 
•Yes, thy proud lords, unpitied land, shall see 
That man has yet a soul and dare be free: 
A little while along thy saddening plains, 
The starless night of desolation reigns. 
4 Truth shall restore the light by nature given, 
And like Prometheus bring the fire from heaven: 
Prone to the dust oppression shall be hurled, 
Her name her nature withered from the world.' 
These attempts at throwing off oppression, have become more 
and more frequent since the American Revolution ; and the more 
the principles on which that revolution was founded are dissemi-
nated, the more frequent will be the attempts to imitate, the most 
important political event the world ever witnessed. The Decla-
ration of the Independence of the United States will one day be 
the declaration of the Independence of the whole world, if we 
remain faithful to the trust, placed in our hands by those who 
suffered so much in our behalf, in gaining the grand charter of our 
liberties. 
In our country an important question is to be solved, involving 
the happiness of millions yet unborn. The whole world will 
either bless the names of Washington and his compatriots in arms 
and glory, or they will curse us, with the bitterness of wormwood 
and sail, according to "the manner in which this question shall be 
solved. The question is this : Can mankind govern themselves 
by free Institutions ? 
The whole vast structure of human bliss or human wo, politi-
cally speaking, rests on the answer to a query of seven words. 
The answer depends altogether on the intelligence, wisdom, vir-
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tue, purity and patriotism, of the majority of our countrymen 
and countrywomen. Who compose that majority ? T h e working 
men and working women, who are the true and only producers of 
all and every kind of real wealth. If they fall into ignorance, 
poverty and vice, our country and constitution fall with them, and 
truly great will be the fall. If this rock on which the political 
c h u r c h is founded, is removed, the storms of despotism will beat 
upon it, and it will most assuredly be swept away. T h e pitchy 
cloud of political night will cover the names of Washington, and 
Lafayette, and Green. T h e world's last hope will be enshrouded 
in darkness most profound. It will truly be a darkness which 
may and will be felt. T h e American eagle will drop from his 
talons the olive-branch of peace and the arrows of protection and 
defence, and descend from his high elevation. 
T h e stars which adorn our glorious national banner, will fall 
from the political firmament. Gloom, impenetrable gloom, will 
cover the globe ; for the sun of Liberty will have set in endless 
night. Warren, and all those who fell on the battle-Gelds of our 
country, will have died in vain. When posterity shall visit the hal-
lowed grounds where liberty was gained with blood poured out 
like water, they will put sackcloth on their loins and ashes on 
their heads. T h e y will weep, bitterly weep, for the days that 
are gone, and mourn for lost freedom never to be regained. T h e n 
will the experiment we are now trying have failed. Must it be 
so ? God forbid ! 
But such will be the inevitable result, if the working classes are 
to be reduced to ignorance, poverty and vice, by the influence of 
that principle of which 1 intend to speak this evening. 
T h e consideration of the things 1 have mentioned seems to be 
slowly but surely gaining ground. T h e time has arrived* when 
we must be up and doing. While we have slept, the enemy has 
come into the fair fields of our inheritance and sown tares. W e 
must awake and trim the lamp of intellect with the oil of wisdom, 
and let it burn with the pure flame of rational life, giving liberty. 
T h e producers of wealth, stand far below the station to which 
their usefulness entitles them. Does any one doubt or dispute it ? 
L e t him for one moment look around him and see the splendid 
habitations which adorn our cities ; the palaces that are the pride 
of the citizen and the admiration of strangers : let him look at 
our ships of war, surpassing all the naval architecture of the 
world, protecting the rights and maintaining the honor of the 
country. Let him, in fact, look where he will, he will have de-
monstrative proof, that the mechanic and laboring man, next to 
the practical farmer, form the most important portion of civilized 
society. Indeed, the farmer could do but little if any thing to 
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advantage, were it not for the mechanic. On this point, you will 
permit me to cite a paragraph from Mr. Moore's Address to the 
General Trades Union of the City of N e w - Y o r k . He says: 
' Who were the pioneers of the West ? W a s not the forest made 
to bow before the axe ? the stubborn glebe to yield to the hoe and 
the ploughshare ? W a s not the harvest gathered with the rake 
and the reaping hook? the grain converted into flour by the mill 
or the mortar? and the raw material converted into the fabric 
by the wheel and the loom, and fashioned into garments by the 
shears and the needle ? the game of the forest secured by the 
trap and the rifle? the habitation erected by the means of the 
trowel, the hammer, the axe and the saw? Unquestionably, with-
out the agency of the Mechanic Arts the adventurer must have re-
turned discouraged and disappointed, or perished in the enter-
prize. N o country can be cleared and settled, or colony founded, 
without the aid of the Mechanic Arts. ' T h u s far Mr. Moore, 
and I will add, that one mechanic has done more towards in-
creasing the growth, prosperity and comfort of the farmer of the 
W e s t , than all the world beside. B y the transcendent genius of 
Robert Fulton, those vast and fertile regions included in the great 
valley of the Mississippi have become of inestimable, incalculable 
v a l u e ; without the command over the elements which he exer-
cised, that country would be of but little value. B y the mighty 
power of Steam, he has opened a navigation of more than a hun-
dred thousand miles; he has brought the distant regions on the 
Mississippi, and the Missouri, and the Arkansaw, and the Ohio 
Rivers, as it were, down to the borders of the Atlantic Ocean. 
When Fulton predicted this result in Paris, at the house of the 
American Ambassador, he was treated as a mere visionary, he 
was pitied, and almost despised. H e had to bear the laugh of the 
ignorant and the scorn of almost all, for undertaking to do what 
' nobody had ever done before.' But his motto was, ' In great 
attempts 'tis glorious e'en to fail.' H e succeeded to the admira-
tion of the world. Formerly, it took more than six months to 
ascend the Mississippi and Ohio rivers to Pittsburg, a distance 
of 2000 miles. I have seen the boatmen using their setting 
poles, and pulling up stream by the bushes on the banks of the 
Ohio, tediously toiling to get up against a strong current, to carry 
the necessaries of life to the inhabitants of the interior. Now, 
the distance from New-Orleans to Pittsburg can be accomplished 
in 18 or 20 days, instead of half a year. All this great change 
has taken place since 1 8 1 7 , in which year I descended the Ohio 
river, 500 miles, in a little pine skiff, 8 feet long and 3 feet wide, 
in company with two other men. W e rowed the skiff cross-
handed the whole distance, and were nine days on the passage to 
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Cincinnati. I had to return on foot, there being no steamboats in 
which to ascend the river as now. _ -
Notwithstanding the usefulness of the Mechanic Arts, there 
are some men who are so weak, so simple, so foolish, as to des-
pise Mechanics; and I may be permitted to say that some of the 
fair sex prefer a perfumed dandy to a hard-handed, honest M e -
chanic; a poor fool, with an empty skull, to an honest, intelligent, 
useful, hard-working m a n ; and this, merely because the dandy 
looks more like a monkey than a man. ' T h e s e things ought not 
so to be.' 
What should we be, as a nation or a community, without the 
Mechanic Arts ? W e should be complete savages, dwelling in 
wigwams, have our fire on the ground in the centre, with a hole 
in the roof to let out the smoke, feed on roots and bear's meat, 
be exposed to all the inclemencies of the season, and worship 
snakes and all venomous reptiles, — perhaps eat human flesh and 
drink human blood. Instead of being here as we now are, w e 
might be holding a 1 powow' in the forest, to deprecate the wrath 
of some infernal spirit. 
T h e Mechanic Arts have made this nation both the hope and 
fear of the world. Mechanics and Artisans held a conspicuous 
place in the war of Independence, ana its consequent events. 
T h e names of Franklin the printer, Green the blacksmith, Sher-
man the shoe-maker, with many others, both Farmers and M e -
chanics, will continue to shine throughout all time, with a lustre 
entirely eclipsing the glory of all the Caesars and Alexanders the 
world ever knew. 
Again — who digs the marble from the quarry, and splits the 
stubborn granite from the ledge, to erect and decorate the splen-
did habitations of the opulent? W h o manufactures the elegant 
furniture, and all the appliances thought necesssary to an estab-
lishment. for persons who frequently despise those who supply 
them with the means of living in luxury ? W h o prepares the ship 
for the Merchant, with which he compasses sea and land to sup-
ply the rich man's table ? Does not the shipwright, the caulker 
and the graver? T h e joiner and the blacksmith ? T h e sail-maker 
and the rigger ? T h e rope-maker and the painter ? 
W h y then is it, that the Mechanic cannot and does not take 
his just station in society? T h e answer is, because we have neg-
lected our own interests. W e have elected men to important 
offices who had no other claim than what their riches gave them. 
Gold has borne the sway, for want of information on our p a r t : 
we have become careless ; we have thrown the reins of govern-
ment out of our hands ; we have voluntarily given them into the 
hands of a monied aristocracy. 
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But the time has come, when some of us begin to feel that we 
are oppressed. W e have discovered that we build palaces, and 
others inhabit them ; not that we envy the possessors, but we be-
gin to ascertain, that we have not been paid a fair equivalent for 
erecting these structures : what we have received, has immediate-
ly been taken from us by the cunning and designing. Notwith-
standing we toil all the time, we get nothing but barely enough 
to sustain life? If we have been paid a fair equivalent for our la-
bor, how is it, that those, who do nothing, have so much more 
than we do, who labor from year to year ? Is it worth more for 
doing nothing than doing something ? be this as it may, those 
who do not labor get the most money. How is this accomplished ? 
W e find that we have been paying taxes, to build colleges, to 
educate rich men's sons to be doctors, and lawyers, & c . & c . , to 
enable them to grind our own faces on the grindstone of monop-
olies and monied corporations of all kinds. At the same time, 
the children of the poor tax-payer get little or no education. W e 
have discovered that the Legislatures of the different States, when 
in session, do but little else, but eat, and drink,'and charter rag-
money mills. B y and by a ray of light breaks in upon us, and 
we see where the 1 accumulator ' gets these beautiful pictured pie-
ces of paper, to build houses, and stores, and ships, and railroads, 
and canals. T h e Legislature of this State has given the bank 
nabobs liberty, to pass one dollar, and call that one dollar eight 
dollars, and fifty cents; or, in other words, to draw interest on 
eight dollars and a half, for every one good old hard silver dollar, 
they have in their vaults. T h e Legislature of N e w Y o r k has 
given the bankites the liberty to draw interest on $ 6 , 1 1 8 , 4 4 7 , 
issued by 34 banks, out of the whole number, when these 34 
banks have only $329,493 real dollars -to pay these bills, 
on every one of which is a ' promise to pay.' T h e r e are $200,-
000,000 of bank paper, in the country, $80,000,000 in circu-
lation, and only $20,000,000 of specie, in the vaults of all the 
banks in the United States with which to pay for these pretty pic-
tures. N o w here is 180,000,000 promises to pay, all false. It is 
true, stockholders own some private property, but they well know 
how to keep it. If a man gives a note, which he knows he can-
not pay, he would be considered a dishonest man. If you should 
make a counterfeit one dollar bill, you would be accommodated 
with bed and board in the large Hotel in Charlestown, owned by 
the State, clothed in garments of many colors, like the coat Jo-
seph wore, when he was a boy. But here are millions of coun-
terfeit bills, made by the authorities of the same men, who would 
imprison a small counterfeiter. ' One murder makes a villain, 
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millions a hero.' One counterfeit bill makes a villain, millions 
make a gentleman. 
T h e truth is, we have been most profoundly gulled and de-
ceived • for, all the interest on this counterfeit money comes out 
of our sweat and toil, and we are left to suffer under the opera-
tions of a paper money currency, which has, in all countries, and 
in all ages, carried" destruction and desolation to the poor man's 
door, even into the heart of his family. W e have been lulled 
into a false security : we have been told that we must celebrate 
the 17th of June, the 4th of July, and the 8th of January. W e 
have done so, but we find that the next day after we have so done, 
we have been required to bow our necks to the image these mod-
ern Nebuchadnezzars have set up, or the calf, that some of their 
Aarons or Biddies have made, with the fruits of our labor. W e 
are worse than the Israelites; they fell down and worshipped a 
golden calf, made of materials furnished by themselves; we are 
called upon to worship a paper calf. These modern shrine mak-
ers are worse than those who made silver images for Diana, the 
'goddess of the Ephesians. For they have taken away the gold-
en calf, and put a paper calf in its room, gilded with gold leaf, 
ten thousand times thiner than that used for looking glasses. 
W e are made to believe, that it is the real Simon Pure, the veri-
table golden calf. While we are thus worshipping, we ought to 
have an inscription on the altars of Mammon, — the banks, — ' T o 
T H E U N K N O W N GOD , ' and it may well be said of us, 4 Y e know 
not what ye worship.' I think that all our celebrations are vain, 
so long as we worship this paper c a l f ; so long as we are the vic-
tims of deception and fraud ; so long as we are crushed under 
the ponderous wheels of the car, which carries this modern Jug-
gernaut, we are the veriest slaves to a purse-proud, paper-money 
Aristocracy. 
Awake then out of your slumbers ; the power is yet in your 
hands : will you longer submit to such palpably unjust laws ? 
Awake and clear yourselves from the folds of this serpent, this 
boa constrictor, which is entwined about you, crushing your 
bones, and polluting you with his slime, that he may swallow 
you whole, both soul and body. 
D o not say there is no use of voting : shame on you ! — did not 
the heroes of the revolution fight, and bleed, and die, that you 
might vote ? You know that nothing pleases the Aristocrat more, 
than to see you careless and indifferent, in this respect. 
Your oppressors will furnish you with soporifics enough to make 
you sleep on your post; they will give you pills of political opium, 
in any quantity, to accomplish that end ; they will sing to you a 
4 lullaby upon the tree top.' Beware, lest you sleep, as did Samp-
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son, ' on the knees of Delila, lest you be awakened by the same 
cry, — the Philistines are upon you. ' T h e bank paper Aristocracy* 
are upon you, even at this moment. . If you will 'sleep, sleep 
on, — and when you awake, you will find, too late, that you are 
shorn of your strength ; you will then be brought out to make 
sport : it will be a poor consolation to you, when you are led to 
take hold of the pillars of their god Dagon, their god Mammon; 
for you may bow yourselves for the last time, in your mental 
blindness, yet you will not be able to overthrow the temple. 
Y o u know there are men in our country, even in the city of 
Boston, who have done all they could to oppress you. Y o u know 
there are men in Boston, who subscribed $20,000, to starve you 
into submission : If you do not, I do. More than one hundred 
Merchants formed a combination to grind the Mechanics to pow-
der. Some of the names attached to their manifesto, I under-
stand to have been put there, without the consent, or knowledge 
of the owners of those names, which, if proved, would send the 
perpetrators to the State prison, among the rest of such 1 under-
writers.'' Even the Judge of the Municipal Court threatened you* 
with indictments, for an implied design to injure the public. He 
said, in effect, that ' Judd and others conspired to make and sell 
indigo, of a spurious kind, and thereby cheated the good people 
of this Commonwealth, T H E R E F O R E , the Mechanics of Boston 
were liable to indictment. Because 200 officers in the East India 
Company's service resigned their commissions in time of war, 
1 7 6 9 , T H E R E F O R E , the citizens of Boston, were liable to a 
criminal action, because these officers were liable.' Verily, we 
may say, in view of this profound legal wisdom, ' A second Dan-
iel come to judgement. ' What had these mechanics done ? T h e y 
had done just what the Judge said in the same charge, and almost 
in the same breath, that they had a right to do. T a k e his own 
language : ' Our laws secure to every man a right to put such 
value on his labor, ingenuity and learning, as he pleases. He 
may work or refuse to work, and lie cannot be deprived of this lib-
erty, unless by a conviction of some crime' — [Charge to the grand 
Jury, first Monday of D e c . 1 8 3 2 . ' ] But the learned Judge tells 
us that the common law says a man may do a thing, as an individ-
ual, which he cannot do in a combination. A thing lawful in it-
self becomes unlawful, by two or more persons conspiring to do 
an act which neither the law of God or man declares to be crim-
inal. I have given the ideas of the Judge in a condensed form, 
as they are somewhat lengthy in his Charge. I cannot see 
the consistency, or honor, or honesty, if any, in the course the 
Judge pursued. It seems that law, and lawyers, and judges, were 
all determined, by the help of gold, to crush the working class to 
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the dust. T h e y may tell us, in their charges, and pleas, and 
messages, and speeches in Congress, how much labor is respect-
ed, and how much necessity there is for protecting laborers ; it will 
never alter my opinion so long as I see so much real oppression 
bv law, on working men and women. It appears to me that the 
following quotation well applies to men who are oppressing M e -
chanics and Laborers with or without law : 
' Aught cannot sate their mad ambition, 
From us, but starving or submission ; 
Must they then riot in the spoil, 
And reap the harvest of our toil ? 
Rise from their country's ruin proud, 
And roll their chariot wheels in blood.' 
T o the Mechanics and other producers of wealth I would say — 
' O can you sleep, while o'er your head 
Hangs desolation wide outspread ? ' 
Does any one think I use too strong language, terms too severe, 
and unwarranted by the nature of the case ? T h i s language was 
used in the days of 76 , and I contend there is more danger 
by far, now, than in those days. T h e n the danger was apparent 
to all eyes, now it is a secret poison in the body politic. T h e 
face of things may look very fair. B u t the surface is l ike the 
countenance of a young girl in a deep-seated consumption ; she[looks 
beautiful even in decay ; she may flatter herself, and her friends 
may hope even while her vitals are wasting away, and death holds 
his dart over her, and only delays to strike ; in a few short days, per-
haps months, she will fall into the grave, and become a mass of 
corruption. S o will it be with the political health of our country, 
if we refuse to pay the price of liberty by our eternal vigilance. 
W e have too long slept in security, while a worm has been 
gnawing at the root of the tree of L iberty . Its leaves already 
begin to fade, and decay is visible on its branches; corruption 
has entered our legislative halls. Gold has become the test o f 
merit, the instrument for bribery, and a passport to offices in the 
gift of a people, who boast of free institutions, and intelligence. 
W e know that many a man who is not worth a dollar, is more 
capable, more honest, and more deserving, than half the men we 
put into office. W e put in the rich, notwithstanding many of them 
pick our pockets by bad l a w s : we are beaten by them with rods, 
and we fall down by our conduct, like a spaniel, and kiss the 
hand which gives the blow. T h e injustice of many of our laws 
is as apparent as the full blaze of a meridian sun. 
In the name of common sense, what is the use of having nearly 
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six hundred Senators and Representatives assembled in the City 
of Boston, to charter counterfeit R a g Money Mills. T h e y assem-
ble there with the oath of God upon them to legislate for the pub-
lic good, and they all know that bank charters are a public evil, 
and a very great one. T h e y know that bankers have the power 
to spread consternation through the whole community. T h e y 
know that at the present time the Union is shaken, from one end 
to the other, with a quarrel about the United States Bank, which 
appears to be determined to govern the country, or ruin it, if they 
cannot govern it. W e are certain it will be ruined, if the Banks 
govern much longer, even to the extent they now do. D o Legis-
lators realise the danger of Bank charters ? W e ought in charity 
to think they do n o t ; but if they do not, they are unfit for Legis-
lators. T h e y always talk of public good. Is it a public good to 
encourage idleness? is it a public good to permit men to issue 
notes which no man in his senses thinks will ever be paid ? If 
the Legislatures of the several States assume the right to grant to 
chartered monopolies the power which the states do not themselves 
possess, viz., to ' emit bills of credit the state ought to assume the 
responsibility of paying all the bills of every bank which fails. If 
this was the case, you would soon see an end to this legal land-
piracy under the name of Banking for the public good : talk of pub-
lic good indeed ! why, some of our State Legislatures seem to know 
as little about public good, as a member of the Rhode Island 
Legislature knew about organizing the militia : he opposed or-
ganizing the militia because it would cost so much to purchase 
hand-organs ; h e said ' a good drum and fife, well played, was 
enough ; he had no idea of these innovations, these new-fangled 
notions ; our fathers achieved our independence without the use of 
hand-organs. Beside the enormous bulk and great expense of 
these instruments, it would take a long time to learn to play on 
them. So, Mr. Speaker ' , said he 4 1 hope the militia may not be 
organized 
Some of the members of our State Legislatures are no doubt 
high-minded and honorable men ; but they certainly do not reflect 
sufficiently on the evils of a partial legislation to make the rich 
richer, and the poor poorer. Others contrive to get into the 
Senate or House, one way or another, perhaps by the assistance 
of the Farmers, Mechanics, and other laboring men ; but you hear 
but little of them after they get there ; very little, if anything 
comes from their lips, in favor of any of the measures of those 
who sent them there. T h e y are apt to forget the hole of the pit 
from whence they were digged ; and, more than this, they forget 
who dug them up. After taking their oath and their seats, and 
securing their two dollars a day, whether in the house or not, they 
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are for sale io the highest bidder. H e that can give the most 
good dinners and crack the best champaign, will be sure to 
wheedle them into voting for any measures the treator may wish 
to carry into effect. 
Banking and other monopolies r e c e i v e the sanction of the G e n -
eral Court, by the vote of such persons, who neither know nor care 
what public good is, or is not. S u c h persons deserve the epi-
thets bestowed upon them by a writer, who says, — 
' These neutrals in their midddle way of steering, 
Are neither fish, nor flesh, nor good red herring; 
A kind of bat, a twilight animal, 
True to no righteous cause, 
With whiggish wings, but tory teeth and claws.' 
T h e working class seem to be in the situation of two benighted 
travellers, who took shelter under a tree during a severe thunder-
storm. T h e lightning struck the tree, shattered it, stunned the 
men, but did not kill t h e m ; on their recovery from the shock, 
one said to the other, ' W h a t shall w e do ? ' His companion re-
plied, ' I do not know ; but something must be done, and that amaz-
ing quick.' 
W e seem to have come to our senses so far as to discover that 
something must be done, and that quickly. Something m i s t be 
done at least for the rising generation, to prevent them from be-
coming the slaves of ignorance, poverty , vice and crime. 
Working men and working women have felt the blasts of adver-
sity. T h e storm has howled through the midnight sky of sorrow ; 
the lightnings have flashed, only to ' make darkness more visible,' 
only to show them the dreariness of their situation. T h e thunder-
bolts of affliction have smitten their hopes to the ground, and cast 
them into the pit of poverty, in many, very many instances. A m i d 
the chilling desolation around them, they cast an inquiring glance 
on their fellow-sufferers, and ask the question, ' W h a t shall be 
done ? Must we toil and suffer through a wearisome life, to make 
those richer who are already wallowing in luxury, and who are 
the mere consumers of the products of our toil ? Must we, living 
in a nominally free country, be, in fact, slaves ? Must we die, and 
leave this sad inheritance to our children ? W h a t shall we do ? 
Something must be done, and that speedily. ' 
What that something is, we cannot so well tell. It is my ob-
jec t to point out the main cause of the sufferings and wrongs of 
the laboring population of our country, and show a remedy for 
the same. In order to cure any disorder in our bodies, we must 
ascertain the nature of that disorder, its symptoms and its effects. 
Otherwise we might use the remedies designed for cholera, y e l -
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low or typhus fever, to cure the mumps ; or put a corn-plaster 
on the back of the neck to alleviate the headache: we might bleed 
in the foot to cure the ear-ache, or open the jugular vein for the 
liver complaint, or dropsy in the chest. It would seem very 
strange to see a physician or surgeon, attempt to draw cut the 
rheumatism with instruments designed to extract teeth, or put the 
tournequet round a man's neck, and screw it up preparatory to 
amputating a leg, or an arm, or cutting a cancer out of the breast. 
W e should think him a fool, or a madman, or both. Therefore 
we must ascertain the nature, the cause, and the effects of the 
disease in the body politic before we attempt a cure, or we shall 
be liable to the same censure the physician would deserve. 
In pursuing this subject I shall state, that, in my opinion, the 
love of money, or an inordinate desire after wealth, is the root of all 
evil. Not that money is the root of all evil, but the love of it. 
Money, in itself considered, can do no more harm than any other 
inanimate substance. ' It is the idolatry we deprecate.' Arsenic 
would be no harm, if let alone ; indeed it is used in very small quan-
tities as a medicine, in extreme cases ; but used improperly, it 
produces sudden death. Prusic acid is so powerful a poison that 
one single drop of it would produce instant (dissolution ; but this 
dreadful poison is also used in extremely minute quantities, as a, 
medicine Nitre and sulphur are both useful, the one to prepare 
food, the other as a medicine : put them together in certain quanti-
ties mixed with carbon, and they will produce gunpowder, which 
would blow up a fortress or destroy a city. Unite a large sum of 
money with an intense love of it, it produces distress. If an ex-
tremely avaricious man should have all his inordinate desires grat-
ified, we should all become his slaves. W^hen men attempt to unite 
money and the love of it together, they destroy their own happiness 
and that of others. E v e r y cup of human bliss is infused with a 
deadly poison, fatal as the venom of a rattle-snake. 
I have arrived at the conclusion that Avarice is not implanted 
in the human breast by the Great God of heaven and earth. For 
in reflecting on its results, I must charge the Author of our exist-
ence, with being a cruel and unjust being, if he could plant a prin-
ciple in the breast of man productive of so much evil, in fact, all 
the evils and misery we suffer in this vale of tears, and world of 
sorrow. A principle producing so much anguish and distress, 
could not have emanated from that being whose ways are just. 
Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right ? His divine attri-
butes forbid us to harbor, for one moment, the idea, that Avarice 
had its birth in the high heaven in which he reigns.' 
Avarice is either directly or indirectly the father of all crime ; 
lying, pilfering, stealing, slander, highway robbery, murder, pira-
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cy , slave-trade, banking, & c . & c . It erects jails, states prisons, 
penitentiaries, almshouses, scaffolds for executing criminals, houses 
of correction, gambling-houses, and brothels. 
Wars and fightings among the nations of the earth, embittered 
feelings among friends, families and neighbors, proceed from ava-
rice. It causes them to quarrel over the coffins of their rich re-
lations ; and I have seen a mother who sat down to count the 
money her son had left, before his clay was cold ; for he had not 
been dead six hours before she commenced this operation. 
Another woman I knew, told me she nursed a rich woman on her 
death-bed, who had a heap of silver dollars brought to her daily, 
and placed on a stand by the bed-side, that she might see the 
nurse wash them, and wipe them dry with a fine linen towel. 
Avarice -induced Judas to betray his Master. ' What will you 
give m e , ' said he to the Pharisees, ' if I deliver him into your 
hands? ' ' T h i r t y pieces of silver,' was the reply. T h e con-
tract was made, fulfilled, and Judas hung himself to close his mor-
tal career. ^ 
Benedict Arnold said to the British Nation, ' What will you 
give me, if will betray the American camp into your hands?' 
1 British gold in untold quantities shall be yours.' T h e bargain 
was made; but, thanks to a protecting Providence, the traitor did 
not succeed. T h e three militia men who took Major Andre, 
were undazzled by the golden offers that officer made, and the 
camp and country was saved : our Washington was preserved ; 
and, instead of a halter being placed on the neck of the man 
who led our armies to victory, he was permitted to close his eyes 
in peace at Mount Vernon. Arnold escaped with the skin of his 
teeth, followed by the deep curses of the whole country, and the 
everlasting scorn and contempt of the whole Universe, through-
out the countless ages of all time. 
Avarice manufactures drunkards, chains and lashes the slave, 
and crowds down and oppresses the poor, the friendless, and the 
destitute. It hardens the heart, deadens the feelings, sears the 
conscience, and deafens the ear to the cry of suffering humanity. 
It nerves the arm of the midnight assassin, as he steals into the 
bed-chamber, and plunges the deadly dagger into the heart of his 
sleeping and unconscious victim. A s the villain hears the last 
groan of the murdered nan, he calms his conscience with the 
hope of a golden reward. But, instead of gold, he frequently 
gets hemp } instead of silver, iron shackles, and the bolts, bars, 
and locks of a dungeon, from whence he goes to the scaffold, 
where he is hung up between the heavens and the earth, as if 
unfit for either. Urged on by this accursed principle, men stake 
every thing for gold : health, life, reputation, all—all are sacri-
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ficed on the bloody altar of M a m m o n , this demon of hell. T h e 
widow weeps, the fartherless-starve, hearts are broken, suicide is 
committed, blood flows, grey hairs are brought down with sorrow 
to the grave, that men may gorge, if possible, an insatiate appe-
tite for gold. T h e surface of our beautiful world is made one 
vast slaughter-house ; desolation and ruin stalk,abroad in our be-
loved country, and we exc la im, W h y is it so ? , In bitter anguish 
w e mourn over the deadly effects of Such a pestilence. lf any 
being should make his appearance in our world in a tangible 
shape, and cause all this misery, should we not start with horror 
at his approach ? Most certainly we should : but we have the 
monster in our own bosoms ; we nurture and foster it with mater-
nal and paternal solicitude, as if it were our own offspring — and 
truly it is. If a serpent grew out of the heart o f every individ-
ual, and his head was visible on the left breast, how should we 
hate each other when we beheld such a s i g h t ! ! ! but this venomous 
reptile is in our h e a r t s ; the serpent A v a r i c e grows and thrives in 
our bosoms ; its influence is felt more or less in all parts, and 
classes, and degrees of society. T h e bar, the bench, the pulpit, 
and the throne, are more or less impregnated with its deadly 
venom. S o c i e t y , in its present state of organization, is account-
able for all the evils produced by this hateful monster, with the 
sting of a scorpion, and the fangs of a viper. B u t let us inquire 
how w e came possessed of the demon of darkness. 
In the first place, a child, as soon as he can put two ideas to-
gether, is taught to bel ieve, by the example and precept of his 
parents, that money is the most valuable thing on earth. H e is 
told, If you will do so, and so, I will give you a c e n t : or, If you 
get y o u r lesson in grammar or geography, 1 will give you a four-
pence half-penny ; then you can buy peaches, and apples, sugar-
plums, and c a n d y ; if you save all the cents you get, you will per-
haps have twenty-five cents by Election day , or Independent 
day, which you can devote to the gratification of your sensual 
appetites. 
T h e child hears his parents converse about T i m o t h y W h e e -
dleum ; how he gets m o n e y ; no doubt T i m will get rich, His 
parents converse about T i m ' s horses and carr iages; tell what an 
elegant piano-forte he has got for his beautiful daughter, who 
don't know how to cook a beaf-steak, or boil an Indian pudding; 
how T i m ' s sons enjoy themselves in horse-racing, and drinking, 
and dissipation of all kinds. T h e boy believes all this; he thinks 
W h e e d l e u m ' s family are happy, and that money has made them so. 
Now he is under a great mistake on both these points. How-
ever, he thinks he knows every thing; so he begins to feel a desire 
to get money, in order to be happy. His first operation, perhaps, 
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is to buy a ' Barlow knife,' for 6 c e n t s ; he finds the knife is good 
for nothing. He says to a playmate, I have a good knife to sell, 
will you buy it ? 1 ask .10 cents for i t ; it is a real good one to 
cut. T h i s villain in embryo knows at the same time it would 
hardly cut a boiled turnip : he has ground it up sharp, to sell, like 
Pindar's razors. H e reasons with himself thus : ' T h e hardware 
man has cheated m e ; the manufacturer cheated him ; and I can 
see no good reason why I should not cheat D i c k S i m p l e ; I shall 
make 4 c e n t s ; beside, I've heard father and mother say, that 
' this world was made for cheating, and he is a fool who don't 
have a hand in it.' It is the fashion to cheat, and I might as well 
be out of the world as out of the fashion. 1 for one don't mean 
to be called a fool, not I had rather be called a knave, so I can 
make money and get rich. ' T h e boy is now initiated into the first 
degree of crime. H e Sells the knife, and chuckles that he has 
gone to the windward of D i c k Simple. H e tells his parents o f 
the good bargain he has made ; they see with great j o y the pro-
gress of their son in the road to wealth. T h e y tell the neigh-
bors in his presence what a smart fellow he i s ; he is encouraged. 
H e now understands the modus operandi of making money, of 
cheating his less knowing school-fellow ; or, in other words, he 
has just touched the threshold of the T e m p l e of Mammon. 
When in school, he sees all his books tell him that money is the 
high reward given to those who make progress in the wisdom of 
this world ; his arithmetic tells him how to mix sugars to cheat 
the public; he learns elsewhere how to mix liquors for the same 
purpose, thereby making the intoxicating cup more pleasant, more 
enticing, more poisonous, more destructive, and more deadly. 
H e sees gold held out as a reward to the keenest scholar; he 
notices, in his daily intercourse with the world, that the sons of 
the rich wear better clothes than he d o e s ; sometimes the master 
shows more respect and more lenity to the rich man's son than to 
the son of the poor man. W h e n he goes into town or city meet-
ings, he discovers that the rich are set up on high, whereas, if a 
poor man attempt to say any thing, he is hissed down. R i c h 
men go to Congress and into the Legislature. R i c h men's sons 
marry rich men's daughters; and the poor, but honest and capable 
mechanic or farmer, is despised by these sprigs of nobility. W h a t 
is the effect on his mind ? 
H e determines to persevere in the course he thinks so well 
commenced in selling the knife to D i c k Simple. H e says, 
1 Money I will have, let the consequences be what they may 
H e becomes a man, goes into business, circumvents the simple, 
cheats the ignorant, robs the orphan, oppresses the widow, shaves 
notes at an enormous interest, to 1 accommodate ' his dear friends, 
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and nothing suits him so well as distress in the money market. 
P e r h a p s he is a B a n k director : the B a n k cannot discount, be the 
distress ever so great, but he can get money out of the Bank, and 
let Shavem the Broker have it, to ' accommodate,' at 20 or 30 per 
cent, interest. N o w he rises in the world as others s ink; the 
greater the distress, so much the better for him : no matter, he is 
getting rich, by such ' fair business transactions ; ' he walks up 
and down State Street, like his great father, the devil, seeking 
whom he may devour. A s for cultivation of mind, he never 
thinks of that ; if he did, he has no mind for any thing but gold. 
' Mind in him has never taken root,' 
And all he knows or cares, 
Is how to count his useless gold, 
Or turn to good account his mortgages, 
To reap his harvest from the wretchedness 
Of those, the inequitible hand 
Of Fortune drives to seek his usury.' 
His heart is dead : soul, he-has n o n e ; or if he has, it is the soul 
of a devil incarnate. 
' The widow's grief, the orphan's nakedness ; 
These he can never see ; 
And his dull ear 
Can never catch the wailing wretchedness 
Wrung from the lowly lived. 
The hitter tear, that sickness or misfortune 
Causes to flow, ne'er warmed the ice 
Of his obdurate heart.' 
H o w e v e r , he grows old apace, and the grave will soon swallow 
him up. L o o k at him, tottering on the verge of eternity. S e e 
him grasp the miserly hand, and withhold the scanty pittance 
from the poor. B e h o l d him crawling on his hands and knees to 
his strong-box, to put in a four-pence half-penny. Perhaps his 
parents, who have taught him how to get money, are starving for 
want of a little from bis accumulating, useless treasure. B u t 
death has struck him : h e ' s g o n e ; and the world is rid of one of 
the direst curses in human shape of which we can conceive. His 
carcass moulders into d u s t : he sleeps despised by all, mourned 
by none. T h e curse of the widow and the fatherless follow his 
disembodied soul into the eternal w o r l d ; they will rise up in 
judgment against him, ' when the broad daylight o f eternity blaz-
ing from the throne of G o d , ' will show his moral deformity to an 
assembled Universe. His heirs rejoice over his grave, and would 
dance on it for j o y , were it not for public opinion. N o w I appeal 
to this audience, if the picture I have attempted to draw is not 
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correct; is it not in accordance with your own daily observation ? 
It certainly seems to me that it cannot be too highly colored; for 
no language can express the detestable nature of Avarice. 
Another, who has been taught that money is the chief end of 
man, takes a different course. He commences pilfering, gets 
into the House of Reformation : next comes stealing, and House 
of Correction ; next store-breaking, and State Prison, followed, 
after his time is out, by highway robbery, and the gallows. T h e 
surgeons take his body and cut it up, as if he were a dead hog. 
There is an end of him. If his parents had taught him the love 
of wisdom and virtue, instead of the love of money, he might 
have been a blessing instead of a curse to society. 
I beseech you, fathers and mothers, implant not in the hearts 
of your children this horrible love of money ; if you do, you 
may one day have a dagger planted in your bosom, by the son ; 
and a two-edged sword may pierce your own souls, when you 
find your daughter has thrown herself away in a brothel for gold, 
accursed gold. 
You shudder at the crime of infanticide, when you hear of the 
mother of Hindoo children drowning her infant in the G a n g e s ; 
but if you pursue the course I have endeavored to delineate, you 
are worse than the poor woman of Hindostan. Y o u r daughter 
may be the means of enticing many a young man to ruin. She 
may become a Millwood, to lead some George Barnwell to mur-
der and the scaffold. Y o u had better drown your child at once : 
far better for you, the public, and herself. Beware, lest she rise 
up and curse you with bitterness, even the mother who gave her 
birth, and nurtures her only for crime and ruin. 
1 have thought it would be useful, in illustrating the influence 
of Avarice on the human mind, to cite from history a very short 
account of the conduct of the Spaniards soon after the discovery 
of America by Columbus. Even that great Navigator stained 
the bright glory, which surrounded him in consequence of his 
wonderful discoveries, by his exactions on the natives. W h e n 
Cortez entered Mexico he placed Guatimozin on live coals, to 
extort from him the secret, which he and one favorite only knew, 
respecting throwing the golden treasures of the Empire into the 
lake. Guatimozin bore the torture with invincible fortitude: his 
favorite suffering the same torment, cast a dejected look on his 
master, as if to supplicate his permission to reveal the secret ; 
Guatimozin casting a look of authority on his favorite said to him, 
' Am I reposing on a bed of flowers?' Overawed by this re-
proach, the favorite persevered in his silence, and soon ex-
pired ! ! ! ! Cortez, ashamed of a scene so horrid, rescued the 
monarch from his tortures, and preserved a life, reserved for new 
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and fresh insults and indignities. T h e conduct of Pizarro, to-
wards the Inca of Peru, was scarcely less cruel, but it was as 
perfidious and as fatal to that monarch. He invited Astahualpa 
to a friendly interview, determined to take him prisoner, under 
the guise of friendship. He arranged his troops accordingly, and 
on the day appointed the Inca appeared clothed in the utmost 
magnificence ; he was borne on a throne or couch, adorned with 
splendid plumes, decorated with gold, and silver, and diamonds. 
Little did the Inca think he was preparing for his own destruc-
tion, and that of his people, by this display. Father Vincent, 
the chaplain to the expedition, attempted to convert the Inca to 
the Catholic faith. H e told him that the P o p e had' given the 
King of Spain all his dominions, and that the Inca must submit 
to Ferdinand and Isabella, as in duty bound. T h e Inca could 
not understand the justice of these demands ; these things were 
strange to his e a r s ; he told the Spaniards he did not see what 
authority the Pope, a foreign priest, had to dispose of the domin-
ions of the Inca of Peru ; he asked the priest where he had 
learned these strange things ? T h e monk handed him his book, 
called a breviary, and said that out of that book they were learn-
ed. Astahualpa took the book and held it to his e a r ; he ex-
claimed, ' This is silent, it tells me nothing ! ' So saying, he 
threw the breviary disdainfully on the ground. T h e enraged 
monk ran to his countrymen, crying out, ' To arms, Christians; 
to arms ; the word of God is insulted! avenge the profanation on 
these infidel dogs ! ' At this moment Pizarro gave the signal for 
assault; the martial music struck up, the cannon and musketry 
roared, the infantry rushed on, sword in hand, the horse sallied 
out fiercely to the charge, a severe and bloody battle ensued, 
ending in the total defeat of the Peruvians, and the capture of 
the I n c a : the spoil was very great. One would think these hell-
hounds had obtained gold enough ; but not so. Astahualpa seeing 
the rage of the Spaniards for gold, offered to fill a room with gold 
to a certain height, which room measured about 21 by 16 feet 
square. Pizarro promised to liberate Astahualpa for this immense 
sum, but he meant no such thing. Gold poured in in astonishing 
quantities. On the division of the spoil, each horseman received 
an amount equal to £ 8 0 0 0 sterling, and the foot soldiers £4000 
sterling, each. Having by fraud and force secured this enormous 
spoil, Pizarro determined to put Astahualpa to death, which he 
soon did by strangling. Such is a mere sketch of the effects of 
avarice on the minds of the Spaniards, and on the happiness of 
the original inhabitants of the N e w World. W e cannot but shud-
der at the recital of such cruelty. It does seem to me that the 
Spanish nation are the most avaricious people, as a people, in the 
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world ; and avarice has been the ruin of that nation. S h e is now 
as degraded and despised as a nation can be. 
T h e Spanish Inquisition was an instrument by which to gratify 
the avarice of the kings of Spain, and fill the royal coffers. L e d 
by the light of history, we may enter the cells of that institution. 
W e hear the doors of the dungeons creaking on their hinges ; we 
see the victim of bigotry, tyranny, and superstition lashed to the 
rack of torture; the cold clammy sweat of agony is on his brow ; 
as they turn the wheel , his strained eye-balls start from their sock-
ets, his bones crack, blood gushes from his nostrils, his tongue 
thickens, blackens, and protrudes from his mouth, as he is tor-
tured by these minions of hell at the hour of midnight, who are 
destroying the body for the good of the soul. If he survives, he 
will be burnt at the s t a k e ; his property will be confiscated for the 
use of the royal family, and to increase the revenue of the 
Catholic Church. 
W e are astonished, and the heart sickens at these details ! ! 
B u t are we not guilty, in any wise, of having the passion of avar-
ice in our bosoms ? A v a r i c e , which has been, and is now, the 
main-spring of crime, in all its thousand shapes and forms. I 
shall come nearer home presently. I will relate an instance of 
the effects of avarice, which took place in F r a n c e . A gang of 
conspirators, male and female, in order to gain possession of the 
property of a rich man, enticed him into a house, compelled him 
to will all his property to them, then stretched him on a table, 
bound him down, and cut his throat from ear to ear ! ! ! A wo-
man held a pail to catch the blood, carried it out doors, deliber-
ately stirred it up with her hands, and gave it to the hogs ! ! ! 
W h a t a horrible reflection, to think of a beautiful woman, luxu-
riating thus in human blood. Angels , to whom women are some-
times compared, might weep at the s ight: such a spectacle might 
indeed cause a shout of terrible triumph to reverbrate through the 
dark caverns of the deepest hell. It world seem that such a 
sight would produce a shout of infernal laughter from that world 
of woe. T o look on woman engaged thus, we should expect to 
see, 
' E'en from the depths of hell, the damned advance, 
• The infernal regions, nodding, seem to dance, 
The gaping three-mouthed dog forget to snarl, 
The furies hearken, and their snakes uncurl.' 
D o e s our blood curdle in our veins at such a tale? T h e n let 
us banish avarice from our hearts, lest we are left to commit so 
horrid a crime. L i k e causes, produce like effects. 
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Have you never read of pirates capturing defenceless merchant-
men ? Have you never seen, in imagination, the acts of these 
devils incarnate ? L o o k at them for a moment: see them dash 
out the brains of the helpless infant, against the windlass, and 
plunge their poniards in the palpitating hearts of the passengers, 
soon to palpitate no more. T i le deck is slippery with brains and 
gore. T i red of the slaughter, they set the ship on fire : those 
who have escaped the sword, perish in the flames. What has 
been the cause of all this ? One word answers the quere ; — A v a -
rice. D o we possess the passion, which would lead us to do like-
wise under the influence of like circumstances ? L e t every one 
examine himself. Are you bringing up your children to the love 
of gold ? B e w a r e , lest your son may, in consequence of your 
course, become a pirate. Beware, lest your daughter, one day 
or night, hold a pail to catch the blood, drawn by cut-throats. 
B u t to come nearer home. A writer, unknown to me, in com-
menting on the fact, that a sick man, for want of proper assistance, 
fell dead in the road, in Vermont, says, — ' In the fulness of sec-
tional pride and vain-glory, we may attempt to disguise a certain 
f a c t ; but, disguise it who may, it is, nevertheless, (with honorable 
exceptions) a fact, that the New England people, are a cold-
blooded, calculating, selfish people. It is the direst, deepest 
curse of the country, that the desire of getting rich has passed 
into a perfect madness, a mania, a withering passion, which per-
vades all classes of society, to a greater or less degree, drying up 
the sacred fountains of charity, and poisoning every better, holier, 
and more kindly feeling of the human heart.' L e t us see if we 
can find any proof to these assertions. First, let us look into our 
jails. What would you think of a man, who would permit a cred-
itor to freeze his feet in jail, in the severe weather of December, 
1830 ? What opinion ought we to form of a community, profess-
ing a benevolent religion, who would permit such a thing as this 
to take place? This happened in Providence jail, of which I 
am now speaking. What can a man think of a Christian people, 
having laws permitting such things? L o o k at the power of keep-
ing a man in jail , during the pleasure of the creditor, whose heart 
is as hard as cast-iron. Just enter the jail I am about to describe. 
L o o k at the father of four or five children, there confined. Watch 
his wretched, poverty-stricken family, -entering the cell. T h e 
mother, with one child in her arms and the others at her side, en-
ters this abode of misery ; watch her if you can, as she turns 
towards her children : agitated with the struggles of maternal so-
licitude, she turns her eyes from them to her husband — s h e speaks 
not, she weeps not, but the 4 mortal paleness on her cheek ' speaks 
a language which her husband can feel: he is agonized with the 
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thought, that he, alas, cannot take care of his family ; he is pre-
vented by law from taking that care of his tender infants, which 
their utter helplessness demands. If you are not roused to quench-
less indignation»at such a sight, look at the affectionate and kind-
hearted sister, in an agony of tears, taking leave of a dear bro-
ther, she has come to visit. She clings to him in desperation, 
and deep sorrow, while he, unable to conceal his feelings, ming-
ling his tears with her's, endeavors to console her disconsolate 
spirit, with the almost hopeless hope, that he may get liberated at 
no distant day. W e r e a stranger to ask, why is this? he would 
be told it is the ' LAW.' Good God ! is it possible ? If this be law, 
it is the law of fiends. If a bright seraph, from the world above, 
should be passing our planet, on some mission of love and mer-
cy , to a distant world, and should for a moment tarry here, would 
he not think he had lost his way, and arrived on the confines of 
hell? If he should ascertain that this is the world where a merci-
ful and pitying Saviour is worshipped, would he believe it ? would 
he not eagerly inquire, on his return to the mansions of bliss, what 
race or class of infernal spirits we were? If he did not, we should 
suppose him so much bewildered and astonished, at that sight, as 
to forget his own existence. 
I have seen a miserable old man, of 95 years, a hero of the revo-
lution, locked up in that ' hell upon earth to wring from his pal-
sied and trembling hand, the scanty pittance, given to him thus late in 
life, by his country, for services rendered in those days, when men 
marched on frozen ground ,without shoes, in mid-winter, dyeing the 
hard earth with blood from their lacerated feet, to obtain, what ? 
— a loathsome, filthy, detestable jail. 
After all this, the prisoner is allowed by law, one dollar per 
week, which just suffices to keep soul and body together. Coarse 
beef hashed, mixed with potatoes, skins and all, seasoned with 
pot-liquor and spiced with dead flies, forms a considerable part of 
the food, of these unfortunate victims of poverty, law, and law-
yers. Men guilty of no crime, but being poor. On Sundays, 
the prisoners are regaled with a small quantity of white beans, 
and a slice of brown bread, with a piece of pork of an indefinite 
size, but always small enough. 
It is not only so in that jail, but in most throughout the Union. 
I have seen a man rise in a public assembly, and express great 
anxiety for the welfare of the souls of men, when he, the next 
week, imprisoned the body of one of his creditors, and paid a dol-
lar a week to keep him in jail. I have known the grave to be 
called upon to give up its dead, not at the sound of the last trump, 
but the LAW said, ' Bring the body into court ; ' the body was en-
shrouded in the habiliments of death, and laid mouldering in dust j 
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the L A W said, * Come forth, and appear in Court, at Worcester 
Massachusetts, and satisfy the claims of your bail, and clear them 
from responsibility.' The law was obeyed, the ghastly corpse ap-
peared in court, brought from Rhode Island to 'Massachusetts, 
from Providence to Worcester. The grave-yard thus violated, 
' BY LAW,' is the same, where the bones of my ancestors, and my 
brothers, my sister and mother, repose in the silence of death. 
This revolting sight was seen in noble, enlightened, Christian Mas-
sachusetts. 
Believing, as I do, in the precepts of the Christian faith, I am 
compelled to say, that I do not consider any community can de-
serve the name of Christian, if that community permit such things 
to exist, as 1 have described ; for every principle, every precept, 
and all the practice of Jesus Christ, is entirely set at nought, and 
trampled under foot. I must be permitted to enlarge a little on 
this point. Just consider a moment; — Behold, the S T A T E OF M A S -
S A C H U S E T T S , issuing a warrant to raise the dead ; behold, the 
harpies of c the law,' the ministers of ' J U S T I C E , ' entering the 
grave-yard like hyenas, in search of human flesh, to gorge' the 
appetite on corruption. They search for the grave : 1 Come forth,' 
says the law, ' Arise from your slumbers' The tenant of the 
narrow house hears not; his ear is dull, his tongue cannot answer ; 
't is palsied by death; his heart responds not, it has ceased to pal-
pitate ; the flesh trembles not, for it is rotting in decay. The 
worm is making a sweet repast on his body. If the worm could 
hear and speak, would he not say, ' Who are ye, who thus attempt 
to snatch from us our feast of flesh ? Are ye men, like your fel-
low, we. now are destroying, or are you demons from the deep pit 
of infernal darkness ? Has the great day, for which all other days 
were made, arrived ? is it the trump of the Archangel we hear ? ' 
Far from this, it is the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, which 
cries to the dead. It is the law of a State, which says, assuming 
the power of the Holy God above, ' Arise, Awake, O sleeper; 
leave your bed of clay, the Law made by men, who worship that 
same God, who has consigned you to the tomb, requires the grave 
to give up its dead: we assume the power to wrest you from the 
hands of your Creator ; we assume the power to invade the dark 
dominions of the king of terrors ; we assume the power to burst 
the bars of death, and triumph over all the laws of God. Awake, 
then, from your slumber, and attend us to the judgment, not 
the judgment of God, but the judgment of the laws of Massa-
chusetts.' 
I assert that every man in this Commonwealth is responsible 
to high Heaven, for an act so revolting to the mind. Yes, every 
man who has a vote in his hand, and does not use it to expunge 
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from the statute book, a law which authorizes such conduct, is 
virtually guilty of robbing the grave. While these things exist, 
can we celebrate Independence ? Can we boast of civilization ? 
Can we claim to be a Christian people ? I, for one, cannot enter 
the temples of the living God, and ask pardon for my errors, 
with expectation of mercy, while these things, 1 have mentioned, 
and those I shall mention, exist, unless I lift my voice against 
them. How can I bow before a merciful God, while I know that 
the groan of the prisoner is ascending to his high throne, at the 
same moment of time in which the prayers and praises of this 
Christian community are rising as a cloud to heaven ? How can 
I sit easy, and look on splendid pulpits, and crimson damask cur-
tains, pews lined with costly stuffs, luxuriously carpeted and 
cushioned, for the seat of the opulent, when I know that the in-
mates of that republican bastile, in Leverett Street, Ward 5, have 
nothing but the floor, on which to sit or lie down, night or day ? 
How can I look, with a clear conscience, on the administration of 
Christian ordinances, when I know that the poor prisoner is suf-
fering for want in a loathsome cell, for the crime of being poor ? 
I hold that every man, in this community, and in this common-
wealth, is responsible for the effect of bad laws. Every man 
who attempts to pray to God, in the language of supplication for 
pardon, is guilty of sin, if he use not his exertions to obey the 
precepts of Him, who came to open prison doors, and let the 
prisoners go free. W e are guilty of hypocrisy, religious and 
political, while we pursue such a course. Far better would it be, 
to tear the Declaration of Independence to atoms, and scatter it 
to the four winds of heaven. Far better would it be to renounce 
our hypocritical pretensions to religion, turn Turks, Jews, M a -
hometans, anything, rather than manifest such amazing incon-
sistency. 
Before I leave the subject of imprisonment for debt, I will de-
scribe to you the interior of a jail in a more particular manner 
than I have yet done, as no doubt many of you are not aware of 
the existence of such horrid places, and of course never saw or 
knew the internal economy of this part of the ' AMERICAN S Y S T E M ' 
of Government. 
This description is taken from the Artisan. A n article appears 
in that paper over the signature of an ' Eyewitness, ' and under 
the title o f ' Matters of Fact, or Scenes in Providence Jail, July 
4th, 182- . ' I am well acquainted with the writer of the Article, and 
know it to be true ; as the whole of his statement is somewhat 
long I will give an abridgement as follows: 
T i m e — E v e n i n g of the fourth of J u l y , — a cell 16 feet square, 
windows grated with bars of iron ; and in one corner of the cell 
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a portrait painter confined for a breach of promise of marriage, and a 
debtor from Canada lying on the floor : in another corner, a con-
vict who had robbed the post-office, in a bed, and a debtor in bed 
with him. In the middle of the floor, a negro lying down : he had 
taken a stone from the fire-place used in cold weather for a back-
log ; this he used for a pillow. The black said he had a hard 
pillow, and not a very soft bed. On the floor, beside the black, lay 
a man convicted of a crime for which he had received sentence of 
death. His punishment had been commuted to imprisonment for 
a limited period of time. His crime, 1 forbear to mention, as the 
term used to designate it would offend your ears. This convict 
had been liberated from the 'North Side,' the part of the jail ap-
propriated to criminals, on condition that he would sweep out the 
south side (the debtors' department,) wait on the debtors, bring up 
their meals, &:c. See. In one corner of the cell stood six tubs, — but 
I forbear to dwell on this part of the fixtures to this elegant asy-
lum. It being the Fourth of July, the Prisoners are celebrating the 
glorious anniversary of our Independence by singing patriotic songs. 
Prisoners, black and white, convicts and all, join in the chorus : 
' The star-spangled banner, O long may it wave, 
O'er the land of the free, and the home of the brave.' 
It was a most excellent commentary on the Declaration of Inde-
pendence : truly, all men in this cell were equal, — at least 
they were all on a level, with two exceptions ; for all were lying on 
the softest plank they could find. 
An old soldier, whom I have not mentioned, was one of the par-
ty. He exclaimed in a sarcastic tone, ' What a glorious thing it is 
to live in a land of liberty.' 
' Huzza for the land of Roger Williams,' said another ; 'the land 
of him who fled from persecuting Massachusetts, to establish an 
asylum for the oppressed.' 
' Huzza for. the gratitude of Republics,' said a young man who 
was committed the night before. 
'Young man,' said the old soldier, sarcastically, 'you must 
serve your country well in times of danger, and when you grow 
old your country will give you a pension, when you are tottering 
on the verge of the grave, and have but a little time to live.' 
' I have always heard so ' said the young man,' but it seems the 
laws of Rhode Island rob you even of that.' 
' I know it,' replied the old soldier, with a bitter smile, ' but then 
I get glory.* 
A t this moment the convict I have mentioned entered with 
supper : prisoners sitting on the floor began to eat. 
' I wish,' said the portrait painter ' that Mrs. Jailer (for the act-
